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COOPERATION OF THE MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES 
MeSCo Annual Meeting 

a. Program 

Mediterranean Study Commission 
Al-A.IJ.ram Centre for Political and Strategic Studies 

Alexandria, 29/III-1/IV/1995 

b. List of participants 
· I.· "Institutionalizing Mediterranean relations: complementarity and competition"/ Roberto 

Aliboni 
· 2. "Mediterranean issues and institutional paradigms"/ Seyfi Ta;;han 

3. "L'aire mediterraneenne et le 'changement global"'/ Khalifa Chater 
· 4. · "Quelques notes sur la Mediterranee dans la politique etrangere et de securite commune"/ 

Alvaro de Vasconcelos 
· 5. · "Conceptualizing non-military security in the Mediterranean"/ Mohamed El Sayed Said 

6. "Mediterraneanism: a new dimension in Egypt's foreign policy"/ Mohammed El Sayed Selim 
7. "France's Mediterranean policy: new challenges, old dilemmas''/ May Chartouni-Dubarry 
8 .. "Pour un dialogue substantiel et credible sur la securite en Mediterranee"/ Lounes Bourenane 

· 9 .. "The Mediterranean: bridge or divide? Proposals for non-military cooperative measures"/ 
Salvino Busuttil 
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CENTRE FOR POLITICAL AND STRATEGIC STUDIES 

AI Galaa St. 

Cairo, Egypt 

Program 

Me s c o Annual Meeting 

~ M.arch - April 1 

Cooperation Of The Mediterranean 

Countries 

·organizer :~Al Ahram Centre for. Political & Strategic Studies 

Funding Institutions : Al Ahram Foundation, Friedrich Ebert. Stiftung 

Venue Hil.ton Ramses Hotel, Cairo 
Tel: 575 8000 - Fax: 575 7152 · 

Palestine Hotel, Alexandria 
Tel: 03- 547 3500 - Fax: 03- 547 3378 

Tel. : 5786037 · 

Fax : 5786023 - 5786833 



CENTRE FOR POUTICAL AND STRATEGIC STUDIES 

AI Galea Sl 

Cairo, Egypt 

Wednesday March 29th,1995: 

07. 00 

Arrival of' all participants to Cairo, Residence 
at Hilton Ramses. 

The Troika Meeting, 
Dr. Abdel Monem Said, Dr. Roberto Aliboni, 
Dr. Alvaro Vasconcelos. 

Thursday March 30th,1995: 

10.00 

14.00 

17.00 - 18.00 

18.00 - 18.30 

18.30 - 20.00 

Tel.: 5786037 

Fax : 5786023 - 5786833 

All participants bused to Alexandria, Residence 
at Palestine Hotel 

Lunch 

Opening and Introduction by: 
Dr. Abdel Monem Said 
Director, Centre Cor Political & Strategic Studies 

Speech: 
Egyptian Xedi terranean Polic7 
• H.K. Mr. Raouf' Ghonef.JI· 
Assistant to the Minister of' Foreign Mf'airs 

Welcoming Address by 
• Dr. Verner Puschra 
Resident Representative of' the Friedrich Kbert Stif'tung, 
Cairo. 

Break. 

Mediterranean Institutional problematic 

Moderator 
• Alvaro Vasconcelos 
Institutional· Interlocking across the mediterrane~ 
Speaker: 
Aliboni 

Addressing Mediterranean Issues: Institutional Paradi~ 
Speaker: · 
Tashan ( Turkey ) 
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CENTRE FOR POUTICAL AND STRATEGIC STUDIES 

AI Galea St. 

Cairo, Egypt 

Fridgy, March 31st, 1995: 

09.00- 11.30 

11.30 - 12.00 

12.00 - 14.00 

Moderator 
• Roberto Aliboni 

Mediterranean Area in the Global Change 
Speaker: 
Chater ( Tunisia ) 

The European Common Foreign and Security Policy and 
the Mediterranean 
.Speaker: 
Vasconcelos ( Portugal ) 

Break 

Moderator 
• Chartouni ( France ) 

Conceptualizing Non Military Security: The Mediterranean. 
Speaker: 
Mohammed E. Said . ( Egypt ) 

@ The Dynamics of' the Mediterranean Forum 
Speaker: 
Seli• ( Egypt ) . 

14.30 Lunch 

17.00 - 18.30 Moderator: 

18.30 - 19.00 

19.00 - 20.00 

• El Sayed Yassin ( Egypt ) 

French Mediterranean Priorities 
Speaker; 
May Chartouni ( France ) 

Threats to Peace and Stsbili ty 
Speaker: 
Helier ( Israel ) 

Break 

· Discussions 

Tel. : · 5786037 

Fax : 5786023 • 5786833 
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CENTRE FOR POUTICAL AND STRATEGIC STUDIES 

AI Galaa Sl 

Cairo, Egypt 

Saturday, April 1st, 1995: 

09.00 - 11.00 

11.00 - 11.30 

11.30 - 13.00 

13.30-

14.30 

Tel. : 5786037 

Fax : 5786023 • 5786833 

Moderator: 
• Hamarneh ( Jordan ) 

Muslim in Europe 
Speaker: 
Bou Ranan ( Algeria ) 

Multilateral Securit,y Cooperation in the Balkans 
Speaker: 
Couloumbis (Greece ) 

Break. 

Round Table on the Future of MeSCo 

Moderator: 
• Abdel Monem Said 

Speakers: 
Monem Said , Aliboni and Vasconcelos. 

Lunch. 

Departure to Cairo. 
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CENTRE FOR POLITICAL AND STRATEGIC STUDIES 

Dr. Bou Ranan El Wanas 

AI Galaa St. 

Cairo, Egypt 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

' 

Institut National des Etudes de Strategie 
Globale. 
ALGERIA 

Dr. Nikos Koutsou Cyprus Research Center (KYKEM) 
CYPRUS 

Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi Palestine Academic Society for the Study of 
International Affairs (PASSIA) EAST JERUSALEM. 

Dr. Abdel Monem Said Centre for Political & Strategic Studies (CPSS) 
EGYPT 

Dr. May Chartouni Institut Francais de Relations Internationales 
(IFRI) FRANCE 

_Prof. Theodore Couloumbis Hellenic Foundation for European Defense & 
Foreign Polciy, (ELIAMEP) GREECE 

Dr. Roberto Aliboni Institute Affari Internazionali (IAI) 
ITALY 

Prof. Mark A. Heller The Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies (JCSS) 
ISRAEL 

Dr. Mustapha Hamarneh 

pP Dr. Miloud El-Mehadbi 

Dr. Alvaro Vasconcelos 

Prof. Khalifa Chater 

Dr. Seyfi Tashan 

Dr. Werner Puschra 

Tel. : 5786037 

Fax : 5786023 - 5786833 

Center for Strategic Studies, University of 
Jordan. 
JORDAN 

Mediterranean Studies Centre 
LYBIA 

Insti~uto de Estudos Estrategicos e Interna
cionais. 
(IEEI) PORTUGAL 

Association des Etudes Internationales (AEI) 
TUNISIA 

Foreign Policy Institute, Ankara 
TURKEY 

Friedrich Ebert Stiftung 
EGYPT 



CENTRE FOR POLITICAL AND STRATEGIC STUDIES 

H.E. Raouf Ghoneim 

Amb. Abdel Rahman Moussa 

Et-~~ 
Dr. Mohame~Selim 

Prof. El Sayed Yassin 

AI Galea St. 

Cairo, Egypt 
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Assistant to the Minister of Foreign Affairs 
EGYPT 

Director of Security & Cooperation in Europe and 
European Organization. 
EGYPT 

Faculty of Economics & Political Science 
EGYPT 

Centre for Political & Strategic Studies 
EGYPT 

Dr. Mohamed El Sayed Said Centre for Political & Strategic Studies 
EGYPT 

Dr. Taha Abdel Aleem Centre for Political & Strategic Studies 
EGYPT 

Dr. Gehad Auda Centre for Political & Strategic Studies 
EGYPT 

Dr. Hassan Abou Taleb Centre for Political & Strategic Studies 
EGYPT --

Brig. Mourad El Dessouki Centre for Political & Strategic Studied 
EGYPT 

Mr. Ayman Abdel Wahab Centre for Political & Strategic Studies 
EGYPT 

Mr, Ahmed Nagui Centre for Political & Strategic Studies 
EGYPT 

Tel. : 5786037 

Fax : 5786023 - 5786833 



CENTRE FOR POLITICAL AND STRATEGIC STUDIES 

Dr. John Roper 

Dr. Bent Rosenthal 

Mr. Pierre Tornillon 

AI Galaa St. 

Cairo, Egypt 

List of Observers 

Institute for Security Studies of Wester 
European. 
Paris, FRANCE 

Conflict Prevention Center 
VIENNA 

Secretaire General Union Interparlementaire 
GENEVA 

Amb. Constantine Lymberopoulos, (GREECE) 

Dr. Fred Tanner 
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INSTITUTIONALIZING MEDITERRANEAN RELATIONS: 
COMPLEMENTARITY AND COMPETITION 

paper presented by Roberto Aliboni 
Director of Studies, Istituto Affari Internazionali, Rome 

to the second session of the MeSCo 
Alexandria, 30-31 March 1995 

In the past and particularly the last five years, numerous 

institutional schemes have been put forward with the aim of 

establishing cooperation and security within the North-South 

Mediterranean dimension (which, for the purposes of this paper, 

will be taken to mean North Africa and the Middle East}. Yet, 

with the exception of the EC' s' longstanding Mediterranean Policy

. -a network of EC-related bilateral agreements rather than a 

multilateral scheme--none of them has been implemented. A few 

projects were initiated, but they proved very short-lived. 

Since the end of the 1990-91 Gulf war and the beginning of 

Arab-Israeli negotiations, a new generation of proposals aimed 

at giving Mediterranean relations a more stable and institutional 

form is being debated. 

These institutional responses can be evaluated from 

different points of view. One fundamental question is how the 

parties concerned assess their mutual strategic and political 

relevance. As almost everywhere in the post-Cold War world, the 

search for new international relations is not yet based on firm 

strategic visions. Whether and why the areas across the 

Mediterranean matter for Europe and the West, on the one hand, 

and for the Arab countries and Israel, on the other, is not fully 

clear. 

In a less distant perspective, another important question 

1 
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is whether and to what extent the schemes being put forward today 

are complementary or competitive in the international and 

regional contexts. The past proliferation and inconclusiveness 

of such schemes suggest that a response is required. Which 

processes are warranted by present international conditions? What 

schemes or constellation of schemes seem more conducive to 

cooperation and building confidence in the present situation?· 

·These are the questions that will be addressed in this 

paper. Consequently, an attempt will be made to underline the 

complementary and competitive· aspects of ·the most important 
er 

proposals and processes of institutionalization presently 

emerging in the Mediterranean area and to understand which 

factors are conducive to complementarity/cooperation and which 

spur competition. 

The paper is divided into three parts: the first considers 

schemes that are currently functioning or have been proposed in· 

the past; the second discusses whether and to what extent these 

schemes are complementary or competitive; the third draws some 

conclusions and-suggests how to maximize the effectiveness and 

complementarity of the schemes and thus Mediterranean 

cooperation. o 

Present institutional trends in the Mediterranean 

The Gulf crisis and the beginning of the Arab-Israeli 

negotiations--the first consequences of the end of the Cold War 

in the Mediterranean and the Middle East--marked a turning point 

in the political situation in this area and its search for an 

institutional configuration. After these events, the schemes 

2 
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which had previously been debated or had begun to work were swept 

away, while new proposals and initiatives were put forward. The 

Western Mediterranean Forum, also known as the "5 + 5" Group, is 

dormant. No substantive progress is in sight for the so-called 

"Mediterranean Dimension" of the cumbersome CSCE framework, 

although the Mediterranean countries' role in the organisation 

was formally enlarged' at the end of 1994 and the Review 

Conference in Budapest confirmed the CSCE members' interest in 

this scheme. Finally, the CSCM is being debated within the Inter

Parliamentary Union (IPU), which took it up as one of its major 

initiatives,' but governments have shelved the scheme for the 

time being and it no longer constitutes a part of relevant 

diplomatic efforts. At the same time, four major initiatives are 

now being debated. 3 

First, Egypt has proposed to establish a Forum for Dialogue 

and Cooperation in the Mediterranean (also referred to as the 

Mediterranean Forum) concentrated on a limited group of North 

African and South European countries: Algeria, Egypt, France, 

Greece, Italy, Malta, Morocco, . Portugal,. Spain, Tunisia, and 

Turkey. The Mediterranean Forum's profile has not yet been 

clearly defined, but the inter-ministerial meeting in Alexandria 

(July 1994) adopted a document called the "Med-2000 Report", 4 

which stresses the need to develop a pragmatic and flexible 

institution within the Forum dealing with Mediterranean Political 

Cooperation (MPC) and to couple it to the EU's Common Foreign and 

Security Policy (CFSP). 

The Mediterranean Forum is now evolving through three 

Working Groups related to political cooperation, inter-cultural 
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dialogue and econom~c and social cooperation. The "Med-2000 

Report" gives. prominence to the development of private 

cooperation and cultural dialogue; it suggests that MPC should 

focus on mitigating the contrast between global trends and 

regional identities by strengthening cultural and non-

governmental factors. 

The second initiative is the Arab-Israeli negotiations and 

their mu+tilateral dimension. Although the various aspects 

negot.iated within their framework are not organically and 

explicitly linked to one another, two are extremely relevant to 

our discourse: the working group on Arms Control and Regional 

Security. (ACRS) and the Regional Economic Development Working 

Group (REDWG). The ACRS is composed of Israel and twelve Arab 

countries (excluding Syria) . It addresses a large range of 

military and security issues, ranging from nuclear weapons to 

confidence-building measures, with the aim of establishing a 

multilateral understanding on forms of collective and regional 

security, such as the elimination of weapons of mass destruction 

from tl:j.e area. 5 The REDWG seeks to establish a regional 

framework for economic integration and cooperation. It includes 

a ·large and diversified number of "donor" countries, whose 

efforts' focus on the countries directly affected by the 

negotiations (i.e. Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria) . 6 

The multilateral dimension of the Arab-Israeli negotiations 

provides important non-regional and international actors, such 

as the US, the Russian Federation, Japan, the EU and the World 

Bank with important roles. Like the proposed CSCM (and the CSCE), 

it therefore has an important global component, which is not 
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present in' the above mentioned Forum for Dialogue and Cooperation 

in the Mediterranean. 
' ! 

Finally, it must be noted that the accent put on the Levant 
I 

J.n the ne,gotiations is a totally novel trend with respect to 

traditional Mediterranean attempts to establish cooperative 
I 

groupings 1 and that this novelty is the result of the beginning 
' I 

of negotiations between Israel and the Arab front-line countries. 

Indeed, the attention to the Levant may not be unrelated to the 
' 

Egyptian :proposal to initiate a Forum focus sing west of the 
I 
I 

Levant and including regional actors only. 
i 

Thi{d is the North Africa and Middle East Economic Summit, 

known as
1
the Casablanca Economic Summit because of the meeting 

convened: in that town by King Hassan on 1 November 1994 and 
' organised by two private American associations under the 

sponsorship of Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin. The summit has 
I 
I 

been turned into a permanent organisation under the guidance of 
I 

a secretariat. The Casablanca Economic Summit aims at stimulating · 

both go~ernments and firms to promote growth and private economic 

activities throughout the entire North African and Middle Eastern 

area. 7 

The global component of the Casablanca Economic Summit is 
i 

no less important than the multilateral dimension of the Arab-

Israeli' negotiations. In. addition, the REDWG and the Casablanca 
I 

Economic Summit could turn out to be mutually reinforcing and 
' 

highlyicomplementary for three reasons: (i) economic integration 

may 

the 

that 

be:more easily induced in the broader area contemplated by 
I 

Casablanca initiative (which includes North Africa) than in 
I 

of the Middle East alone; (ii) the emphasis. put on private 
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business and resources by the summit may emerge as a strong 

factor in increasing growth and investment opportunities; (iii) 
i 

the enlarg~ment of the REDWG area may help decouple the debate 

on regional economic integration from that on political and 
I 

security r~lations and thus facilitate working economic relations 

between Israel·and the Arab countries. This is not to say that 

the two pr'ocesses must merge: they may well remain separate, but 

they could be managed so as to generate and exploit 
I . 

complementarities. 

Four~h, the EU intends to embark on a third edition of its 
I 

"Mediterrknean Policy". In addition to the strengthening of the 

financial' and commercial scope of the policy, what sets it apart 

from previous EU schemes is the idea of discussing the scheme 
' ' 

prior to: implementation ~n a multilateral Euro-Mediterranean 

Conference to be held under the Spanish EU presidency in the fall 
I 

of 1995 , with the participation of the Eastern and Southern 

Mediterrknean countries already associated to the EU, 8 and the 
I 

integration into the Mediterranean Policy of a security and 
' I 

foreign affairs dimension, in tune with the enlarged EU 
I 
I 

competerices set out by the Treaty of Maastricht. 

The EU's goal ~s to establish a Euro-Mediterranean 

Partnership with the task of merging economic, political and 

security aspects; it is clear from the EU Commission's document 

that "a swift economic development, social change and . 

political pluralism" would be functional to the creation of a 

"zone bf peace, stability and security". This combination of 
! 

elements--the multilateral conference, the integration of 

economic and political aspects and the links between the latter--

6 



brings the :Eu initiative very close to the CSCM: it may, in fact, 

result in a CSCM that is less global in nature (e.g. it would not 
I 

include the US) and in which the EU has pivotal responsibility. 

In ' sum, it seems that there are three processes working 
I 

towards the institutionalization of relations ~n the 

Mediterranean and Middle Eastern area today: (a) a CSCM-like 

Mediterranean initiative stemming from the EU, based on the 
I 

integrati?n of both political and economic dimensions under 

European guidance; (b)· a scheme for regional economic integration 
i 

and security cooperation in the Middle Eastern area (the economic 
I 

aspect of might might be enlarged to North Africa) basically 

conceived of in a global dimension; (c) a Forum limited to North 

Africa and Southern Europe which seems intended, however, to be 

coupled to the EU. 

Complementarity and competition 

There are clear areas of overlap among the processes mentioned 

above. At times sub-regional trends seem to emerge--for example, 
' a Mashreqi framework within the Arab-Israeli process or a 
I 

Maghrebi framework within.a closer partnership with Europe--but 

at othe:r times they are blurred by more comprehensive trends--for 

example, the Maghreb is included in the Casablanca Economic 

Summit and attached to the Arab-Israeli process, while the Middle 

Eastern countries belonging to the core of the Arab-Israeli 

process are also included in the EU-sponsored Euro-Mediterranean 

Conference for a Euro-Mediterranean Partnership. 

In general, the processes at work in the Mediterranean 

region tend to become more comprehensive rather than more 
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specialized (a tendency that arose with the CSCM proposal and the 

"5+5"). The Arab-Israeli negotiations include both security and 

developmental aspects, ln addition to bilateral political 

negotiations. At the same time, the Euro-Mediterranean Conference 

now has the ambition to create a security and political dimension 

beside the more traditional developmental relations developed by 

the EC's Mediterranean Policy over time. 

Factors of duplication. and competition Problems of 

duplication, low complementarity and competition stem essentially 
' 

from~~ctt:::~diterranean--as is widely recognized--is devoid 

of internal coherence. Thus the forces to provide it have to come 

' 

(more often than not) from outside the region. For this reason 

global 'and regional components are intertwined in the 

Mediterranean area and the institutional projects referred to 

previou~ly largely reflect that. As a result, Mediterranean 

coherence reflects the problems of coherence which may affect 

relations among external actors. Now that the US and the EU are 
I 

both important and almost exclusive partners of the North African 
' 

and Middle Eastern region, problems affecting trans-Atlantic· and 

intra-EU relations have a great impact on the coherence of the 

Mediterranean area. (It may be noted that, despite important 
I 

differ~nces in substance and circumstances, the same issue is 
I 
' 

affecting Western relations with Eastern Europe and the attempts 

at ins'ti-tutionalizing those relations.) 

/b), regional coherence is affected by competition among 

counq:ies on the southern and eastern shores of the Mediterranean. 
' 

and by the attempts of these countries to use relations with the 
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West and Western incoherences for their own competitive purposes. 

~ South-South competition - South-South competition is an 

important factor in the contemporary picture. The Forum for 

Dialogue and Cooperation in the Mediterranean was initiated by 

Egypt as: a means of seeking reassurance against the threat it 

perceived in the region's strategic evolution. The Arab-Israeli 

process, ·the implications of the 1990-91 Gulf war and the 

policies that the US is pursuing from its dominant position in 

the region acquired after the end of the Cold War are perceived 

as a threat to Egypt's traditional leadership and, in a more 

distant future, to the enormous foreign assistance it currently 

enjoys, largely because of its important regional role. 9 In this 

perspective, the REDWG is seen as challenging Egypt's future 

economic role, while the Forum is regarded as a way of containing 

American influence by bolstering the European role in the region. 

Moreover, if the Forum succeeds and paves the way for a 

privileged Euro-Egyptian relationship, this could help reaffirm 

the country's leadership in North Africa and the Middle East. 

Finally, a strong relationship with Europe may insure the 

continuation of the significant flows of financial and economic 

transfers. 

The Forum, therefore, is both an instrument of competition 

for regional .leadership and an instrument for using competition 

among external powers in regional competition. Egypt's request 

for membership in the Arab Maghreb Union (put forward in November 

1994) must be regarded as a way of pursuing the same goal of 

reassurance as the Mediterranean Forum. · 

Another example of South-South competition is provided by 

9 



Morocco, which opposed the Forum for Dialogue and Cooperation in 

the Mediterranean in early 1994 as an unwelcome alternative to 

the CSCM-like conference it had organized only a .few months 

earlier during the 1993 CSCE conference in Rome. Morocco felt 

that its prestige and regional role might be put in jeopardy by 

the Mediterranean Forum. Furthermore, it felt that the latter 

might prove a futile excercise as it does not include important 

global components such as the US and the EU. 

The Casablanca Economic Summit can'be regarded as a second 

round in the regional competition for political and economic 

bonuses. But while the Forum bets on Europe, the Casablanca 

initiative seems to reflect the more widespread belief in the 

region that the US should play the dominant role. 

~ The impact of trans-Atlantic contradictions on Mediterranean 

!I cooperation - Jockeying for positions in the Mediterranean South-

South circle is not beneficial for institutional processes. It 

may matter less, however, than policies and signals coming from 

Europe and the West. A clear and well coordinated Western policy 

for organizing cooperation and institutions in the area would act 

as a driving force and . strongly discourage South-South 

competition. But is there such a Western policy? There are 

important convergences in current trans-Atlantic policies towards 

the Mediterranean, but also important contradictions. 

the Mediterranean ·and~~--- Middle East today: there are 

dissensions in Europe about continuing sanctions against Iraq 

and, to a lesser extent, Libya, and Europeans are not certain 

about the rationale of "dual containment" in the Gulf; but there 

10 
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is agreement on most important policies, such as proliferation 

and Islamism. 

Above all, the end of the Cold War has resulted in a lower 

profile for the~he---M-i-ddle East and unprecedented 

-------- ---------------~---~----~----condescendence to the US. Western Europe, lncruding France, chose 

~ alig;:; with the US in the Gulf and agreed to make a special 

economic contribution to the Arab~Israeli negotiations, even 

though the EU and Europeans were unceremoniously excluded from 

political negotiations. This low European profile was epitomized 

in the statement of Mr. Roland Dumas, French Foreign Minister, 

that France's Arab policy had to be dismissed as a "sheer 

illusion". All in all, there is convergence and unprecedented 

accord between the US and Europe in the Mediterranean and the 

Middle East. 

Nonetheless, contradictions ring from the deep changes 

that have taken and are taking place within the Atlantic 

Arlianc~ With the end of the East-West confrontation, the uS'is 

trying to lessen its international commitment. It expects the EU 

and the European countries to shoulder more responsibility in 

neighbouring areas, such as Central and Eastern Europe, former 

Yugoslavia arid the Balkans, the Mediterranean and the Middle 

East. 

Exactly how this division of labour between the US and 

Europe should be, however, is not very clear. In the Middle East 

and the Gulf, for example, the US commitment, both political and 

military, is more central than ever. This is due to the fact that 

President Clinton's foreign policy is far from isolationist: it 

lies somewhere between weak multilateralism and selective 

11 



unilateralism, 10 meaning that the US wants to maintain its global 

leadership while reducing its cost through strategic 

discrimination in disengagement and commitment. In the framework 

of this policy, the Middle East and the Gulf have retained great 

strategic prominence for the US and therefore remain an important 

commitment. 

There is also a more specific reason for the continued US 

commitment towards the Mediterranean area. Since the area is not 

covered by the Atlantic Alliance, e US sees the establishment 
' 

of any Euro-Mediterranean institution going beyond economic 

cooperation and international aid as a risk: if the US is not 
----------~-

included in tfieo-~inn~s~t~1~t~u~t"1'o~n-,~1•t~c~o~uld be faced with European or 

Euro-Arab policies that contrast with US national security 

interests or NATO interests; if the US is included, its role in 

the region--in the Arab-Israeli circle as well as in the Gulf-

could be unduly constrained by endless and inconclusive 

collective diplomacy. 

Thus the US stance towards Europe's role 1n the 

Mediterranean, the Middle East and the Gulf is somewhat 

ambiguous: an increased European role is sincerely desired, but 

the extent and limits of that role are not clear. 

Europeans are not helping to solve the American dilemma. The 

end of the Cold War has been accompanied by a tendency towards 

renationalization of foreign policy which 1s hindering and 

slowing down the formation of the Common Foreign and Security 

Policy {CFSP) and the deEence-Pol~cy set out by the Maastricht 
'----· ~ 

Treaty. This evolution is also preventing Europeans from taking 

on substantive responsibilities in the Mediterranean area {as in 
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former Yugoslavia). Together, European hesitations and American 

doubts are generating a kind of vicious circle. 

Finally, the alliance with the US and the survival of a US 

military presence in Europe is perceived by the Europeans as 

strategically crucial for avoiding disruptions in European 

integration and the reappearance of fault lines and conflicts 

among European nations. In this sense, many Europeans more or 

less consciously see greater political and military autonomy from 

the US as a factor that could accelerate American disengagement 

from Europe. 
~ 

Yet there 1s ambiguity here, too. Europe would like to take 
... -::: "'"""") 

on more international responsibility but is unable and unwilling 

to give precise indications about the extent and 'the limits of 

this responsibility with respect to the US. 

Trans-Atlantic problems in working out a division of labour 

derive essentially from the difficulty in reconciling the global 

and regional dimensions of common security in the new post-Cold 

War situation. Debate has progressed but remains open. The Treaty 

of Maastr.icht .has essentially ·reconciled emerging contrasts 

between NATO and the EU defence identity by construing the WEU 

as the European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance (rather than the 

defence pillar of the EU) . Interlocking between the Eurocorps and 

NATO has also been agreed upon. Finally, an optimal variable 

geometry has been worked out by the creation of the Combined · 

Joint Task Forces (CJTF) approved by the North Atlantic Council 

on January 1994. The CJTF can provide the Europeans with the 

(American) logistics, intelligence and mobility they now lack, 

thus allowing for autonomous European military operations under 
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WEU, multinational or national urnbrell'as. 

Nevertheless, CJTF military operations are inconceivable 

outside of the framework of a prior political agreement between 

the US and its European allies. 11 This kind of political 

agreement can no longer be anticipated automatically by NATO 

today as it was at the time of East-West confrontation. After due 

transformations, the Atlantic Alliance could become the locus for 

common political decision making, but this direction does not 

seem very convincing (NATO proved unable to reconcile the allies' 

political differences in Bosnia even though these differences 

risked discrediting the military credibility of the Alliance) . 12 

So where can the US and the EU take common political decisions--

if they should feel so inclined--about areas like the 

Mediterranean and the Middle East? The question of a trans

Atlantic political forum for common US-EU decision making (mainly 

with respect to Eastern Europe) was raised at the February 1995 

annual Wehrkunde meeting, but no answer was found·. 

If the question i.s.-rwt sGlved, tne ambiguities_ pointed o_ut 

above will remain. The US would like Europeans to shoulder more 

of the burden in the Mediterranean, but without assurances of a 

forum for making prior joint political de~isions, Americans will 

not feel confident about the outcome. Thus they will prefer to 

retain the upper hand on security policies and will tend to be 

against establishing any CSCE-like Mediterranean-center.ed 

institution dealing with security. By the same token, without a 

common forum, Europeans will not be encouraged to take on 

increasingly clear-cut political and security responsibilites in 

the Mediterranean and the Middle East. 

14 



These ambiguities tend to complicate identification of 

complementarities for implementing cooperation in the 

Mediterranean. 

Arabs and trans-Atlantic contradictions - There is yet 

another ambiguity to complicate things. The general attitude of 

the Arabs towards the European and American sides of the US-EU

Arab triangle is a far cry today from that which inspired the 

Euro-Arab dialogue policy 13 in the 1970s. At that time, Arabs 

thought they could reach a preferential agreement with Europe and 

play it against US Middle Eastern policy. Today, very few Arab 
~·----~ 

governments would accept a . Euro-Arab or Mediterranean 

understanding decoupled from the US. Most feel that present 

efforts at cooperation with Europe must go hand in hand with more 

cohesive and cooperative trans-Atlantic cooperation: cooperation 

should not come from across the Mediterranean alone, but also 

from across the Atlantic. 

Yet this is not exactly the way things stand either. As 

important a partner as the US may be for Arab peoples today, the 

latter remain fundamentally uneasy about the US. More generally, 

there is a confused .and ambiguous Arab belief that Europe is 

closer to the Arab world than the US. 14 The South-South attempts 

at exploiting trans-Atlantic competition mentioned earlier 

reflect these feelings and perceptions. 

Competition and contradictions within the EU - The trend 

towards renationalization of foreign and security policies in the 

EU may also have a negative effect on the attempts underway to 

institutionalize Mediterranean relations. 

The European Council, other EU institutions and the WEU have 
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on numerous occasions stressed the need for coherence in CFSP and 

the importance of integrating the Mediterranean side of European 

security into the CFSP. The most serious European stance against 

the EU' s alleged tendency to privilege Eastern Europe and neglect 

the Mediterranean area can be found in the October 1994 European 

Commission communication to the Council of Ministers (already 

mentioned} putting forward the idea of a Euro-Mediterranean 

Partnership. This communication recognizes the imbalance in the 

flow of EU resources presently going towards the two areas (in 

a 5 to 1 ratio for the·East against the South} and proposes a 

significant increase (up to 5.5 bn ECU in 1995-1999} in EU aid 

to the Mediterranean. 

In December 1994, the European Council in Essen accepted the 

broad argument made by the Commission, but refrained from 

spelling out any specific aid figure with respect to the East or 

the South. At the same time, the Essen Council recalled that 

European Council decisions taken in Edinburgh in 1992 on 1993-

1999 EU financing set precise ceilings on EU expenses, including 

external assistance. This means that there will have to be 

negotiations among EU members on the future amount of external 

assistance and its destination. Northern members of the EU are 

not against the idea of increasing resources towards the 

Mediterranean but they do not want to pay for it or to pay for 

it in .full. Given the ceilings, .there .are two solutions to such 

negotiations: Southern European EU members will have to either 

give up a part of the EU assistance allotted to their economies 

so as to enable the EU to shift some of those resources towards 

Mediterranean countries, or increase their contribution to the 
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EU budget substantially so as to allow the latter to increase the 

Union's financing in favour of Mediterranean countries. 

The upshot of this kind of intra-EU competition may become 

clearer after the French presidential ·elections in spring of 

1995. Germany and France are widely regarded as the chefs de file 

of the "pro-Eastern" and "pro-Southern" groups in the EU. 

Commenting on the future of the German-French relation--a 

relation which has provided leadership for European integration 

so far--Michael StiirmE;!r pointed out that the "Germans view eo

opting the countries of central and eastern Europe into the EU 

as being in their national interest as well as a wider European 

concern. France, on the other hand, lS more worried about 

troubles in the Mediterranean basin, from Casablanca to Amman" . 15 

If the outcome of the French elections allows for a renewal of 

the German-French axis, such a deal may include revision of the 

EU ceilings on external assistance in favour of both Southern and 

Eastern Europe and the countries south of the Mediterranean. 

As a result, competition and complementarity inside the EU 

bound to have a significant impact on the future of 

cooperation and institutions in the Mediterranean. If European 

resources for external cooperation are not significantly 

increased because of intra-European competition or disunity, EU

led schemes will have a slim chance of preventing competition or 

encouraging complementarity in the Mediterranean. 

Complementarity and competition: the case of the 

Mediterranean Forum - Unlike other cooperation schemes, the 

Forum for Dialogue and Cooperation in the Mediterranean is 

characterized by the limitations on its geographical scope: on 
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the southern side, it includes North Africa and excludes the 

Levant countries; on the northern side, it includes Southern 

European countries and excludes the northern members of the EU. 

In addition to this narrow Mediterranean scope, the Mediterranean 

Forum does not contain any global component among its members. 

The most important question arising from these limitations 

concerns the Forum's relations with the EU as a whole: in what 

way should North African countries' special relations with their 

Southern European partners be distinguished from their ordinary 

relations with the EU? Will the Southern European members of the 

Forum provide their North African Arab partners with more 

political and/or economic solidarity than the EU and the European 

countries not included in the Forum? Will the Forum be the locus 

for developing a special kind of Mediterranean solidarity and 

reaping the benefits of proximity? 

The "Oral conclusions" provided informally by the Egyptian 

government at the end of the July 1994 first inter-ministerial 

meeting of the Mediterranean Forum in Alexandria are very general 

and do not answer these questions. As already mentioned, however, 

the "Med-2000 Report" adopted by the· meeting includes two 

important ideas for trying to give the Mediterranean Forum a 

precise purpose and, at the same time, bring it into intoline 

with the EU's wider framework of cooperation. According to the 

Report: 

* "Mediterranean cooperation must receive a specific 

institutional framework within which the [EU) countries of 

Southern Europe can take on special responsibility towards 

their partners both on the Southern Rim and in northern 
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European countries. Whatever its degree of 

institutionalization, this framework must be linked to the 

European .. Union's Common Foreign and Security Policy 

(CFSP) "; 

"the institutions for political cooperation must pursue two 

main objectives: i) increased coherence between the 

consensus-building mechanisms in individual countries and 

international cooperation so that better management of 

interdependence and global economic, social and cultural 

processes may be achieved, thereby attenuating and solving 

possible crises and reducing risks; ii) definition of the 

type of dialogue required to bring the Mediterranean area 

into the processes of globalization, thus reducing tensions 

between globalization and specifici ties; the human 

dimension is bound to be predominant in Mediterranean 

cooperation" . 16 

A Southern European role in mediating between the countries 

south of the Mediterranean and the EU was already suggested at 

the Western Mediterranean Forum in Tangiers, where the. concluding 

document refers to Southern European countries as "mentors" of 

the Arab countries participating in what was to become the "5 + 

5" Group. The "Med-2000 Report" tries to substantiate this (very 

Mediterranean) metaphor by coupling local political cooperation 

(called MPC, Mediterranean Political Cooperation, in the 

document) to broader political cooperation with the EU (i.e. the 

CFSP) and by arguing that proximity and shared cultural heritage 

may contribute to solving contrasts between global .trends and 
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regional identities. Such a contribution could in 

important factor in smoothing Euro-Mediterranean 

thereby facilitating their institutionalization. 

turn be an 

!relations, 

I 
! 

If the Mediterranean Forum proves incapable of working out 
I 

an institutional and political identity consistent with the wider I . 
European framework, survival will be difficult. It is more likely 

that survival will. be linked to attempts at using it in a 
I 

competitive way in the South-South arena--as mentioned earlier--, 

• I • • 

or ~n the North-North context (e.g. as an element ofl attr~t~on 

between France and Germany or between southern and northern 

members of the Union) . This would be detrimentJl to the 

Mediterranean Forum itself. I 

Towards complementarity 

The Euro-Mediterranean Partnership and 

I 

the Mediterranlan 
' 

' 

Forum-

As pointed out earlier, there is potential for compl~mentarity 
' I 

between the Mediterranean Forum and the Euro-Mediterranean 
! 

Partnership. Yet, while the latter can perform evl,n in the 

absence of the Forum, the reverse is not necessaril~ true. In 

order for the Forum to work and provide its memberJ with the 
I 

benefits of its geopolitical specialization, it has to 'be coupled 

to the EU (e.g. through Mediterranean Political Cooper~tion). If 
I 

the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership does not materiali~e or if it 
I 

is too weak to tackle the challenge of institutionalizing 
1. 

multilateral cooperation in the Mediterranean, the identity of 
I 

the Mediterranean Forum will be easier to assert, but it will 

' lack significance since the decoupling from the Euro-
' I 

Mediterranean Partnership would almost certainly· reflect 
I 

I 
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form of disunity within the EU. If this were thJ case the I , 
Mediterranean Forum could even prove detrimental to the interests 

I 
of its southern members. I 

The most favourable solution from the point bf view of 
I 

Mediterranean cooperation would be a strong Euro-Mediterranean 
. ' 

Partnership flanked by and well connected to \ a viable 
I 

Mediterranean Forum intent on developing cultural prqximity and 
' 

relations. 
' I 

Euro-Mediterranean Political Cooperation - Mediterranean 
I 

Political Cooperation (MPC) is bound to play a pivotal role in I . . 

any cooperation scheme between European countrie~ and the 

countries across the Mediterranean. I 
A flexible and effective MPC is a necessary condition for 

both Eur~iter~and trans-Atlantic complekentarity: 
I 

if the MPC proves ineffective, any Euro-Mediterranean arrangement 
. . I 

will lose its interest for the countries concerned; if the MPC 
I 

is inflexible, it will create problems within the I 1 . trans-At antJ.c 
i 
I 

--------sphere. 

The kind of effective and flexible MPC that is rJquired to 
i 

make Euro-Mediterranean institutional cooperation work has been 
I 

outlined in the "Med-2000 Report": I 

MPC should not be seen as one complex, 

institution, but rather as a set of "light" 

I multi-faceted 
I 

' • I ' J.nstJ.tutJ.ons 
! 

which can be adapted to circumstances and requirements 

and adjusted to the real level of possible 
I 

coopera,tion. 
I 

It should be able to link up with the other exi~ting 
I 

international organisations and multilateral cooperation 
I 

activities in different ways on specific initiativ~s or 
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when the latter involve important interests or 

commitments in the area. 

The MPC' s tasks should be dialogue and consul tat ion 

among governments and the organisation of multilateral 

communication between the public and private spheres.· 

Ideally, the CPM should set up a list of priorities and 

objectives to serve as a stimulus and guideline for all 

cooperation (whether bilateral or multilateral, public 

or private) . It shouid constitute a useful institutional 

interlocutor and a possible instrument for verification 

of progress in the desired direction. 

the MPC must be endowed with a permanent 

network for consultation (with special technical 

equipment) among participating countries. Another 

permanent network can .be envisaged for exchange of 

information between countries not involved in 

cooperation. Both would be linked to the European CFSP. 

These networks could also be integrated by periodic 

meetings at different levels and ad hoc meetings. . · . . 

MPC should also include multilateral consultations 

on the more general issues of global security 

(proliferation of weapons of mass destruction) and other 

issues that go beyond foreign policy, such as the legal 

matters dealt with by European cooperation, the fight 

against organized crime and international terrorism, and 

other aspects of government policies. 17 

To conclude on this point, it is difficult to conceive of 

separate MPC schemes, even if a plurality of Euro-Mediterranean 
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institutional arrangements were to emerge. In that event, the 

countries concerned should be prepared to set up an intimate 

link, or better, to share the same institution of political 

cooperation from within different institutional schemes. 

Trans-Atlantic impact on Mediterranean cooperation - All in 

all, despite Arab perceptions and current discrepancies and gaps 

between the US and Europe, it would be grossly unfair to say that 

there is trans-Atlantic competition with regard to the 

Mediterranean and the Middle East. There are uncertainties in 

both the US and Europe about strategic perspectives. But 

inconsistencies do not come from competition or conflict; "---they 
~ 

Trans-Atlantic relations are not fuelling competition or 

hindering cooperation in the Mediterranean today, but they are 

9ot encouraging it e~. US-EU relations suggest a division of , 
labour, but this division of labour does not stem from firm 

political agreements and a clear-cut strategic vision. As a 

result, it is fragile and indefinite instead of being evident and 

effective. 

This situation of flux does not insure complementarity. 

While waiting for the establishment of a US-EU forum for 

political decision making, Mediterranean relations should be 

based on policies giving strong priority to complementarity in 

the short term and planting the seeds for more European 

responsibility and a more effective US-EU division of labour in 

the medium term. 

In this sense, two main dire_c~d be applied to 

regulate the relationship between the emerging EU Euro-
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Mediterranean Partnership and the US-led Mediterranean processes. 

First, the EU should be allowed to take on more 

responsibility for security. It is obvious that the Euro

Mediterranean Partnership will only be able to deal with some 

arms control and limitation issues after the Working Group on 

ACRS has provided an understanding on this point between Israel 

and the front-line Arab countries. Nonetheless, the Euro-

Mediterranean Partnership should be able to set up a framework 

of comprehensive Mediterranean CBMs and CSBMs 18 without suffering 

significant limitations or delays because of the on-going Arab

Israeli process. 

Second, the EU should accentuate 

regionalization towards its southern approaches, 

is trying to do with Mexico. At the same time, 

its economic 

just as the US 
~ 

the EU' s role 

among the· global components of assistance to structural 

adjustment and stabilization in the Mediterranean should be 

increased. In other words, the EU should increase its economic 

and financial responsibility towards the Mediterranean, while 

being allowed to increase its voice within the international 

organizations. The IMF decision to support Algeria was the 

outcome of special European (French) pressure and concern. But 

it is only one case. The EU cannot pursue an effective economic 

cooperation policy in the Mediterranean without promoting its own 

role in international organizations regarding actions directed 

at the Mediterranean and a more Mediterranean-directed policy 

within these same organizations. 
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DRAFT CNOT TO BE QUOTED> 

Mediterranean Issue$ and Institutional Pagadigms 

Seyfi Ta~han 

The purpose of this paper is to review the relevance of existing international 
organi~ons to the current problems of the Mediterranean countries both 
individu<!IIY and as .a region, and to suggest improvements and possible alternatives. 

18auea: 

There iS a wide variety in the pertaption of the current issues and societal 
disruptions: depending on the venue and interests of the beholder. 
Therefore, some is'sues which may pose serious problems for some people may be 
considered· by others as developments auguring a happy Mure. Consequently, any 
analys)s of..the issues and institutional paradigms must reflect the subjective · 
character of the i.ssues and the proposed remedies. 

There ai'e.~however, a number of issues which we can be defined as real problems 
in objective terms, the rest constituting another category of problems that can be 
identified but. there may be a divergence of opinion on their causes and remedies. 

In the til'iit category lies the the subject of Islam as a political power. We know that 
.. iO the cO\Jrse of tile past two decades, particularly with the demise of communist 
id~logy both as a vision of salvation for masses and as a totalitarian system of 
Government as practiced in the fonner Soviet Union, much of the hopes attached to 
this ideology had crumpled in the Mediterranean region, and those who had · 
attached.hopes to the Soviet superpower as an ally were disappointed. Similarly, 
nationalist ideology based on ideals emanating from the French Revolution has 
proved to be ineffective in bringing about a degree of unity that could provide 
sufficient political and military strength to meet its challenges. Now, Islam as a 
political power seems capable of winning support around around its dogmas that 
appear in the economic sense a kind of socialism and a nationalism of a different 
kind in the· form of umma .. The fact that political Islam is anti-American and anti-west 
in the sense of chanenging many of Westem policies and political and economic 

, · · · order, and .tne use of violence by some radical groups have aroused new threat or 
· ' ·. riSk perceptions in several European countries, not only because of the f9ar for a . 

clash of.civiliialions as predicted by Samuel Hvntington, but also because Of 
possible dangers to their internal security and sOcial order that may be disrupted by 
reactive racisfand )(enephobic forces. 

,. 
·' 

. ·.·: 

Demogra·phy and economic underdevelopment are not such issues that could be 
considered only in the context of an island Europe or its pending extension t9 the 
East Demography and underdevelopment seem to be for the MENA countries two 
major evils feeding each other. So long as demographic trends cannot be 

. atten~teid it.will be nigh impossible to reverse the increasing income gap between 
·Europe arid._MENA region. Similarly continuation of the current economic conditions 
wiU contribute to a continuation If not to an increase In the current demographic 
trends .. 

-J.-
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If one considers that the demographic growth in the European continent is very slow 
·. ·· ... and there are attractive wor1< opportunities, the pressures on the borders will 

increase, and measures to halt Immigration will lead to further alienation and breed 
anti-Western sentiments and policles. 

The estab~shment of a modus vivendi and possibly a peace settlement between 
Israel and her neighbours may augur a change in the negative trends in the 
Ma.shrek scene. Yet the challenges are enonnous and I need not repeat them. The 
situation appears to be worse in North Africa and inner Africa. 

The European interest Is not limited to protecting itself against dangers that may 
emanate·from Islamic radicalism or demographic pressure. The Mediaterranean 

.· :. . provides the. main sea connection to world's vital energy resources. With the 
· .-:·. opening of. the Caucasian and Central Asian oil and gas resources the strategic 

· .. impOftt1nce of the Medi~rranean waterways will further increase. 

· . . ProtectingJhe Mediterranean is also a problem by itself. The pollution largely 
. coming from \he industrialized North is a problem whose solution cannot be put-off. 

In the North. _interstate conflicts and disagreements consitute major Impediments for 
.'> ... harmonious policies. The problems of former Yugoslavia and fTictions between 

. Greece and Turkey over the problem of Cyprus and the Aegean Sea and air 
..... delimitations .. as well as Greece's disputes with her northern neighbours complicate · 

.:the seculity picture of Mediterranean . 

. · iroo' proiWeration of~~ destruction weapens and means of delivery also constiMe 
• · an imbalance in threatperceptions and security concepts. Wrth the destruction of 
·.· :: Iraq's Nuclear capabilitY; the only country that is declared to possess nuclear 

·:::weapo~ is Israel. Many countries possess mectium range missiles. The 
continuation of this situation which is also linked to non-proliferation issues in South 
Asia will greatly hamper the prospects of the NPT review conference this year. 

· :The Roles of International Organisations and Groupings: 

: . ·lllere are many international organisations to which some or all of the 
Mediterranean countries are members or have special status and it may be 
~eworthy to mention the ~sic functions of these institution and the degree of their 

. usefulness ~or the Mediterrapean security and cooperation . 

.... ·,,.The largest and·. all embracing organisatiOn is no doubt the United Nations, in wl:lich 
;:.;_ aU Mediterrane.an eountries are members.Mediterranean countries are members :tO ... 

some or all' of the speciaf!Zed agencies. 
. ·. . ·· .. :. : 

::< A!i far as security is coricemed the UN Security Council, still occupies itself with 
:::.;. ~vercil issues that pertain to the Mediterranean. The situation in Bosnla. Cyprus · 
: ... probiSm, embargo on Iraq, partial embargo on Lybia, are some of the issues that. 
· are on the agenda of the of the Security Councl. lt is clear that the abirlty of the . · 

.· :: .... Securjty Council in solving problems depend on the consensus of its pennanent 

... -;;.:·:. members, This consensus generally requires similarity of view or a compromise of 
.: .. · ·: natlonallnterestS among the five. Only one of the permanent members Is a riparian 
. .· · state of the Mediterrar:~.ean. In security terms we know the views of this country do . 
. ' .. :· .riot always coincide with the United States, nor with the other European pennanent 
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member, which has also specific military interests in the Mediterranean that are 
adverse with some of the Mediterranean countries' Interests. Cases in point are the 
fate of Gibraltar and British military bases In Cyprus. 

Greater role and expectations are due to UN specialized agencies, but their 
effectiveness are limited by the resources at their disposal that need to be shared 
with the rest of the world. One should not minimize the activities of these 
organisations, but it is difficult to say that they are highly effective in solving the 
problems falling within their competence in the Mediterranean region. 

European Union< ..... 

European Union: Since the days of the signing of the Rome Treaty, European Union 
has accepted a certain responsibility towards former colonies in North Africa. 
Various Mediterranean programmes initiated at different stages of development of 
the Community into a Union have provided some economic assistance and certain 
customs privileges. European policy towards the Middle East has gone little beyond .· 
the Venice declat:ation of 1980. For the first time in the Usbon Summit of June 1992 
the EU declared that "southem and eastern shores of the Mediterranean, as well.as 
the Middle East, are geographical areas In relation to which the Union has strong 
interests in terms of security and SOCial stability." In a report entitled Estabfishing s 
Euio-Mediterranean Partnership, ihe EU Commission (Doe. Com. (94)427) noted 
several' areas of Euro-Mediterranean interdependence such as environment, 
energy,; migration, trade and investmenl lt is felt that Europe cannot flmit itself to 
merel{increasing financial contributions to the region. The objective is desctibed as.· 
wor1dng'toWards.the .establishment of free trade, supported by substantial financial 
aid. This Should then develop through closer political and economic cooperation, 
tcwcirds a dose-association; the content of which will be defined at a later stage .. As 
regards creating a %one of. peace and stability the EU proposes a dose dialogue 
based 6n respect for democracy, good governance and human rights. The dialogue ' 
should be extended tO 5eC1Jrity issues. In the economic sphere, the modernization of · 
the economies and increased competitiveness of the region are considered a long 
process of. transition which should eventually lead to the cteation of the largest free 
trade area in the. wortd.. At Shengen last year the Union approved 5.5 billion ECU's 
as·ald .to the Mediterranean countries for the period 1995-1999. . . . . . . 

Are the~ reanzable objectives? The conference to be held with Mediterranean . 
countries in November will shed greater fight on the chances of success of the 
European poficles towards the basin. There is no doubt that as the sttongest pcNer 
of the Union, .the· Federal Republic of Germany has started, at least in the strategic· 
sense, to hav.e an.interest in the Mediterranean affairs. The German argument is: 
that "the abolition of intemal borders means that this does not only affect EU states 

.. , on the Mediterrimean. Thus the Middle East, Gulf region and the Maghreb are of . 
,; .. · ; importance to the whole of Europe• (see: "Europe and the Middle East" a Worl<ing · 
• · .: . Paper Presented by the Bertelsmann Foundation to a Conference on 'Europe and · 
: .\ . the Middle Eilsf. .. ). This new interest on the part of Germany may be considered as 

. :~ 

,·) . two edged. On the positive side it may provide additional resources and backing of 
the EU to tne Mediterranean members of the Union to increase their assistance and · · 
cooperation With other Mecfrterranean countries. On the negative side, EU as the ·. 
main body of aid may reinforce the opposite trend; i.e. Mediterranean EU members · · 
may be tempted to pass the burden of assisting other Mediterranean countries to.·. 
the Union whietl may divide available sources with Eastem Europe, where Union•s· 
Interests-are more obvious. Beginning with the Mediterranean countries the Union;s 

: ... 
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new interest In the Middle East and North Africa seem to focus mainly on the effects 
of. rise of Islamic radicalism, and the demographic pressure.EU Is not in a position at 
th1s stage to offer anything more concrete than a dialogue and a long term process 
of transforming the MENA societies into European style democracies. Both are 
legitimate and good intentions but, as a vision take little count of realities. 

Council of Europe 

The other European Organisation which does not deal with security and economic 
matters is the Council of Europe. During the past decade the Council of Europe has 
made various attempts to establish a dialogue with the Middle East and North 
Africa, in the fields of international cooperation falling within its own competence, 
such as the promotion of democracy and human rights as well as encouraging 
peace and stability. There are numerous resolutions by the Council of Ministers and 
the Parliamentary Assembly encouraging peace and condemning aggression and 
terrorism in the Me<frterranean area. The Council of Europe has supported various 
cultural projects such as Euro-Arab University in Spain. 1t has also enacted a 
number of conventions and protocols that would support the human rights of 
immigrants to Europe. However, the Council of Europe does not have enough 
resources and proper terms of reference to address the Issues of the Mediterranean 
in the measure they deserve.As s~n from the attached table only the Northern 
riparian states of the Mediterranean. are members or the Council of Europe where 
only Israel has an observer status. · 

Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE): 

Uke the two European Organisations mentioned above the OSCE is also a 
European organisation with an area that in reality extends from Vladivostok to 
Honolulu. The service this organisation (as a talking forum) rendered In the 

· .. · .. transition from cold war to detente has been extremely valuable. The decisions of 
the Budapest conference to tum this conference into an organisation reflects the 
hopes attached to it, for crisis management. mediation and even for the. protection 
of minority rights in Europe. However, this organisation has proven itself to be highly 
inefficient. If not useless in solving regional conflicts in Europe. There have been 
several attempts to establish simnar patterns of cooperation systems in the 
Mediterranean and in the Middle East However, the successful original concept of 
CSCE was conceived as a process between two hostile military blocs. The 
implementation or a similar pattem in the Mediterranean area, where the only 
shared entity is the sea Itself, and the rest full of political, ethnical, religious and 
_.national Interest diversities may not be an appropriate and productive mcx.Jel. 

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO): 

NATO, a European and North American security Institution, Is Interested in the 
security of the shipping lines in the Med'rterranean and this is included in the NATO 
area. Of course, this is a task somewhat different from the one clearly defined in 
Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty. Nevertheless, it legitimizes NA TO's 
Med"rterranean role, and the US presence in the Mediterranean. 

. . 
Wrth the demise of the Soviet Union as a chanenger to American power, the role of 
the US and US Fleet in the Mediterranean had to undergo a significant change. US 
interests seem to lie now mainly In preserving the security of Israel and protecting 

- 4-
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shipping lines in addition to shoWing the US flag as the only remaining superpower 
in the world. . 

Under these circumstances any security role NATO can play in the Mediterranean 
must~ conceived to protect the joint interests of NATO's European and North 
American members. 

Like EU when an extension of NATO is considered towards the East, there is a 
notion that the risks that may emanate from the MENA region for NATO's security 
should not be overlooked. In this connection in 1994 NATO council decided that the 
situation in the Mediterranean should be taken under scrutiny. However, the 
Intention of the new Secretary General of NATO to enter into a dialogue With fiVe 
MENA countries may be premature and too overt a gesture which may in the end 
prove to be counter-productive, given the limited means NATO has for alleviating 
risks that are not of a military nature. Furthennore, NATO can take military 
measures only if <illd when pennitted by the security council. 

. '.: _.. West European Union (WEU) 

. ... : .. 
A similar dilemma exists also for the WEU which aspires to become the security ann 
of EU and which hopes to become an interface between EU and NATO . 

'·.·· 

Both NATO and WEU can do nothing concrete in the Mediterranean region other 
than havi_ng overlapping dialogues With parties who are ready to talk to them. 
Let us not forget that Euro-Arab dialogue which continued for many years produced 
practically nothing significant 

. ·. After having briefly touched on the main functions and usefulness of Western 
_Institutions it might be worthwhile to mention the organisations to which MENA 
countries belong. (See: Table 1) 

Islamic Conference Organisation: (ICO) 

This organisation which started as a conference of Islamic countries to voice protest 
over the attack on Aksa Mosque in 1969 , has eventuany become a pennanent 
structure ()f. Islamic countries all over the wortd for a number of concrete projects. 
The Islamic Bank, and COMSEC are useful institutions but it seems that their 
ambitions are far ahead of the means at their disposal for achieving positive results 
in the Mediterranean area, let alone the entire Moslem world. 

Atab League 

A~b League founded as an expression of Arab nationalism to create an 
interdependence among the Arab countries has made significant progress in certain 

· areas of cooperation. But inter-Arab frictions in the pofrtical sphere and lack of 
resources for rapid development, has led many Arab countries to seek cooperation · 

·. With outside partners, rather than enhancing the role of the League as an instrument 
· . :creating interdependence. 

Organisation for African Unity (OAU) 

Organisation for African Unity, has taken successful steps in several cases in Africa 
and it may .serve as a useful tool in crisis management on the African continent, b_ut 
it has litUe relevance for the development of the Mediterranean basin. 
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The Mediterrafl6an Forum; 

This informal meeting of ten Mediterranean countries' foreign ministers is a useful 
instrument for dialogue, that may help in coordinating multi-lateral cooperation 
projects in the Mediterranean and for achieving a harmonious Mediterranean voice 
in international arena. Its working groups may develop a number of specific 
cooperation areas. So long as this Forum remains an Informal instrument its 
effectiveness will no doubt be highly limited. 

For the purposes of encouraging cooperation in diverse fields among the 
Mediterranean countries the most suitable forum may be a Mediterranean version of 
the Council of Europe. Such a Mediterranean Council may be open to all riparian 
Governments, and shoud basically be an inter-governmental cooperation body. No 
country large or small should be excluded from being represented in its Council of 

.. · Ministers. lt could haVe an assembly for par1iamentarians, NGO's and loc:al 
administrations, which could elaborate recommendations to the Council. 

'. · .. 

. ·-_ ... 

A secretariats under the Council could develop multi-lateral conventions and 
scheme$ providing for transfrontier cooperation or setting norms applicable for the 
Mediterranean countries, in a wide range of subjects such as environment, shipping 
safety, cu·ltUre for which there is a consensus among the partiCipating 
·countries. European Settlement Fund also constitutes a model for encouraging 
socially motivated development projects in the basin. 

My hope is that the Mediterranean Forum may eventually take such an institutional 
form In which every Med'rterranean country wm have the opportunity to take part in 
an intemll!tional effort to enhance peace, and assure better quality of life for their 
citizens. 

Ankara, March 2, 1995. 
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list of ltatemfllional Afftfiations Of lhe MeditenWieail COuntries 
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L'aire mediterram!enne et le "changement global" 

par le Professeur Khalifa Chater• 

L'effondrement de l'URSS, annon~ant son implosion et la 
guerre du Golfe qui 'constituent deux reperes majeurs du 
"Changement global", qui affecte les relations intemationales, se 
produisirent en dehors de l'aire mediterraneenne. Mais l'onde de 
choc de ces deux evenements se propagea dans les spheres de 
solidarite naturelle de ces sujets de l'histoire immediate. La chute du 
mur de Berlin, en 1989, annonce l'elargissement de !'Europe et 
promet de lui redonner sa dimension et ses frontieres historico
geographiques, en occultant les postulats ideologiques d'antan. Dans 
le meme ordre d'idees, la guerre du Golfe, bouleverse l'aire 
Maghreb-Machrek et induit objectivement une revision generale des 
principes fondateurs de co-existence sinon d'alliance des 
partenaires et des protagonistes de la region. Ces deux evenements 
exterieurs a l'aire mediterraneenne ont done eu u'n impact 
differentiel, mais tres important, sur les rives europeennes et afro
asiatiques de la Mediterraneenne, aggravant cette dichotomie Nord
Sud, a l'ere de la disparition du tiers-monde, suite logique du 
knocked Out du camp communiste dans la competition bipolaire. 
Fait plus important, la nouvelle donne strategique de la fin de la 
guerre froide suscite, dans toutes les aires geographiques, y compris 
evidemment la zone mediterraneenne, des changements globaux, dus 
aux paradigmes, rapports de forces, aux regles d'alliances et meme 
aux utopies de la nouvelle aire. Nous nous proposons d'identifier les 
mutations qui affectent la scene mediterraneenne : defis et 
strategies, volontes de normalisation et opportunites de paix mais 
aussi risques de derives et d'instabilites. Or les restructurations de 
notre aire et ses dynamiques regionales en gestation s'inscrivent 
dans ce "changement global". 

I - La problematique du "Changement global" : 

Nous adoptons, dans notre etude le concept du "Changement 
global" definie et explicitee par Werber Weidenfeld et Josef 
Janning' : "Evolution de la perception de la menace et des zones de 

* Khalifa Chater est Professeur a la Faculte des Sciences Humaines et Sociales de 
Tunis, Vice-President de I' Association des Etudes lntemationales, Tunis. 
1 - Werber Weidenfeld et Josef Janning, Europe in Global Change, strategies and 
options for Europe, Bertelsmann Foundation Publishers, Gtitersloh, 1993, pp. 288. 
Voir p. 14. 
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risques", les scenarios de guerre Est-Ouest etant de passes. 
"Nouvelles priorites et adaptation de l'agenda de la politique 
mondiale" en consequence. "Emergence de nouveaux conflits et de 
nouveaux risques". Tout en definissant essentiellement le 
"Changement global", par la fin de la guerre froide - il s'agit en fait 
d'un fait majeur et decisif, mais qui couronne une lente maturation 
et une profonde mutation - les auteurs identifient les differents cas 
de figure des causes de tensions de la situation geostrategique 
actuelle : les conflits re-actualises de l'ere pre- guerre froide, les 
conflits non regles par !'ancien ordre et les nouveaux conflits issus 
des mutations de l'environnement international2. 

Problematique controversee de "la fm de l'histoire" de Francis 
Fukuyama (ete 1989), these du "nouvel ordre international" du 
President Bush (18 janvier 1991), definition de la nouvelle 
"mission" americaine pour l'ere post-guerre froide, par les deux 
candidats Bush et Clinton, pendant la derniere campagne 
presidentielle, les concepts clefs de cette donne strategique nouvelle 
furent ebauchees sinon definies, dans le discours politique 
americain3• Mais il ne s'agit que de postulats ideologiques et des 
affmnations de principes. Comment decrire alors la nouvelle scene 
internationale et degager les differentes implications, afm de faire 
ressortir la grille d'interpretation de la geostrategie 
mediterraneenne ? 

Peut-on parler d'un "ordre mondial reliiche4", selon le concept 
de Zaki Lai'di, un ordre dont le "trait distinctif, n'est pas tant le 
desordre que la tension croissante entre une dynamique de puissance 
qui pousse, sous la pression economique, a la mondialisation et a 
!'integration et une problematique du sens qui depuis qu'elle a perdu 
tout soubassement teleologique, semble de plus en plus secable, 
friable, precaire5"? Mais peut-on affirmer qu'une dynamique de 
puissance d'un ordre monopolaire est plus reHichee que dans le cas 
d'une situation de dominations concurrentes entre deux ordres 
antagonistes? Ce qui est certain, c'est que l'ere post-guerre froide 
suscite une nouvelle restructuration des relations internationales, 
qu'elle favorise la creation d'un nouvel ordre mondial, dont les 
specificites determinantes decoulent de son caractere originel 

2_ /bid. 
3 - Voir The end of the cold war : its meanings and implications , edited by Michael 
J. Hogan, Cambridge university Press, 1992, 294 pp. 
4 - L'ordre mondial reliiche, sens et puissance apres la guerre froide , sous la 
direction de Zaki La:idi, Presse de la Fondation N ationale des Sciences Politiques, 
Paris, 1993, 2eme edition, 263 pp. 
5 - Zaki La:idi, " penser l'apres -guerre froide", ilbid. , p. 5. 
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distinctif : des conflits entre Ies aires post-historique et historique du 
monde, selon la problematique de Fukuyama6 , ou en le paraphrasant 
entre la societe post-industrielle et les autres communautes 
industrielles ou proto-industrielles ? Zaki Laldi lui -meme affine son 
concept, puisqu'il affirme que l'ordre mondial devient "plus norme 
et plus contraignant7". Je prerere, quant a moi, parler de velleites 
d'instaurer une stabilite hegemonique, de volontes de restructurer et 
de re-hierarchiser I'ordre mondial et de faire valoir !'impact des 
reseaux de contrOie et des mecanismes de gestion des geostrategies 
regionales et de resolution des conflits. L'ordre qui succede au 
modus vivendi de !'ere de la co-existence, instituee par les USA et 
I'URSS, tente de refa~onner la carte des alliances traditionnelles, des 
rapports de forces, de la geographie des elements de puissances. La 
competition des deux grands a mis a l'ordre du jour le partage 
ideologique du monde. Cette politique d'integrations strategiques 
concurrentes est abandonnee apres le repli de !'Est. Consideres 
essentiellement en fonction de leurs potentialites econorniques, les 
pays retrouvent leurs dimensions veritables : "deux poids, deux 
mesures", la politique internationale dependra plus que jamais des 
enjeux mondiaux, des zones utiles et des marges pauvres, qui ne 
peuvent susciter que des interventions humanitaires, quasi 
desinteressees ? En depit d'un desordre spontane apparent, en 
!'absence d'un systeme politique ordonnateur superieur, regi par ses 
principes directeurs et ses references, les cartes geostrategiques et 
en l'occurence celles des seismes, des zones de turbulences et des 
oasis de paix, fussent-elles provisoires, inscrit dans I'actualite les 
rapports de forces internes,, les effets d'interventions de 
l'environnement regional, les interferences des puissances 
hegemoniques, Ies donnees geo-economiques et meme certaines 
contingences historiques, desormais actualisees. Les theses hatives de 
la fin de I'Histoire (Fukuyama) et de la fin de la Geographie (Zaki 
Laldi), seduisantes et magiques representent des modes de pensees, 
qui n'apprehendent que des apparences, des images fugitives, Ies 
illusions de l'imaginaire. 

Que! est alors !'impact du "changement global " sur l'aire 
mediterraneenne? Couvrant differents ensembles regionaux, 
appartenant a des structures de ralliements anciens ou nouveaux, 
formelles ou spontanees : la comrnunaute europeenne, la constellation 
des Etats de !'Europe ex-comrnuniste, I'UMA et le Moyen-Orient, 
tiraillee entre Ies differentes alliances, poles, ou enjeux qu'ils 

6- Francis Fukuyama, "La fin de l'histoire", in Commentaire, n° 47, automne 1989, 
pp, p.469. 
7 - Zaki LaYdi, " Sens et puissance dans le systeme international", in L 'ordre 
mondial re/ache, op. cit. , p. 37) 
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impliquent, l'aire mediterram!enne n'ambitionne de s'eriger ni en 
projet unitaire, ni en nouvelle structure regionale. Discours de 
ralliement culture! symbolique, la mediterraneite est revendiquee 
par des intellectuels et d'hommes de bonnes volontes sans grande 
emprise sur la realite. Au gre des circonstances, de seminaires, de 
forums ou de concertations d'exception, elle peut constituer un 
objectif ponctuel a meme de susciter l'interet des spheres de decision. 
Peut-on dire que cet ancien "appendice crisogene du grand theatre 
europeen" (expression de Daguzan) et j'ajoute mais aussi du grand 
theatre moyen oriental est en train d'acquerir "une nouvelle 
autonomieS"? 

En degageant les elements lourds et les faits passagers de la 
conjoncture du changement global, nous essayerons d'identifier, 
dans cette aire fragmentee et necessairement solidaire, les !ignes de 
fractures, les zones de perturbations et les pOles de stabilite, afin de 
degager les enjeux, les strategies et les options pour le futur. 

11 - Demembrement I derives : 

a) Le syndrome bosniague: 

L'effondrement du communisme qui a sonne le glas de l'URSS, 
menace I'integrite des pays communistes de !'Europe centrale et 
mediterraneenne. Apres I'euphorie, vint la desillusion ou plutot le 
triste constat, d'une resurgence des violences, en Europe centrale et 
orientale. Est-ce le reveil de la " question d'Orient " qui englobe 
desormais les peuples balkaniques et pourquoi pas les marges 
extremes orientales ? · 

Discours ideologique fondateur, le communisme a ete un 
puissant facteur d'integration politique et une doctrine de definition 
socio-economique des espaces qu'il a marques par son empreinte 
specifique. Tous les contentieux de l'histoire etaient occultes par les 
nouveaux etablishments, qui ont fait valoir, parfois par la 
persuasion et l'entrainement, plus souvent par le recours a la force 
leurs promesses d'avenir. Derriere les solides remparts ideologico
strategiques qu'ils ont eriges, ils avaient preche !'unite, la solidarite, 
la communion des peuples freres. La logique de la decommunisation 
de !'Europe centrale et orientale a suscite la desintegration de 
l'URSS et precipite !'implosion des Etats-nations, dont l'ideologie 
communiste et le systeme socio-politique qu'elle a impose 

8 - Jean -Fran~ois Daguzan, " la securite en Mc!d.iterranee : une approche globale ", in 
lA Mediterranee Occidentale: quelles strategies pour l'avenir, collectif, FMES, Paris, 
Publisud, 1994, pp.159-172. Voir particulierement p. 160. 
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constituaient les seuls facteurs de rassemblement. La remise en 
question de cette cohesion conjoncturelle - !'evolution actuelle 
permet desormais de definir le communisme comme un fait de 
conjoncture - engagea certains pays dans une dynamique de 
fragmentation ethniquo-religieuse. Exemple tragique et modele 
d'evolution probable des glacis du communisme, la Bosnie traduit 
l'ampleur de la derive. 11 s'agit en fait d'une consequence directe de 
l'effondrement de l'Etat communiste, mais qui s'inscrit dans la 
logique du systeme defunt, dans son discours parallele. Durant des 
decennies, les regimes communistes de l'Europe centrale ont 
developpe le culte de la culpabilisation de !'empire ottoman et de 
tous leurs concitoyens -sujets islamises, les proletaires-otages des 
nomenklaturas privilegies. La liberation du communisme permettait 
d'achever, sans etats d'ames, la sinistre reuvre, de traduire dans les 
faits, ces excommunications ideologiques, de re-executer ces 
ennemis symboliques de l'Etat communiste. La fin de la guerre 
froide marque le retour aux guerres chaudes " ( diagnostic de Jean 
Pierre Chevenement9). Aujourd'hui en Bosnie, mais l'arc des 
guerres peut se prolonger amplement vers d'autres rivages, la 
purification ethnique est a l'ordre du jour ... L'homme est revenu a 
l'iige des guerres de religions, des embuscades de quartiers, des 
sinistres tableaux de chasses des hommes des cavernes. La 
civilisation humaine paye le lourd tribut de l'epreuve communiste, 
sans reagir ou presque. La conscience internationale s'accomode de 
ses interventions humanitaires, devenus indispensables. Desespoir, 
demobilisation apres le "show mediatique" que l'epreuve a suscite, 
l'impuissance de !'Establishment international, peut conforter les 
ennemis du message que semblait porter l'ordre post-communiste, a 
savoir la defense de la liberte, des droits de l'homme et de la 
culture de paixiO. 

9_ Jean Pierre Chevenement, " Inventer une autre Europe ",Le Monde, 9 juillet 
1992. Ce diagnostic severe et lucide de !'ancien ministre socialiste fran~ais, rejoint 
!'analyse du Sommet de Munich des chefs d'Etat et de gouvernement des sept 
principaux pays industriels (G 7), qui identifia les deviations de !'ere 
postcommuniste et souligna l'ampleur du probleme des " instabilites et conflits 
nouveaux, dus a une resurgence du nationalisme et li des tensions interethniques ". 
Declaration du 7 juillet 1992. Voir Le Monde, 9 juillet 1992. 

10- Cri de desespoir, la declaration de Zlatko Disdarevic, directeur d'Oslobodenje: 
La seule amere victoire des Bosniaques, c'est d'avoir compris que "toutes ces 
histoires de droits de l'homme sont des contes pour enfants,", in "Sarajevo, mille 
jours de sieges: nous devenons fous" in Le Nouvel Observateur, n• 1580, 16-22 
fevrier 1995, p. 37. 
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b) Les tentatives de destabilisation integriste : 

Les rives sud-mediterraneennes constituent Ies enjeux de la 
mouvance integriste qui a pour objectif d'instaurer un pouvoir 
totalitaire theocratique. L'emergence de l'integrisme islamique et son 
expansion precederent certes "le changement global" de !'ere post
guerre froide 11 • Notons cependant que le monde arabe a ete un 
theatre passionne et un enjeu strategique de la guerre des geants. Sa 
recherche de soutiens pour ses combats de liberation, la guerre de 
Palestine et la quete de partenaires altematifs d'un commerce a 
decoloniser, l'ont bel et bien implique dans Ies rivalites du monde bi
polaire. 11 y eut, d'ailleurs, bel et bien une prolongation de la guerre 
froide dans les campus, les joumaux et certains centres de decisions 
arabes, oii Ies integristes ont ete mobilises contre les avant-gardes. 
D'autre part, Ies observateurs n'ont pas realise que les signes avant
coureurs de la chute du communisme se sont manifestes sur la scene 
arabe : Renversements spectaculaires ou progressifs d'alliances, 
echecs des modeles de developpement et de systemes politiques 
apparentes. Il y a eu une maturation des faits, amorces par le renvoi 
des experts russes d'Egypte, annonce en juillet 1972 et paracheve par 
la n!construction de !'unite du Yemen. L'aire arabe a done ete l'un 
des theatres du changement global. Mais sans doute n'a-t-elle pas pris 
la mesure exacte des signes de mutations, qui s'inscrivaient dans un 
processus lent. 

Autre aspect de la question, les integristes dont leur 
anticommunisme primaire a facilite Ieur mobilisation en 
Afghanistan, dans le camp du "monde libre", nourrissaient des 
ambitions et revendiquaient un refa¥onnement des cartes des 
positions dominantes a Ieur profit. Violemment anti-occidentaux, ils 
ne pouvaient qu'accomplir des roles provisoires, aspirer a des 
alliances conjoncturelles. Apres le retrait des troupes russes de 
!'Afghanistan, en 1989, ces allies formes par les ecoles-Iaboratoires 
de guerillas. devenaient encombrants, d'autant plus qu'ils prechaient 
un discours de guerre sainte et affirmaient leur opposition a toute 
coexistence entre les nations. Frustres, aguerris, et sommairement 
ideologises, les Afghans sont les jusqu'au boutistes, sans etats d'ame, 
des luttes dites islamiques. Ces membres des legions etrangeres d'un 

11 - Nous avons montre dans des etudes precedentes que la crise petroliere de 1973 
et !'augmentation de la rente qui s'en suivit, l'echec des projets de developpement et 
Ies sentiments de frustration qui en resulterent, Ies defaites successives des Arabes 
face a Israel et les reactions de colere et de desespoir qu'elles nourrirent, 
dynamiserent la contestation integriste et favoriserent son expansion, hors de ses 
foyers originels, du Moyen-Orient. 
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nouveau genre sont a la recherche de nouvelles guerres, de nouvelles 
scenes d'extermination. Ils seront les principaux agents de 
radicalisation de la lutte integriste. La derive integriste mobilisera 
ces mercenaires desengages de la guerre afghane. Nous nous rendons 
compte ainsi que d'une certaine fac,:on, les Afghans, c'est-a-dire en 
fait des integristes - volontaires des differentes regions musulmanes, 
sont les sequelles, les avatars de la guerre froide qui les a 
conditionnes, marginalises et mentalement destructures. D'autres 
champs de batailles, en Bosnie et en Chechenie par exemple, 
pourraient secreter leurs Afghans. 

Fait important, le postmodernisme qui s'inscrit dans cette donne 
nouvelle, constitua le socle de la pensee de repli et des nostalgies. Il 
crea une conjoncture propice a la derive integriste, qui permit de 
redynamiser ses activites et de les radicaliser. L'ere postmodeme, 
dont la faillite du marxisme fut l'une de ses manifestations, remit en 
question les reperes et les references de l'homme d'aujourd'hui : . 
Ayant perdu "les certitudes qui (le) teleguidaient vers le futur ... ", il 
sait que son histoire "est catapultee dans une aventure inconnue ... et 
que le futur se nomme desormais incertitude12". Je me relere ici a 
Edgar Morin. Crise des intellectuels, eclipse des maitres a penser, 
abdication de la philosophie, notre aire subit davantage les effets de 
ce seisme de !'esprit : remontee des peurs ancestrales, re-activation 
des contentieux de l'histoire, diabolisation de !'autre, le retour du 
pendule marqua la defaite des eclaireurs de la pensee reforrniste, les 
constructeurs enthousiastes du futur et n'oublions pas les grands 
oulemas humanistes musulmans, qui ont marque de leur sceau le 
mouvement de la renaissance des Machrek-Maghreb. Porte par les 
clercs traditionalistes (les moddebs), qui retrouvent, par ce concours 
de circonstances, une grande liberte de manceuvre, l'integrisme 
apparait desormais, dans cette ere qui redimentionnne la pensee -
puisque les faits ont revele qu'elle fut longtemps dupee par les 
utopistes tous azimuts - comme !'alternative pessirniste aux ideologies 
de progres, de developpement, de democratie, de droits de l'homme. 

Soutenue par les establishments integristes, disposant de moyens 
financiers prodigues genereusement par des allies ideologiques, 
hostiles aux projets de societes civiles, la contestation integriste tenta 
de gagner toute l'aire arabe. Maitrise en Tunisie, au Maroc et en 
Jordanie, du moins dans l'immediat, l'integrisme s'attaque a la 
Palestine, l'Egypte et surtout a l'Algerie, tout en consolidant ses 
poches de resistance, au Liban, en Syrie et en Irak et en entreprenant 

12- Edgar Morin," la terre astre errant", in Le Monde du 14 fevrier 1990. 
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une action d'embrigadement des communautes musulmanes, en 
Europe. 

La situation est bien preoccupante. Tout mouvement de 
subversion, qui se propose d'instituer !'Inquisition et la guerre 
sainte, menace l'aire mediterraneenne, en remettant les pendules, aux 
eres d'antan d'affrontement Islam /chretiente, Croisade/ Jihad, aux 
profits des adeptes de !'exclusion et de l'extremisme de part et 
d'autre de la Mediterranee, qui se rejoignent, dans leurs soucis de 
deterrer les haches de la guerre .. 

Ill • Les promesses de la paix : 

L'accord israelo-palestinien, conclu le 13 septembre 1993, 
s'inscrit dans le processus general du "changement global". La fin 
de la guerre froide et le re-equilibrage des priorites strategiques 
internationales qui s'en suivit, annonce une revision en profondeur, 
fut-elle lente et discrete, des relais d'alliance des Etats-Unis avec le 
Moyen Orient. Alors que le monde bi-polaire a consacre Israel en 
tant qu'allie absolu, sinon exclusif, la conjoncture nouvelle 
redimentionne necessairement "le pion" de la guerre froide au 
profit des partenaires du Golfe, associees desormais dans une 
alliance vitale pour les deux parties. Mieux encore, la 
mondialisation revendiquee comme objectif general justifie la 
volonte d'adopter une politique d'integration des marches de 
l'espace arabe. Il faut done redessiner les contours de la nouvelle 
mouvance. Ce repositionnement des Etats Unis precipita !'accord. 
Lucides et courageux, les partenaires saisirent cette opportunite. 

La construction de la paix est une gageure importante qu'il faut 
coute que coute tenir. Les des sont certes pipes puisque la zone 
liberee de Gaza est une region surpeuplee, pauvre, peripherisee et 
dependante de l'economie israelienne. Situation explosive•J, l'OLP 
gere avec des moyens derisoires - vu la defection de la communaute 
internationale et l'attachement d'Israel a ses prerogatives coloniales 
- une economie a bout de souffle, un marche de main d'reuvre. Ces 
situations sociales de desespoir sont exploitees par les integristes 
puisque la paix derange leur strategie generale. 

13 - Lors du colloque, organise par Radio-Shalom, TFI et al-Ahram " La 
Mediterranee : apres la paix, que! avenir ?", Paris, UNESCO, 18 - 20 fevrier 1995), 
Jean Frydman declara : "Gaza est la vitrine de J'echec". Robert Asraf ajouta ; " A 
Gaza, nous sommes en face d'un incendie. Commenc;ons par l'eteindre". Les 
participants faisaient valoir J'urgence d'un plan international d'investissements. Voir 
le compte rendu du seminaire in Le Nouvel Observateur, 23 fev. -ler mars 1995, 
pp. 34-37. 
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"Culture de guerre et economie de paix 14", la politique 
israelienne qui a pour objectif de "normaliser ses relations", de 
s'associer aux structures du Moyen Orient•s et de s'integrer dans le 
marche arabe, tout en assurant la sauvegarde des acquis territoriaux 
est paradoxale. Cet enjeu reste bien entendu possible, a condition de 
jouer la carte de la paix, qui necessite, il va de soi, la 
decolonisation courageuse de l'Etat d'Israel: discours de respect des 
souverainetes nationales, adoption d'une culture de paix, abolition 
des colonies et rejet des politiques de domination, desormais 
desuettes. Il faut que l'Etat hebreu se donne les moyens de sa 
politique d'integration dans son aire geographique naturelle. Une 
large opinion publique, de part et d'autre du Jourdain, revendique 
la satisfaction de ces attentes. Le renversement de la situation est a 
ce pnx. 

Cette perspective de paix ouvre a l'aire mediterraneenne de 
larges horizons. Le Forum d'Alexandrie (3 - 4 juillet 1994), qui 
reunit dix pays riverains de la Mediterraneel6, se proposa 
d'instituer une structure de dialogue, fut-elle informelle, dans le but 
de promouvoir la concertation, de desamorcer les crises et 
d'engager des programmes de co-patemariat. En depit des vceux 
pieux de tels rassemblements, !'adhesion des opinions publiques peut 
constituer un gage de succes. 

Pronant "une vision representant une paix globale et 
l'etablissement d'un partenariat nouveau ... ", la Conference de 
Casablanca•? (30 octobre-ler novembre 1994) se proposait de 
rassembler les Etats du Moyen-Orient et de l'Afrique du Nord, sans 
exclusive. Il s'agissait, en fait, de dessiner les contours d'un vaste 
ensemble, une "communaute econornique du Moyen-Orient et du 
Maghreb" en vue "d'assurer, dans un delai determine, le libre flux 
des marchandises, des capitaux et de la main d'ceuvre ... ". Associant 
des institutions internationales et extra-regionales et des hommes 
d'affaires interesses par l'entreprise, la Conference degagea les 
moyens susceptibles de promouvoir la cooperation et de lever les 

14- Titre de !'article de Said Alioua, in al-Ahram, Le Caire, IS fevrier 199S. 
IS - Shimon Peres declare que "l'Etat d'Israel souhaite faire partie de la Ligue des 
Etats Arabes et affirme qu'il est temps d'accomplir cette etape, a condition de 
nommer la Ligue, Federation du Moyen Orient". Declaration de Shimon Peres A la 
radio israelienne, citee par le quotidien londonien El-Qods du S janvier 19S5. 
16 - Les dix pays participants sont : Le Portugal, l'Espagne, la France, l'Italie, la 
Grece, la Turquie, Le Maroc, J'Algerie, la Tunisie et l'Egypte. 
17 - Pour !'etude de la declaration de cette Conference de Casablanca, voir par 
exemple Asharq Al-Awsat , 2 novembre 1994. 
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handicaps, dans les meilleurs delais, y compris les embargos et 
toutes les entraves au commerce et aux investissements. Ce projet de 
visionnaires prend ses distances par rapport aux contingences, 
accorde le prejuge favorable a tous les partenaires de la region et 
affirme un optimisme que les evenements actuels ne justifient pas 
encore. 11 a cependant le merite de baliser les reperes d'une saine 
evolution des choses et de faire valoir les dividendes de la paix. 

Mm d'assurer le meilleur suivi ou peut-etre de faire valoir une 
restructuration regionale alternative, le projet est appele a 
s'institutionnaliser, par le choix d'un siege marocain et la creation 
d'organes d'orientation et de direction•s. S'agissait-il de 
redimentionner la Ligue des Etats Arabes, de la depasser ou de 
limiter son action a !'expression de la solidarite panarabe. La 
polemique suscitee par la questionl9 a surpris certains 
establishments. 11 faudrait peut-etre eviter prioritairement durant 
cette etape de reconciliation arabe et de construction de la paix 
globale, tous les motifs superflus et hors propos de discorde. Nos 
intellectuels et nos politiciens doivent identifier les nouvelles 
constructions d'avenir : un nouveau Moyen-Orient20 ? Une 
Communaute du Moyen-Orient et du Maghreb? Une aire de la 
Mediterraneite? Ces projets ne sont guere incompatibles. Mais cette 
dynamique de paix doit necessairement adapter La Ligue des Etats 
Arabes aux nouvelles priorites, la reformer energiquement et lui 
donner un second souffle. Elle doit repondre imperativement aux 
nouvelles attentes des nouvelles generations. 

Conclusion 

Le "changement global" induit des mutations d'envergure, qui 
affectent l'aire mediterraneenne, developpent et amplifient les 
relations conflictuelles qui debordent desormais ses frontieres, 
puisqu'ils reactualisent les fractures Occident/Orient, Nord/Sud, a 
peine cicatrisees. Enjeu geostrategique evident - qu'il nous suffise 
de signaler les richesses petrolieres Libye/Algerie, les marches 

18 - La Conference crea les organes suivants : 
- Un Comite d'Orientation forme par les representants des gouvernements, 

- U n secretariat executif, ay ant pour siege le Maroc, "pour o:uvrer a la 
consolidation de la construction economique nouvelle .... " (Ibid.) 
19 - Nous nous referons aux reactions suscitees par la Declaration du souverain 
marocain a la chaine MBC et des articles de Mohamed Hedi Tazi, Conseiller du roi 
(Journal El-Alam du 26 octobre et du 18 novembre 1994). 
20 - Cette opportunite de co-existence, Iors que l'etablissement de la paix permet de 
toumer la page est souvent evoquee. Voir par exemple l'etude de Rachid Driss " 
remarks about the relations between The Europen Union And The Union of Arab 
Maghreb", sous presse. 
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prometteurs Maghreb/Machrek - cette zone en contact avec La 
communaute Europeenne, detient des positions clefs, dans les 
competitions entre les grands ensembles economiques : la 
Communaute, Alize et l'Extreme-Orient, qui se profilent a 
l'horizon. Cette zone peut simultanement jouer les roles de verrous 
et de fenetres, en assurant la fermeture de l'expansion meridionale 
de la communaute et en ouvrant, au profit des protagonistes de la 
guerre economique, des breches dans l'edifice de protection du 
marche europeen. Une analyse objective de la situation revele que la 
zone mediterraneenne est un terrain de competition des grands 
acteurs. Toute restructuration regionale et toute fragilisation de cet 
espace solidaire peuvent avoir des repercussions et servir des enjeux 
qu'on n'a pas le droit d'occulter. 

Les restructurations concurrentes qui ont pour theatre le 
Moyen- Orient suscitent evidemment une competition pour le 
leadership. Elles expliquent les velleites de repositionnement dans 
l'aire arabe : candidature d'Israel, dans la Ligue des Etats Arabes, 
eventuellement desarabisee, candidature de l'Egypte a l'UMA, 
appelee a se delocaliser, formulation de projets de rassemblements 
alternatifs sinon concurrents a l'occasion du Forum mediterraneen 
d'Alexandrie et de la Conference de Casablanca, souci de revision
renforcement de la Ligue des Etats Arabes, dont la lutte pour la 
Palestine a constitue, en fait, sa principale raison d'etre. 

Les paradigmes de l'ere post-guerre froide ont realise un 
transfert symbolique du mur de Berlin vers la Mediterranee. 
Soucieux d'assurer la perennite du wargame, certains ideologues 
occidentaux organiques, c'est-a-dire lies a la defense des interets 
dominants se mobilisent pour retrouver un nouvel ennemi, 
suppleant ou interimaire, de lui donner la configuration 
convaincante, afin d'assurer le fonctionnement du systeme. ll s'agit 
vraisemblablement de reconstruire l'imaginaire occidental adequat, 
pour instaurer une co-existence conflictuelle et eventuellement 
armee. Samuel P. Huntington, le prophete du "choc des 
civilisations2t" declara, avec assurance, durant l'ete 1993 : 

" ... Mon hypothese est que dans le monde nouveau les 
conflits n'auront pas essentiellement pour origine l'ideologie 
ou l'economie. Les grandes causes de division de l'humanite et 
les principales sources de conflits seront culturelles ... Le choc 
des civilisations dominera la politique mondiale. Les lignes de 

21 - Samuel P. Huntington, "le choc des civilisations" in Commentaires, no 66, ete 
1994, pp. 238-252 (premiere version, Foreign affairs, ete 1994). 
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fractures entre civilisations seront les lignes de front de 
l'avenir22 .... " 

Realisant la synthese des derives d'une certaine opm10n 
publique occidentale qui retrouve les breviaires de ses maitres de 
pensee de l'entre-deux-guerres, pour re-actualiser ses visions 
raciales, theorisant et conceptualisant cet etat d'esprit, somme toute 
marginal, Huntington invente les nouveaux ennernis: "L'Islam", pis 
encore "la connection islamo-confuceenne23". La scene politique 
internationale est desormais definie, par "les regroupements de 
civilisations" et le "syndrome du pays frere24", presente 
curieusement comme valeur absolue apres les guerres Irak -Iran et 
lrak-Koweit. Le nouveau puzzle des guerres d'avenir est desormais 
invente, dessine, reconstruit. Fait symptomatique, Ies partenaires 
des nouveaux affrontements se revelent en fait solidaires, puisqu'ils 
partagent les memes vues bellicistes. Allies objectifs, Ies integristes 
jouent Ieur role, dans ce nouvel echiquier, en developpant leur 
discours de guerre dite sainte. En contrepartie, le nouvel Occident 
guerrier2s de Huntington devra comprendre et respecter Ies 
references de base des autres civilisations. Est-ce a dire que ce 
menagement de l'integrisme hors Mediterranee est destine a assurer 
la sauvegarde de I'ennerni retrouve et a propager ses signes et ses 
slogans les plus provocateurs? 11 serait certes excessif de I'affmner. 
Mais Ies premisses de ce choc de civilisations deja visibles sur 
certaines scenes mediterraneennes (La Bosnie, les foyers de tensions 
raciales et les arcs de fractures integristes), peuvent se propager 
dangereusement. lis peuvent etre dans la Iogique du changement 
global ou plutot faire partie des scenarios de ses derives. Il nous 
appartient done d'etre attentifs a ces risques de debordement qu'il 
faudrait circonscrire et mettre en echec. 

Signes de renouveau et peut-etre attitudes de rejet de ces 
velleites d'enfermement occidental et d'institution d'une nouvelle 

22 - Ibid. , p. 238. · 
23- Ibid., p. 250. Notons que cene these a suscit6 une riposte pol6mique. Voir, par 
exemple, )'article de khaled EI-Kachtini, " Conflit des civilisations ou civilisations de 
conflit, In Asharq Al-Awsat, 12 fevrier 1995, p.lO. R6v61ateur d'un 6tat d'esprit 
conflictuellatent, J'auteur 6voque le contentieux entre J'aire moyen orientate et les 
occidentaux depuis I'Antiquit6 : guerre de Troie, guerres m6diques, puniques, puis 
duels contre Ies musulmans et les Ottomans etc. Cette re-actualisation du contentieux 
historique qui constitue la toile de fond de la these et de la contre-these montre que les 
scbemas de pens6e et leurs assises continuent a puiser, dangereusement, leurs 
ref6rences dans les paradigmes d'un autre temps. 
24 -Ibid. , pp. 244 et suivantes. 
25 - Notons que cette these a suscit6 une pol6mique en Europe et aux Etats-Unis. 
Voir le dossier r6uni par la revue Commentaires , n° 66, 616 1994, pp. 253-279). 
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guerre froide civilisationnelle, les initiatives de l'OT AN et de la 
Communaute europeenne d'engager le dialogue avec les etats sud
mediterraneens. Une telle attitude qui s'explique, sans doute, par des 
soucis securitaires reels revele que ces aires geographiques : 
l'espace nord-atlantique et !'Europe communautaire que ces 
institutions representent, sont concernees par la resolution des 
problemes de la region. Elle traduit une volonte de s'associer a une 
strategie de paix sinon de co-developpement. Serait-il utopique de 
croire que cette dynamique qui s'ebauche timidement indique un 
renversement de tendances salutaire ! 

"Globalisation I fragmentation", construction I deconstruction 
les termes de ce paradoxe eclairent la problematique de !'ere post
guerre froide et dessinent le nouveau paysage geostrategique ou du 
moins ses restructurations regionales. Mais ce nouvel ordre de fait 
doit faire valoir les principes universels de tolerance, de co
existence pacifique, d'entraide, de partenariat et de cooperation. La 
globalisation ne doit pas etre une strategie unilaterale de domination 
politico-comrnerciale. Dans ce meme ordre d'idee, la fragmeqtation 
ne doit pas etre une attitude de dernission internationale, permettant 
!'emergence des zones d'exclusion, de guerres de religions, de 
derives identitaires et integristes. Mediterraneens, nous devons etre 
attentifs, afin d'annihiler les facteurs d'instauration d'une guerre 
froide, definie par le choc des civilisations et faire echec aux 
diverses derives que le changement global pourrait induire. 
Dedramatisee par les chances de la paix, la Mediterraneite est avant 
tout une attitude de solidarite. Plus que jamais, ce changement de 
paradigmes de la nouvelle donne doit sonner le glas des malentendus 
des conflits religieux ou culturels, d'un autre temps, exhibes par les 
apprentits-sorciers, les va-en-guerre et differents "cavaliers de 
!'apocalypse". 

\ Khalifa Chater 

(Tunis, 27 fevrier 1995) 
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QUELQUES NOTES SUR LA HEDITERRANNEE . DANS LA POLITIQUE 
ETRANGERB ET DE SECUIUTE COMMUNE 

Alvaro de Vasconcelos 

Comment l'Union europeenne - au moment ou la priorite des 
priorites semble etre l'elargissement v~rs les democraties 
d'Europe centrale - peut-elle equilibrer l'ouverture a l'Est 
avec une politique vers le Sud proche, notamment le Sud 
mediterranneen? 

Comment la politique etrangere et de .securite commune et 
1 'Union de 1 'Europe occidentale pourront .... elles corttribuer a 
pousser !'Union au-dela de son etat actuel de puissance 
civile, la decider a entreprendre une politique globale pour 
la Mediterrannee occidentale et orientate? 

La reponse a ces questions se trouve plus dans 1' analyse des. 
problemes de securite qui se posent dans la Mediterranee, 
notamment dans l'J>.frique du nord, et des possibilites de la 
PESC pour les resoudre, que dans une tentative. d'analyse 
proprement institutionnelle. 

Les defis poses 

1. Quels sont les defis de securi te que 1 'Europe. prerid en 
consideration s'agissant de la securite mediterrant§enne? 

L'accession au pouvoir de gouvernements hostiles a 
l'Occident, notamment en Algerie, en resultat du remplacement 
des regimes actuels par des regimes islamistes·:radicaux.dont 
le comportement dans le domaine de la politique etrangere·est 
imprevisible, :mais qui en tout etat · de cause tendraient a 
«prendre le devant» de leurs opinions publiques, · traversees 
par des perceptions anti-occidentales. 

""un creusement des divergences politiques entre lesEtats de 
la region qui pourrait resulter, par exemple, d'un tr.ioinphe de 
l'Islamisme radical en Algerie, et qui pc>t:irrait par:la suite 
degenerer en conflit grave de nature sud"'sl;ld. ·.·. 

Les consequences de la proliferation d'anie:inents .de 
destruction massive dans les pays de l'Afrique·du Nord. 
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- Une nouvelle montee du terrorisme, notamment du terrorisme 
d'Etat. 

- Un derapage des processus de paix au Moyen Orient avec une 
aggravation des crises dans la region. 

2. Quelle est, au fond, la nature des defis. evoques? 

Aucun de ces defis ne peut se traduire a present dans une 
menace directe centre les Etats membres de l'Union. La 
co!ncidence a moyenne echeance de plusieurs d.'entre eux 
pourrait neanmoins engendrer un probleme serieux de securite. 

L'illlllligration, a mon sens, ne peut etre .. consid(iree colllllle une 
question qui releve du domaine de la securite. Aborder le 
probleme de l'illll!ligration d'un point de vue securitaire, comme 
il est souvent le cas, ne fait qu'alimenter les nationalismes 
radicaux, dans les deux rives mediterraneennes a la fois. 

Les causes de la crise dans la rive sua de la Mediterrannee 
sont tout premierement de nature economique et politique. Il 
en resulte une crise sociale profonde dont le ch6maqe est la 
manifestation la plus evidente, en meme temps que l.'islamisme 
radical s'affirme en tant que principals alternative· aux 
regimes en place. . 

Face au Nord ou regne l, abondance I la crise que connaissent 
les pays de 1 'Afrique du Nord contribue a renforcer aans 
l'opinion publique une perception de marginalite et 1' idee que 
1 'Occident, depuis la fin de la guerre froide, regarde le 
monde islamique comme l'ennemi. L'Occident aurait trouv~ dans 
1' Islam son ennemi de substitution, la guerre au Golfe et 
1' impuissance de l'Occident en Bosnie - voulue,. selon certains 
- en etant offertes pour preuve. Les declarations recentes du 
Secretaire-generale de l'OTAN sur la nouvelle menace, malqre 
le desaveu des Etats membres, en seraient la confirlilation. 

3. ou va la PESC et quelle est 1 'importance de la Mediterranee 
dans cette politique? 

Le Conseil Europeen de Lisbonne ( juin 1992) · a . defini les 
domaines prioritaires pour des actions colllll!Unes - l'Europe de 
l'Est et 1 'Europe centra le, 1' Afrique du Nord, le Moyen Orient 
-, faisant preuve d'une volonte d'equilibrer Est et sua, un 
equilibre qui est d'ailleurs necessaire au .maintien de 
l'equilibre entre les Etats membres. En . meme ,temps, la 
necessite a ete affirnee d'abord.er les relations avec 
l'Afrique du Nord dans le cadre d'une _polit:l.qi.le. globale, 
accoraant la priorite necessaire aux rnesures 'de nature 
economique, sans oublier pourtant des initiatives dans le 
domaine de la cooperation poli tique et de la .soft. secilrity 
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visant a la creation d'une confiance reciproque. Voil~ ce que 
l'on pourrait appeler un melange de l'acquis des Cinq+Cinq et 
de la CSCM. 

La politique europeenne, cependant, n'a pas ete globale, et 
n'a m~me pas pu se procurer, par ailleurs, les moyens que lui 
exiqeaient ses ambitions dans le seul domaine economique. 
Apres Maastricht, les initiatives prises dans le do:maine 
commercial et de 1 'aide economique, pour limi tee qne soi t leur 
portee, ont commence a etre incorporees ou associees . des 
initiatives dans le domaine de la politique etrangE!!r"e et de 
securite. c'est le cas de !'action commune en·. Palestine. 
cependant, des initiatives pour l'emsemble.de la Mediterranee 
n'on pas encore ete lancees. La CSCM,· comme on le sait, ·n•a 
pas pu demarrer, les Cinq+Cinq se trouvent .dans un etat de 
paraplegia, le Forum mediterraneen demeure. une·:·. initiative 
limitee aux seuls pays de !'Europe du sud, n'ayant pas r.eussi 
a franchir le pas necessaire pour devenir une.-initiative de 
l'Union. · · · .-: · 

L'Union europeenne n'a meme pas ete capabl.e, pout': le ·moment, 
d'adopter une attitude commune ou au moins converqente ·face a 
1 'islamisme radical, hesitant entre la «comprehension» du 
phenomene islamiste et le soutien «inconditionnel:» :des reg~mes 
nord-africains. 

Europe puissance civile versus Europe puissance P9litique -
un debat vital pour les rapports avec l'Afrique du Nord 

L'Europe demeure, apres Maastricht comme ~vant~ dalls l'~tat de 
puissance civile, et ne dispose pas encore des moyens pour 
agir de fa9on decisive en matiere de politique etiangere, de 
defense et de securite, en depit des perspectives ouvertes par 
le Traite de l'Union dans ces domaines. · · 

L'elargissement aux pays neutres de l'AELE a. renf.orce la 
capacite d'action de l'Europe pour ce qui est de la politique 
economique vers l'exterieur; en revanche, 11.· a· freine 
davantage son evolution en tant que puissance. poiitique, 
capable d'aborder aussi bien les questions de soft security, 
selon les dispositions du Traite, que celles de hard security 
ou securite tout court, dent par exemple les garanties de 
securi te qui pourront devenir essentielles dans. l.es ·.rapports 
avec certains pays de la rive sud. · 

La priorite que certains accordent· >en ce ·.·.moment·· aux 
elargissements dans une perspective «libre,.:.echahgiste»:.a· pour 
objectif de freiner tout progres de 1 'Union d~s 1~· domaine du 
politique. oans une Europe-grand-marche, l'Allemagrte,,.q\li aura 
vraisemblablement la tendance a privileqier. le:"centre-est 
europeen, pt!!sera sans nul doute d'un poids plus l:C?urd·, vo.ire 
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d~cisif. L'Afrique du Nord, le Maghreb, deviendraient 
difficilement prioritaires pour une telle Europe. 

La possihilite existe, cependant, de cr~ation d'un noyau dur 
(ou noyau de coh~sion) dans le domaine de la securit~ et de la 
defense reposant essentiellement sur la concertation franco
allemande, qui serait en mesure d'equilibrer l'Est et le Sud 
et de deter l'Union avec les instruments d'une politique 
globale. Il est a noter 1' intero~t progress if de certains pays, 
dont. l'Allemagne et les Pays-Bas pour la Mediterranee, en 
raison notamment de !'importance que lui accordent d'autres 
Etats-membres. · 

4. Les priorites, en bref 

L'affirmation de la capacite europeenne . en . matiere .. de 
politique etrangere et de securite ne saurait contribuer a 
faire monter les tensions en Mediterranee •. (Naturellement, il 
faut ici distinguer entre gouvernements · .·et opinions 
publiques.) Bien au contraire, c'est le spectacle 
d'impuissance europeenne en Bosnie qui detruit la credibilite 
de !'Union. 

. . 

Les conditions sont reunies, a mon avis., qui pemettent le 
developpement d'une politique de cooperation en illatiere de 
securite entre !'union europeenne et les pays de la: rive sud, 
integrant dans cette politique l'uEO. · 

La preoccupation prioritaire de 1 'Europe devrait etre de 
combler le· vide qui existe entre le No'rd et le Sud dans le 
domaine des institutions de cooperation en matiere de 
securite. C'est la l'objectif que devr!lit se donner la 
Conference Euro-Mediterraneene a la fin de l'annee 

I1 est essential, aussi bien pour le sue~ d'une cooperation 
euro-maghrebine que pour d'autres aspects de sa politique 
etrangere, que !'Europe se definisse d'une fa<;on «ouverte» en 
non pas <<fermee», c'est-a-dire, qu'elle assume une perspective 
multiculturelle, multi-ethnique, multi-:religieuse, qui puisse 
fa ire de tous les Europeens, y compris ceux>. de religion 
musulmane, des citoyens a part entiere. · 

·~. 
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Introduction: 

Conceptualizing Non-militazy Security in 
the Mediterranean 

The power politics school of thought has elevated itself to the status of 
comon sensical epistemology , and actually managed to become so 
dominant in the modem political and media culture. This was possible 
because this school addresses one of the most crucial needs and rights of 
man ,i.e. the right to security. By emphasizing this theme, it has engraved 
in modem culture the belief that security could only be attained by means 
of power. Balance of power ,deterrence and compelling power are seen to 
be the only keys to security. 
This belief · overlooks a great variety of approaches and means of security 
that do not rely on power, and specifically military power. We may not 
even come to recognize the empirical existence of these approaches and 
means in the past history of mankind, and in certain present traditions and 
mechanisms in a variety of social configurations. 

Given the massive horrors of contemporary military encounters we are 
obliged to explore alternative varieties and approaches to security, in both 
past and present experiences; alternatives that may not rely on military 
means, or at least not rely on them exclusively or as preferred scenarios. 
The Mediterranean region , in particular is in dire need to develop positive 
and creative thinking on non-military approaches to security. This region, 
because of the sheer fact that it constitutes the basin of old civilizations 
and the arena of the richest and most influential on world history of 
interactions and encounters among old nations and peoples , is particularly 
better equipped for drawing on past and present experiences of non
military security. 
In order to explore specific forms or projects for non-military security in 
the Mediterranean, we need first to determine what do we exactly mean by 

. this term , and the approaches to it. We may then try to draw on some 
essential features of the past history of this region and its present 
experiences for lesson and conclusions on viable forms and approaches to 
non-military security. 

1- The meaning of non-military security: 
While the term has become a novel platform for exciting new thinking on 
security, it is still far from systematically conceptualized. We shall 
perhaps pass a long time to come before we may become capable of 
developing a vigorous theory or even a conceptual frame for non-military 
security. 
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Non-military security signifies a function that is systematically produced 
by a given social or political system, at any level: international, regional or 
international. It also pertain to a given culture of peace. The infusion of 
this culture and the education of people in its methods and tradition could 
and should be supported by other sub-structure ,i.e. the economy and 
polity. For example when the economy is developed as a true common 
wealth and endowed with certain minimum standards for satisfaction of 
certain essential needs and with mechanisms for systematic reduction of 
inequalities and developing a sense of dignity on the part of all people, 
there would be no need to violence. The welfare state, in Western Europe 
in the aftermath of the second world war, and until recently provides an 
ample evidence of the magnitude of reduction, in levels of domestic 
violence produced by the shift in economic system , as compared to pre
war period. We have every reason to believe that a parallel change could 
be attained by transfonning the nature of economic interactions , at 
regional or international levels. 
Democratization, or the enhancement of equal participation and of 
mechanisms of conflict avoidance and conflict resolution ,within a given 
polity tends to have , generally , the same effect , at any level of political 
association or community. Specifically, the presence, resilience and fair 
running of an independent judicial mechanisms for the peaceful settlement 
of disputes is an essential ingredient to cooperative and non-violent 
security, at all levels of political association, including regional and 
international. 
While judicial means, at the locaVnationallevels imply the potential use of 
force, in the last instance, as a means of punishment of crimes and 
deterrence of acts of aggression, security as a systematically produced 
function tends to be highly correlated with tl1e presence of elements 
conducive to it in a culture. There is a strong evidence that support the 
claim that a humane and human rights culture once spread and stabilized 
as a mainstream belief system leads to a great reduction in levels of 
violence. It could as much be assumed that the spread of common and 
shared respect to international human rights law in its entirety , at the 
international level may produce the same effect ;i.e. systematic reduction 
of violence and wars at the international and regional arenas. 

This analogy between the domestic and the international levels is used in 
this context , as an approxinlation that might be useful in determining the 
meaning of non-military or cooperative security in certain regions, such as 
the Mediterranean. 
By reference to this analogy, we may designate a certain range of 
institutional arrangements within which we may locate this concept. The 
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ceiling of this range is defined by voluntary submission to certain norms 
and rules, such as these embedded in the international law , in general and 
human rights and humanitarian law ,in particular. This voluntary 
submission may correlate with the degree to which a conducive culture is 
assimilated and internalized by all nations concerned. At this ceiling a 
multitude of institutional arrangements could be devised. The floor of this 
range, on the other hand , is designated by the presence of a commanding 
and compelling power at the top that is willing to undertake the function of 
law enforcement , in a fashion similar to that of a democratic state, for 
example. The institutional expression of such a function of law 
enforcement could be a fairly run collective security system. While such a 
system is eventually based of force and power, it implies certain 
fundamental elements of non-military security , at the horizontal level, 
since no state or local power may be willing to risk a gross punishment by 
showing distention with intemationallaw. 
The practical range of non-military security , or cooperative security is 
certainly much below the ceiling and much higher than the hypothetical 
lines demarcated above. In other words, we may not hope to establish 
cooperative and non-military security by relying on impartial mechanisms 
of ( international ) law enforcement or by putting faith in moral and 
cultural development , within the intemational arena conducive to this type 
of security. We may however work hard on devising certain instruments 
and mechanisms that enhance the role of cooperative and non-military 
security in international and regional spheres. 

2- Instruments for non-militazy security 
in the Mediterranean: 

For a modest start, on the long road to conceptualizing non-military 
security ,we may take a look at a conflict situation. Tins situation involves 
three basic dimensions: parties, an object or issue of dispute , and means 
of deciding on this dispute whether it be violent or non-violent. We may 
then come to think of various approaches to non-violent ( non-military) 
means and instruments of security, in terms of each of these dimensions. 

A - The fundamental fact about parties, in relation to security is their 
mutual perceptions as a) others , b) enemies, in the sense of perceived 
willingness to cause harm , subjugate or elinllnate oneself. 
Thinking on non-military security may tl1eoretically start with these 
primitive vectors in the formation of parties to a potential conflict situation. 
Approaches that may correspond to non-military security may then be 
distinguished, in relation to parties, into two categories. The first is the 
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elimination of other-ness through a process of integration or forming an 
umbrella identity in terms of which entities ,e.g. states may come to 
conceive of themselves as sharing certain fundamental aspects of identity. 
In this perspective, we may get astonished of the variety and extreme 
diversity of experiences of integration of various groups or nations. The 
other is the systematic lessening of the sense of animosity peoples and 
nations may anchor towards each others. The connected-ness (mostly in 
terms of neighborliness ) and objects of disputes notwitl1standing, this 
category pertains to either moral power and possibly the power oflearning 
that distance people or states from easy yield to negative feelings towards 
others, or a total rupture with the whole ( history-long ) discourse and form 
of consciousness based on fixed identity. What could be called objective 
thinking is certainly more conducive to fair, non-violent view of the other, 
since the demarcation line between oneself and the other is not thickened 
by some fixed notion of identity. 
Could we possibly think of employing certain instruments akin to these 
approaches in the Mediterranean region. The following remarks may shed 
some lights on this aspect. 
a) Mediterraneanism as such is far from being an important element in the 
identity of a majority of nations located in the Mediterranean. It is also still 
far from forming an umbrella identity for these nations. 
b) We may , however, draw great lessons from tl1e vast and extremely 
rich experience of integration , past and present , gained by Mediterranean 
nations. The present experience of integration within the European Union 
is most inspiring in relation to tl1e rapidity with which traditional 
animosities were contained, controlled and reduced in the interest of peace 
and non-military security. 
c) Taking Mediterranean regions, in totality, We may strike a distinction 
between these nations that are still largely inspired by the identity 
discourse, on the one hand, and these tl1at seem to have passed in the 
direction individual satisfaction discourse. Western Europe is largely 
within the latter category, while Southern Europe and the Southern shores 
of the Mediterranean are largely and sometimes intensely within the 
former. With certain exceptions, the difference may be explained not in 
terms of relative welfare , but in tenus of successful settlement of 
historical issues of contention as well as the effects of learning. 
Within the same perspective, reduction of certain animosities could still be 
possible by resolving certain essential objective problems even when a 
nation is still seized by an identity discourse. For example, one is truly 
astonished with the rapidity with which Egyptians, for instance , forgot 
their long standing hate to the British after the final evacuation of British 
troops from Egypt at the end of 1956. Similar experience, although not as 
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consistent could also be observed in the case of Tunisia and Morocco in 
relation to France, as an ex-colonial power. 

2- The object of dispute is as important dimension of conflict and security 
situations. The crucial factors in security of people, in relation to this 
dimension are a) the divisibility and exchangeability of the object ,b) its 
value in the survival, integrity of social structures and in maintaining the 
dignity of the parties , as seen by these parties themselves. Non-military 
approaches to security could be thus deduced on logical grounds, as 
follows: 
In relation to the nature of the object itself, the best option is to render it 
potentially shared in totality, so as the possession or access of an entity to 
it may not automatically imply the exclusion of the other from claim to the 
same possession or equal access. This is the best option simply because it 
avoids the often intractably complex issue of distribution or splitting an 
object, even when the object is naturally divisible. Natural divisibility is 
often obstructed by the moral relationship between humans, at every level 
of association , and natural objects; a fact tl1at raises the problem of 
dignity, self-esteem or even the very moral existence of a community or 
entity. Division and splitting of an object may , eventually , prove 
inevitable for a period , as a second best option. 
The value of the object to people could be approached, for the purpose of 
non-military security , in one of two hypothetical ways. First is rendering 
the object increasingly less valuable to the survival or dignity of parties. 
For instance, tl1e quest of groups and communities to fonn independent 
states or to join the state in which a majority of their kin is located is so 
valuable , in so far a state connotes potential inequality of citizens or 
inhabitants or arbitrary restrictions On freedom of movements or cultural 
and other rights. A practice such as open border may ease the tensions 
associated with the deprivation from the right to form an independent state, 
and make the demand on the latter less valuable and significant. The other 
is to model the perception of tl1e object and the assessment of its value to 
the dignity, equality or survival of the parties in an interlocking form so as 
both ( or all ) parties may correlate the loss of dignity on the part of the 
other with equal or similar loss to oneself, and vice versa ; i.e. the 
maximization of one's dignity correlated with maximizing the dignity or 
sense of equality of the other. This correlative model is often difficult to 
implement. It may not prove impossible, though , especially on the longer 
run , and after a period of peace. 

The experiences of Mediterrru1ean nations, are again quite rich ,in regard 
to approaches pertinent to objects of contention. Most of intra-
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mediterranean conflicts , at this moment , are about indivisible objects , 
most specifically the quest of nations and sub-nations to either form an 
independent state or join the state in which a majority of their fellow 
national live , e.g. the Palestinian nationalist movement , Serbs and 
Muslims in Bosnia , Albanians in the Balkan. And one of the most 
unfortunate feature of international conflict resolution , and of European 
concepts of conflict resolution in the Mediterranean is the tendency to 1 

divide 1 the objects of contention as opposed to eliciting a sense of sharing 
and joint property and common access to tl1e state powers. A whole 
variety of institutional expressions of this common possession of the object 
of contention ,e.g. states and territories could have been devised and tried. 
The following themes are also important. 
a) the experience of the European community provides some evidence on 
the possibility of rendering certain objects of conflict less valuable to the 
parties dignity and survival. The conflict between France and Germany 
over Elssace and Lorraine has become almost forgotten, in the course of 
cooperation within the EC. In fact, Gennany (West) was able to gain a 
great sense of security by just entrenching and stabilizing the EC. 
But this approach could possibly work when tl1e issue of contention is 
somewhat marginal to the survival, dignity and sense of equality and 
justice. For example this may hold when tl1e conflict is about territorial 
adjustments, and disputes over border regions. It may not work however 
in cases where a nation is entirely deprived of Its right to self 
detennination or political rights more broadly , such as the case with the 
Palestinian people. 
b) When the issue of contention is indivisible and involves some abstract 
notions , such as equality and justice, tl1ere is no way on the short run to 
depreciate the value of this object. The approach based on correlative 
maximization of satisfaction of the contending parties is much more 
effective , in terms of pay-off, even though it is , undoubtedly , more 
difficult to achieve , and much more demanding on creativity and care of 
third parties , when national dignities are wounded. In this perspective, 
the experience of Franco-German conflict is , again , quite pertinent. The 
economic and political partnership of the two countries within the EC 
stirred this correlative maximization of satisfaction , on the part of the two 
countries. 
c) While the approach based on common possession and equal access to 
indivisible objects ,e.g. states and rights to self-detennination is a greatly 
better option, division ( e.g. of territories ) may prove inevitable as a 
transitional arrangement. 
However, it is crucial to include tlus approach based on division with a 
long range view on conflict resolution and avoidance based on sharing. 
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Given the extreme difficulty of coping with the intense rise in nationalist ( 
more broadly identity ) feelings , convenience entails a divisional approach 
, but since natural conditions op territories are as compelling, this 
approach has to be cmnmended by some elements of sharing and equal 
access. 
d) Given that Southern Mediterranean and Southern European nations are 
going keep engulfed in the identity discourse for some time to come , and 
these nations are suffering fro a whole range of socio-economic and 
politico-cultural problems, the nations on the Northern shores of the 
Mediterranean and in West ern Europe have certain obligations towards 
earthling the grounds for non-military approaches to security in the whole 
region. This could be facilitated by certain fundamental pattern of 
signaling that should calm down wounded dig:njties and identities by 
communicating respect and reaching out , in the place of the present 
pattern which emphasizes differences, deepens the sense of humiliation 
and widens gaps. 

3- Non-violent means of deciding on the outcome of a conflict or dispute 
also fall on numerous approaches that are well documented , in conflict 
avoidance and conflict resolution literature. For our interest, in this 
juncture, we may emphasize the following , as corresponds with the 
concept of non-military security. 
A) The greatest preference is certainly located in conflict avoidance. 
Information, communication, negotiations ,mediation and arbitration are all 
needed for the effectiveness of this approaches once a conflict situation 
starts to arise , or differences and contentions are showing. 
A crucial instrument of conflict avoidance is dis-armament. This is far 
from a complete safeguard against the eruption of conflict. People have 
proved to be prone to violence under certain circumstances and it matters 
not whether they are heavily or lightly armed. Nevertheless, this argument 
is increasingly cast in doubt by the development of increasingly 
sophisticated , costly , and more destructive weapon systems and 
technologies. Indeed, the sheer cost of modem weapon systems and the 
mag:njtude of their destructiveness may constrain even the most aggressive 
from the waging of wars. The true explanation of the eruption of violence 
may then be located in the state of outrage or xenophobia that may seize 
coUectivities in given circumstances leading to grave sense of insecurity. 
Irresponsibility of leaders and regimes, the recklessness of certain political 
and ideological movements and the negligence on the part of the 
international system do all contribute to this situation of wrath, outrage and 
xenophobia. 
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But even in circumstances of this nature, the less heavily armed an area 
pregnant with contentions ;md disputes the more likely conflicts when 
they erupt are less destructive. The existence of a certain collective, better 
it be judicial, conflict resolution and conflict-avoidance machinery and its 
fast initiation of action help a great deal , if coupled with the 
implementation of early measures of disarmament. 
The same may prove true, on the use of disannament for non-military 
security ,even in cases of mature or entrenched conflicts, when properly 
coupled with the setting of motion of a certain political or judicial 
machinery for conflict avoidance and conflict resolution. 
B) A second best approach is based on the concept of unilateral 
concession , once a conflict situation starts to arise or even when conflicts 
are fermenting. This approach could also be extremely effective, for a 
whole range of issues of contentions ,even in cases of mature or 
entrenched conflicts. Its true viability as a non-military approach to 
security is certainly tied balance of power. When balance holds, this 
approach is possible and potentially very effective in reducing tensions , 
on and by both sides. But it may even work better if initiated by the more 
powerful , who may not fear that unilateral concessions may signal 
weakness and induce ambitions. 
C) A third best alternative ,if the fanner are tried, is legal and judicial 
means. This is unfortunately not highly developed in the international 
system , as a whole. For an approximation of this approach collective 
decision making instruments, at international or regional levels may 
implicitly fulfill certain judicial and legal functions, in conflict situations, 
only in so far as they develop impartial, consistent and even-handed 
traditions. 
D) It could also be said that collective deterrence and collective security, 
at the international and regional levels may work in ways conducive to 
non-military security , from the view points of the parties engaged in 
disputes, if and only if they get adequately strong signals that the system 
works against aggression, with a great deal of impartiality .. 

The question that arises , in the present context, is could Europe assume 
the essential function pointed out in tltis scheme of non-military approach 
to security . 
The following themes may help us get a better w1derstanding of the 
possibilities of this role. 
I) As shown by the European position towards Bosnia and Hertgovian , 
Europe is clearly lacking the will to invest in the stabilization and peace -
maintenance in Southern Europe and the Southern shores of the 
Mediterranean. European apathy towards the politics of conflict resolution 
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and conflict avoidance is even greater in relation to the Southern shores of 
the Mediterranean. 
2) A part of this apathy could be explained by the Americru1 monopoly 
over the politics of certain areas , such as the Middle East at large and the 
Arab-Israeli conflict , in particular. 
3) Europe may play a crucial role , however , in conflict resolution , 
conflict avoidance and peace maintenance through a systematic policy of 
encouragement of disarmament. This seems the only area run with certain 
efficiency in the European management of the conflict in Bosnia and 
Herstgovina , even though the wisdom of it in tllis particular case is cast in 
thick shadows. But the essence of this position could be developed as a 
long run orientation. Europe may start inserting tl1is dimension through a 
solid support to the need to free the Middle East from weapons of mass 
destruction in totality. 
This latter theme provides an excellent opportmlity for all parties 
concerned to initiate a policy ofnon-nlilitary security. While Europe may 
play a role in encouraging Israel to join the NPT , Israel could and should 
unilaterally initiate a cycle of good will, in this sphere by declaring a 
program for the destruction of Its nuclear arsenal, in a fashion sinlllar to 
South Africa , in regard to the same thing. 

A strategy of generalized peace maintena11ce, non-military a11d cooperative 
security may utilize all these approaches or nlixes of them according to 
circumstances. 
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Over the last five years, Egypt's foreign policy has been 

undergoing a noticeable shift in its scope of action. Egypt is re

ordering its foreign policy scopes of action and exploring new ones. 

The crux of this process is the deliberate attempt to add a 

Mediterranean (Med) scope action and give it more weight relative 

to some of the present ones. The analysis of Egypt's foreign policy 

during the last five years reveals an unmistakable inclusion of a 

Med dimension. Such dimension was almost lacking during the 1952-

1990 period or at best was a secondary dimension. Egypt is re

assessing the feasibility of the present scopes of action and has taken 

crucial decisions to formulate and pursue an active Med policy. This 

is clearly reflected in the 1991 proposal to establish a Med Forum, 

its relentless efforts to convince Med countries of the feasibility of 

the proposal, and its active participation in virtually all Med 

conferences. 

This paper will attempt to assess the extent of the Med dimension 

in Egypt's foreign policy, identify the correlates of the inclusion of 

the dimension, and outline the basic elements of Egypt's new Med 

policy. These simple and straitforward tasks will help us to deal 

with the main research problems of this paper ; Does the inclusion 

of a Med dimension mean that Egypt's foreign policy orientation as 

articulated in the 1970s is changing or about to change? Is the Med 

dimension likely to become the main foreign policy scope of action 

for Egypt in the years to come? Will the inclusion of a Med scope 

action negatively influence other ones, such as the Arab and African 

scopes of action?. 

(1) 



-I-

THE OSC lllllTI ON BETWEEN TWO FOREIGN POLl CY OR I ENTilTI ONS 

Since the advent of the Greeks to Egypt in 332 B.C. until today, 

Egypt' foreign policy has been oscillating between two main 

orientations :The Mediterranean and Eastern orientations (Lorenz, 

1990). According to the Med orientation, Egypt belongs to the Greco

Roman civilization and as a result it looks northward and interacts 

mainly with Northern Med nations. According to the traditions of 

the competing orientation, Egypt is defined as an Arab - Islamic 

entity organically linked to its Eastern (Arab or Ottoman) larger 

space. As a result, Egypt's foreign policy interactions are located in 

the Nile basin, the Arabian Peninsula, and the Middle East. The 

Med orientation was imposed on Egypt by Greece and Byzantium. 

For almost 1000 years, Egypt interacted mainly with the maritime 

empires and identified itself as a European power. In 641 AD., the 

Arab Moslems conquered Egypt. They brought with them a religion 

and a language which the Egyptians gradually embraced. The result 

was the emergence of Egypt as an Arab Moslem entity and the 

identification of Egyptians with the East. Egypt's foreign policy 

interactions were oriented towards the Arabian Peninsula, the Fertile 

Crescent, and Mesopotaimia. The Ottoman invasion in 1517 

reinforced this pattern. Although the Ottoman Empire was partly a 

European power, it approached Egypt from ai1 oriental perspective 

and severed any links between Egypt and the Med nations for almost 

300 years. 
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With the advent of the French campaign in 1798 and the rise of 

Mohammad Ali's modern Egypt, the Med orientation seemed to 

had gained momentum in Egypt's foreign policy. Mohammad Ali's 

modernizing scheme was essentially a joint venture between Egypt 

and Europe. Two basic factors reinforced this trend : (i) The 

modernizing policies of Mohammad Ali's successors, especially 

Khedive Ismael who vowed to turn Egypt into " a part of Europe", 

and (ii) The scramble of the European powers over Egypt and its 

· subsequent control by Britain in 1882, which resulted in Egypt's 

structural dependence on Europe. Since then, the Med and Eastern 

orientation have been struggling over Egypt's soul. 

The story of Egyptian political thought during the first half of 

the twentieth century can be summed up in the debate between two 

"basic groups: The Western- educated or oriented intellectuals who 

advocated Egypt's Mediterranean (European) character, and the 

traditional elite which defended Egypt's Arab and Islamic identity. 

The Mediterraneanists, led by the famous Egyptian writer: Taha 

Hussein, argued that Egypt should orient itself towards Europe in 

all aspects of life . In 1938, Taha Hussein pt1blished his book The 

Future of Culture in Egypt (Hussein, 1938) in which he asserted that 

Egypt had begun to interact with the Greeks almost ten centuries 

before Christ and that such interaction was persistent and all

encompassing. As a result, the Egyptian mind, Hussein argued, 

became a Med one, not only in politics and economics but also in art 

and culture. Further, Islam an Arabic do not constitute solid 

foundations for political affiliations with the Arab Moslems. The 
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second trend was mainly championed by the Egyptian and Arab 

nationalists and Islamists. They argued that Egypt is an integral 

part of the Arab - Moslem nation, and as such the Arab and Islamic 

circles were its basic foreign policy domains. However, they differed 

on the rank ordering of domains and the rationale of their arguments. 

The leaders of the Egyptian nationalist movement, such as Mostafa 

Kamel and Mohammed Farid, asserted Egypt's Ottoman identity in 

order to delegitimize the British occupation. Mohammad Rashid 

Reda, one of the prominent leaders of the Islamic movement, viewed 

Egypt as a part of a grand Islamic state led by the Caliph (Selim, 

1991). The Arab nationalists, denied the existence of a Med culture 

· or a civilization which Egypt might belong to. They asserted that 

Egypt's Arabic language brought with it an Arabic culture. Such 

culture meant that Egypt's culture links should be directed towards. 

the Arab world. The Mediterranean, according to Satie Al-Hosary, 

one of the main advocates of this line of thinking, was not a foreign 

policy domain for Egypt. (Al-Hosary,1964). Other Arab nationalists, 

such as Makram Ebeid, Abdel Rahman Azzam, and Zaki Mubarak 

articulated variations of the same argument. 

The Med-Eastern debate created a deep tension in Egypt's 

foreign policyduring thefirsthalf of the twentieth century. Although 

Egypt's foreign policy was basically directed towards Europe, by 

virtue of the European background of the ruling dynasty, Egypt kept 

a close eye on the Arab and Islamic world in an attempt to grap its 

political leadership after the fall of the Ottoman Empire. The 

objective was to re-instate the Caliphate system in Egypt. This 
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objective was never achieved partly because the Islamic world was 

suspicious of Egypt's European inclinations. 

During this era, Egypt's Med policy was characterized by its 

Europeaness. Egypt was not interested in all Med nations. It directed 

its policy mainly to the northern Med European nations. This is 

understandable as most other Med non-European nations were 

European colonies. Further, Egypt's policy toward the European 

northern Med nations was loaded with a deep sense of dependence 

and persistent attempt to "import" the European way of life. 

-li-

THE EASTERN ORIENTATION OF EGYPT DURING THE NRSSR ERA 

As Egypt began to gain some form of limited sovereignty in the 

1920s, the Med dimension of its foreign policy declined. The ruling 

elite attempted to strike a balance between the Med and Eastern 

orientations. This was reflected in the crucial decisions which Egypt 

took in the 1940s to join the League of Arab States and take part in 

the 1948 Palestine war. When Nasser came to power in 1952, he put 

an end to the Med-Eastern debate for twenty years. Nasser opted 

for the Eastern orientation. He adopted a new foreign policy 

orientation which identified Egypt as an Arab actor functioning 

within three rank-ordered "circles" : Arab, African, and Islamic. 

According to Nasser, by virtue of its location and culture, Egypt's 

foreign policy role laid in the Arabic circle. In this circle, Egypt must 

perform the roles the liberator, defender, and integrator of the Arabs 
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within the framework of an Arab regional system independent of 

great power hegemony. In a study of Nasser"s foreign policy role 

Conceptions, we found that 41% of Nasser's total references to Egypt's 

roles were articulated in relationship with the Arab and Arab - Israeli · 

domains (Selim, 1979). Another 38% of the references were related 

to Egypt's role as an active independent and non-aligned actor. One 

of the basic themes in Nasser's foreign policy role conceptions was 

the theme of solidifying Egypt's independence and emerging in the 

global system as an actor controlling its foreign policy decisions. 

Consequently, Nasser refused to join any military alliance in which 

Big Powers participated (Dawisha, 1976). 

In this context, one can understand the absence of a Med circle 

in Egypt's foreign policy during the Nasser era. The Med circle was 

inconsistent with the value system which Nasser brought with him. 

A Med circle would have meant cooperative interactions with 

European Med powers. These powers were members of NATO and 

some of them was heavily engaged in imperial wars in Africa. 

Further, there was a deep suspicion that an institutionalized Med 

circle contradicted with Egypt's commitments in the area of the Arab 

- Israeli conflict. The Mediterranean was also the arena of 

superpower competition and Cold War rivalry. Under these 

conditions, any engagement in the politics of the Med would have 

necessarily engulfed Egypt in the Cold War battles. Nasser also 

introduced a domestic policy value system based on the notions of 

socialism, nationalization, and unipartyism. Such system was not 

· consistent with the capitalist-liberal European value system. 
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-III-

THE ORIGINS OF EGYPT'S MED POLICY 

By early 1970s, An war Al-Sadat, Egypt's new leader, introduced 

the country to a national enterprise and value system which were 

quite different from Nassers. Sadat moved away from Nasser's 

socialism and unipartyism to privatization and limited multi

partyism. At the regional level, Sadat allied himself with Arab 

conservatives and made peace with Israel (Ayubi, 1982, Burkart, 

1980). Ironically, peace with Israel meant Egypt's isolation from 

Arab and Islamic institutions. Globally, Egypt broke away from the 

Soviet Union and entered into an informal alliance with the USA. 

These drastic changes were not mere reflections of Sadat's new 

value system. They also reflected deep changes in the domestic and 

external environment. Perhaps the most important of these changes 

was the economic crisis which plagued the Egyptian economy as a 

result of the Arab - Israeli wars and the lack of Arab economic support. 

By the mid 1970s, the economic crisis emerged as the most crucial 

variable influencing Egypt's foreign policy. This policy was 

dominated by the "primacy of economics" (Dessouki, 1991). At the 

level of the external environment, Afro-Asian national liberation 

wars ended and superpower rivalry was replaced with detente. 

The net result of these changes was to the emergence of a new 

orientation in Egypt's foreign policy characterized by pro

Westernism. The new orientation and the variables which led to its 

emergence created an environment conducive to Euro - Egyptian 
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rapprochement. For Example, the end of liberation wars and peace 

with Israel removed some of the most difficult knots in Euro-Egyptian 

interaction. 

Further, the old Med-Eastern debate of the 1930s was revived 

in the 1970s with some Egyptian influential intellectuals advocating 

a Mediterranean identity for Egypt. In 1972, Tawfiq Al-Hakim 

published a critique of Nasser's policy, The Return of Consciousness, 

in which he argued that the time had come for Egypt to stop fighting 

the battles of the Arabs and return to its Med roots (Ajarni, 1981). 

Al-Hakim represented a trend among Egyptian intellectuals which 

included prominent figures such as Naguib Mahfouz (Noble Prize 

winner), Hussein Fawzi, and Lousi Awad. They all stood for an 

Egypt attached to the Greco-Roman Med traditions (Ibrahim, 1978). 

Gamal Hamdan, a noted Egyptian geographer, wrote a book in the 

early 1970s titled, We and Our Four Dimensions, in which he pleaded 

for a full integration with Med Europe. Hamdan (1993) wrote ::'Egypt 

must look northward ... It is quite useful to deepen our Med 

dimension"Y> 

Despite these developments, Egypt did not develop a Med policy 

until 1990. The pro-Western foreign policy orientation did not 

produce a Med policy because Europe was not perceived as a viable 

option for Egypt. Sadat relied mainly on the USA as a source of 

economic and military support and as an intermediary in the 

resolution of the Arab- Israeli conflict. 
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However, the 1970s witnessed the beginnings of an Egyptian 

Med policy at two levels. The first was the level of Euro-Egyptian 

cooperation. Egypt initiated bilateral contacts with the European 

Community (EC), outside the realm of the Euro-Arab dialogue in 

which Egypt took part until1979. Through these contacts Egypt was 

granted trade preferential treatment through a set of protocols 

signed in 1975 and 1977. In 1983, a Euro-Egyptian Council was 

established to promote relations with Egypt in the field of economic 

aid. By the end of the 1970s, Egypt was the largest Med aid recipient 

from the EC (Badran, 1992). Nevertheless, Egypt was not satisfied 

with the outcome of the Euro-Egyptian cooperation. It contended 

. that Euro-Egyptian balance of trade was in favor of the EC and 

that the latter was not providing sufficient technical assistance. The 

second level of Egypt's Med policy was the emphasis on the linkages 

between European, Med, and Middle East security. By 1985, one 

can detect a recurring theme in Egypt's foreign policy asserting the 

inter-connectedness Between these geographical areas are far as 

the issue of security is concerned. From this premise, Egyptian policy 

makers deduced four main policy stances : (i) the security of The 

Mediterranean should be de-linked from great power rivalries, (ii) 

the Med should be turned into a sea of economic, cultural, and 

scientific cooperation between all Med nations regardless of their 

political identities, (iii) Mediterranean security was linked with 

European and Middle Eastern security as a result, Middle East 

conflicts should be resolved in order to safeguard the security of the 

Mediterranean, and (iv) the Med should be declared a nuclear-free 

zone<2>. 
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In this context, Egypt took part in the foreign ministerial 

meetings of the Med Group of the Non-Alignment Movement held 

in Malta (1984), and Yugoslavia (1987). In the Malta meeting, Egypt 

focused on the resolution of the Middle East conflicts as an instrument 

to safeguard Med security and the theme of the Med as a nuclear-free 

zone (Kamel, 1994). The second meeting wih1essed Egypt raising, 

for the first time, the question of establishing a Med Forum. The 

proposal, accepted by the 1987 meeting, called for studying the idea . 

of establishing a Med Forum which might include governmental 

and non-governmental representatives to study· issues· of intra

Mediterranean cooperation. Upon the recommendation of the 

Egyptian delegation, the Yugoslav Foreign Minister, was authorized 

to contact Mediterranean European countries to explain the 

possibility of establishing the suggested forum. However, there was 

no follow-up of the Egyptian proposal. In December 1987, Egypt 

hosted the "International Symposium on the Middle East and the 

Mediterranean as Nuclear-Free Zones", sponsored by the Egyptian 

Peace and Disarmament Committee and supported by the Egyptian 

government<3>. 
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-IV-

THE INCLUSION OF THE PAN MEO DIMENSION IN 

EGYPT's FOREIGN POLICY 

In his adqress to the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of 

Europe in Strasbourg on 11 November 1991, President Mubark of 

Egypt suggested to establish " a Med forum which will be increasingly 

expanded to include all European and Middle Eastern nations". 

Mubarak touched upon three main features of the suggested forum 

: (i) it will focus on issues of economic cooperation, (ii) it will begin 

as a purely Med forum, but will expand later on to include all 

European and Middle Eastern nations; and (iii) it will consist of a 

set of governmental and non-governmental institutions. 

The Mubarak proposal was followed by intensive activities 

designed to promote the proposal and sell it to other Med nations. 

These activities indicate that Egypt has formulated a pan Med policy 

and that she is serious about pursuing it'4 >. A new dimension is being 

added to Egypt's foreign policy. But before proceeding any further 

to explicate the Med policy of Egypt, it is important to understand 

the context in which the new Egyptian policy was formulated, and 

to draw some inferences about the correlates of that policy. 

The Egyptian Med policy was introduced in the wake of the 

dramatic global changes of the late 1980s which ended up with the 

collapse of the Warsaw Pact and the Soviet Union and the emergence 

of the USA and the only superpower in the global system. These 
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changes created new opportunities and at the same time posed certain. 

risks as far as Egypt's interests are concerned. For the first time, it 

became possible for Egypt to institutionalize its relations with 

southern European Atlantic nations without facing the risk of being 

engulfed in the Cold War. However, Egypt felt the immediate danger 

of the EC focusing its attention on the economic plight of Eastern 

European countries, thereby neglecting, or at least downgrading its 

economic linkages with Egypt. The Med policy seemed to be a 

mechanism through which Egypt would be able to keep the EC 

interested in Egypt's economic problems. Further, when the Cold 

War ended, Egypt's policy makers found themselves on the winning 

side. However, there has been a deep sense of anxiety over the 

reduction of the options available as a result of emergence of the 

USA as the dominate power in the global system. The Med policy 

was attempt to cope with the threats of unipolnrity by diversifying 

Egypt's external economic relations and incrensing the options. 

Egypt's Med policy was a direct response to two major 

developments, the convening of the Madrid Peace Conference in 

October 1991 and the upgrading of the Euro-Maghreb cooperation 

within the framework of the 5 + 5 f6rmulil. In Mndrid, the Arabs 

and Israelis met publicly for the first time to strike a peaceful 

settlement. Now, it became possible to talk about a Med forum to 

safeguard Egypt's . economic interests without facing the 

embarrassment of Israel's participation in that forum. One should 

also remember that the second Gulf crisis (1990- 1991) has weakened 

the radical forces which used to criticize the notion of 
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Mediterraneanism. Perhaps the most crucial factor in triggering 

Egypt's interest in pan Mediterraneanism has been the Euro

Maghreb "Algeria Ministerial Declaration" issued in October 1991 

calling for the convening of a summit under the 5. + 5 formula. 

According to this formula five Southern Med Arab countries (Algeria, 

Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, and Tunis) would enter into a 

collaborative and institutionalized venture with five northern Med 

nations (France, Italy, Malta, Portugal, and Spain). The ten nations 

were supposed to hold a summit meeting in January 1992 (Al-Ayari, 

1992). The 5 + 5 formula meant that Egypt would be excluded. Egypt 

had to face the double risk of the EC getting involved with Eastern 

Europe and North Africa, thereby jeopardizing its economic interests. 

The Mubarak 1991 Med Forum proposal was designed to slowdown 

the momentum of the 5 + 5 formula and replace it with a pan Med 

formula. Fortunately for the Egyptians, the Libyan-Western crisis 

broke out and the Europeans decided to postpone the Euro-Maghreb 

summit indefinitely. 

From Egypt's perspective, the Med forum should focus mainly 

on promoting areas of economic cooperation. Political cooperation 

can be tackled in other forums or brought into the Med forum at a 

later stage. The papers submitted by the Egyptian delegation to the 

Inter-Parliamentary Conference on Security and Cooperation in the 

Mediterranean held in Malaga in June 1992 and Ministerial Meeting 

of the Core-Group countries of the Mediterranean Forum held in 

Alexandria, Egypt in July 1994 dealt only with issues related to 

economic cooperation and cultural dialogue among civilizations. 
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Although delegations to the Malaga Conference were supposed to 

present three papers on security issues, socio-economic cooperation, 

and dialogue among civilizations, the Egyptian delegation did not 

submit a paper dealing with the first issue. Ii1 the other papers, the 

Egyptian delegation focused on the issues of eo-development and 

dialogue among civilizations as the main concern of Med 

cooperation. In the area of eo-development, the Egyptians contended 

that Med cooperation should deal with issues of control manpower 

influx through the subsidy of development projects in the source 

countries of the Arab Maghreb and the improvement of the terms of 

trade and establishing a free trade zone between the European 

market and the Med region. They also pleaded for a review of the 

European aid programs to Southern and Eastern Med countries in 

the direction of debt-relief, technology transfer, control of multi

national companies, and containing the social consequences of 

structural economic reform. Further, the Egyptian view of Med 

cooperation in the area of eo-development included cooperation in 

social domains such as boosting health and educational services, 

environmental protection, upgrading the impoverised classes, 

combating social problems of global dimensions such as drug

trafficking, and reinforcing democratic reforms and broadening 

popular participation in development processes. Cooperation in 

these fields, the Egyptian maintained, "should be built on the basis 

of mutual respect for the indigenous culture of every society", (Group 

of Egypt, 1992 a). In the area of dialogue among civilizations, the 

Egyptian proposal underscored the importance of the Med forum 

as a framework for promoting "cultural cooperation in the field of 
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the exchange of ideas, theories, and arts", and for embarking upon 

a dialogue among Euro-Arab civilizations, which "should not be 

limited to the economic aspects only, nor should it limit itself to the 

scientific and technological aspects. Rather, this dialogue must 

extend to cover the political and cultural aspects as well" (Group of 

Egypt, 1992 b). 

The same approach was dearly articulated in the policy papers 

submitted by Egypt's Foreign Minister to· the Ministerial Meeting 

of the Core-Group Countries of the Mediterranean Forum held in 

Alexandria in July 1994. These papers dealt with cooperation in the 

fields of science and technology for development, protection of the 

environment in the Mediterranean, energy, and transportation and 

communications. In the field of science and technology, Egypt 

focused on "Human Resource Development for Technology", which 

includes development of parh1ership between enterprises based on 

subcontracting agreements or licensing for cooperation in the 

production of final technological products, and training programs 

within the existing European Union (EU) programes such as Med

Campus and Avicenna Erasmus. Areas such as information 

technology, telecommunicatior\s and electronics, and semi

conductors and biotechnology are of special importance, the 

Egyptions argue (Egypt, 1994 a). In the area of environment, the 

Egyptian policy paper proposed four areas of Med cooperation, (i) 

drawing an accurate environmental map of the Mediterranean 

based on scientific data (ii) review of the literature, action plans in 

connection with the ongoing efforts, (iii) the establishment of links 
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between the national, sub-regional and regional research and 

development centers working on the environmental issues with the 

aim to ensure better co-ordination of their activites, and (iv) co

ordination of the regional activites, in order to achieve homogenity 

in the region, avoid repititions, and to ensure efficiency in 

implementation (Egypt 1994d). In the field of energy, the Egyptians 

argued that the Med forum should deal with three main issue-areas. 

(i) rationalization of the depleting sources of energy, (ii) cooperation 

in the field of new and energy resources, (iii) co-operation in 

research and develpment in the field of new and renewable resources 

of energy with the aim to make them attractive enough for 

commercial use, (Egypt, 1994e). In the area of transportation and 

communications in the Mediterranean, the Egyptians listed six main 

areas of Med cooperation (i) enhancement of the Mediterrnean 

ports, (ii) organization of training programmes and scientific 

seminars to facilitate exchange of information regarding recent 

developments in that field, (iii) co-operation in the field of ship

building industry, (iv) studying the feasibility of the establishment of 

a regional center for maritime emergencies, (v) increasing the level 

of homogenity and cooperation in the field of transport regulations, 

and (vi) enhancement of cooperation in the field of maritime services 

(Egypt, 1994c). 

The conclusion to be drawn from reading Egyptian 

parliamentary and governmental policy papers on the Med forum 

is that Egypt views the forum as a technical institution which focuses 

on channeling European aid to the Southern Med nations. In this 

area, Egypt is in disagreement with Spain, Italy, Tunisia, and 
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Morocco who favor granting the framework for Med cooperation 

a clear mandate in security matters. The Spanish - Italian Med 

proposal of 1990 focused on the establishment of a Conference on 

· Security and Cooperation in the Mediterranean (CSCM) similar to 

the Conference in Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). The 

proposal listed three ''baskets" of Med cooperation ; the security, 

economic, and human baskets (Ghebali, 1993)<5>. The Euro-Maghreb 

5 + 5 formula also referred to political-security issues as the top 

issues on the agendaof the meetings of the ten nations (Ben Yehia, 

1993)<6>. 

At the institutional level, Egypt advocates the creation of a forum 

quite similar to the present structure of the Movement of Non

Alignment. The Med forum should be a loose and flexible institutional 

framework which serves as a forum for consultation among Med 

nations through ad hoc meetings. No permanent secretariat is needed 

and no charter should be adopted. In his presentation to the· 

Alexandria Meeting of the Core-Group countries of the Med Forum, 

the Egyptian Foreign Minister described the Med forum as a "system 

of regular consultations". This system" can take the form of regular 

meetings at the level of High Officials of the Ministries of Foreign 

Affairs to carry out consultations on specific issues of common interest 

pertaining to the region", (Egypt, 1994b). It can also take the form 

of !ill hoc meetings for consultations on specific issues by 

representatives of the Med countries at other levels. The recurrence 

of themes such as consultations, ad hoc meetings underscores Egypt's 

view of the Med forum as a "light" institution with no decision making 
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powers. As for membership of the forum, Egypt contends that the 

forum should be open to all Med countries, regardless of their foreign 

policy orientations or political systerns(7). Countries such as Israel, 

Cyprus, Lebanon, and Syria will have to be brought into the forum. 

Initially, Egypt raised some reservations on Israel's membership in 

the forum as long as the Arab - Israeli conflict has not been resolved 

(Group of Egypt, 1992 a). After the Israeli - Palestinian Declaration 

of Principles of 1993, Egypt dropped this reservation<8>. Further, ~ 

Egypt argues that the forum should be open to all European and 

Middle East nations at a later stage. Other Arab states should be 

invited to the membership of the forum, or else, the Egyptians argued, 

the forum will serve as a tool of division among the Arabs (Group 

of Egypt, 1992 a). Membership in the Med forum, the Egyptians· 

contend, should not preclude membership in other institutions and 

the forum itself should not be an alternative to other existing 

cooperation schemes. 
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-V-

THE PROSPECTS OF THE MED DIMENSION 

IN EGYPT'S FOREIGN POLICY 

Having outlined the basic elements of Egypt's new Med policy 

we are now in a position to deal with the basic research questions 

which were raised in this paper. Does the emergence of the Med 

dimension mean that Egypt's foreign policy orientation is changing 

or about to change? The analysis of Egypt's conceptualization of the 

Med forum indicates that Egypt is trying to expand the scopes of 

action of its present foreign policy orientation and that the Med 

policy is an instrument to safeguard Egypt's economic interests which 

seem to have been jeopardized after the drastic changes in the global 

system. Egyptian policy makers saw the global and regional changes 

as leading to the marginalization of Egypt's interests and as a result 

formulated the Med policy in order to stay at the center of regional 

action and at the same time increase options available and diversify 

foreign policy interactions. Further, Egypt's foreign policy 

orientation is not likely to become a Med one thereby abandoning 

Egypt's Eastern commitments. This assertion can be understood in 

the light of Egypt's limited ability to translate its Med ambitions 

into reality, its strategic commitments in the Arab world, and the 

lack of consensus among Egyptian intellectuals on the desirability of 

a Med orientation. Egypt's Med approach is not widely accepted by 

France and North African countries. They prefer the 5 + 5 formula 

than the Egyptian Med forum proposal. Further, the European Union 

(EU) seems to be interested in developing sub-regional cooperation 
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schemes with the Western Med and Eastern Med nations separately. 

In the former era , it tilts towards the 5 + 5 formula and in the latter 

it focuses on developing a "a balanced triangular relationship 

between the EU, the Arab Mashrak, and Israel" (Commission of the 

European Communities, 1993). Realizing this EU strategy, Egypt 

decided to adhere to the Maghreb Union (MU), a regional 

organization which includes the five north African nations of the 

5+5 formula. Egypt attended the November 1994 Ministerial Meeting 

of the MU as an observer and contends for a full membership, a 

move which has been rejected by Tunisia, (Neal, 1994, Al-Karay, 

1994). Egypt's objective is to be a part of the 5+5 formula when it is 

. resumed after the end of the Libyan- Western crisis (Salama, 1994 

a+ b). If Egypt's MU bid achieves its objectives, then it is only logical 

that Egypt will abandon its Med Forum proposal. It seems also that 

developing such Forum is not one of the main priorities of the EU, 

which adds additional constraints on Egypt's ability to put it into 

action. Egypt has also developed strategic links with the Middle 

East and the Arabian Gulf states which cannot be sacrificed for the 

sake of ·a Med orientation. These strategic relations include, .inlei 

.a..li..g, security commitments, labor relations, trade and investment 

relations which have become crucial for the survival of Egyptian 

economy an the maintenance of Egypt's national security. Finally, 

Egyptian intellectuals are in disagreement over the Mediterranean 

issue. Whereas a sizable sector of them support the Med forum policy, 

including some of those who used to be staunch Nasserites 

(Hamro~sh, 1994, artd Hanna, 1994), the Islamists and the Arabists 

reject ii:. The Islamists view the Med policy of Egypt as an attempt 
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to rally Europe with Egypt against he Islamic resurgence movement. 

They contend that Mediterraneanism is an alliance between Arab 

secular regimes and Europe against Islam. Likewise, Arab 

nationalists contend that Mediterraneanism will dilute the Arab 

identity of Arab regional system and lead to its dismantling (Hafez, 

1994, Al-Bakoury, 1994). 

Will the Med scope of action negatively influence the present 

ones? In our judgement, the Med scope of action is emerging at the 

expense of the African one. Egypt seems to be re-rank ordering its 

scopes of action in the direction of upgrading the Med one while 

keeping its African commitments at its present level of interactions. 

This does not mean that Egypt is neglecting Africa. It simply means 

that Egypt does not have an African project similar to its Med one 

and that Egypt's African ambitions are quite limited compared with 

its Med ones. 

The inclusion of a Med scope of action in Egypt's forigen policy 

seems to be a mechanism through which Egypt is attempting to 

cope with the recent regional and global changes. These changes 

seemed to have been marginalizing Egypt's regionsal status. By 

including a Med scope of action Egypt seemed to be attempting to 

connect with the emerging powers ( the European union), securing 

other sources of economic support, and echancing its strategic 

significance . 

• 
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NOTES 

1) According to Hamdan's publisher, the book was written in 

the early 1970s. However, it was published in 1993, 

apparently after Hamdan's tragic death. 

2) Address of Egyptian Foreign Minister Abdel-Meguid before 

the Arab, Foreign an National Security Affairs Committee 

of the Shura Council on 14 June 1987 and his address before 

the UN General Assembly on 29 September 1987, (Shura 

Council, 1988). 

3) Further, Egyptian research centers began to develop an 

interest in the Mediterranean and its impact on Egypt's · 

interests. In this context, the writer coordinated a project 

under the overpices of Al-Ahram Center for Political and 

Strategic Studies in the early 1980s which attempted to 

survey the major trends of international equilibriums in the 

Eastern Mediterranean (Selim, 1985). 

4) Among these activities one may refer to the participation 

of the Egyptian Committee for Solidarity in the "Conference 

for Solidarity and Cooperation among the Mediterranean 

Countries" held in Athens in February 1992 and the 

convening of the second round of the conference in Cairo 

in March 1993. The Egyptian Solidarity Committee also 

participated in the deliberations of the "International 
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Symposium on which Future for the Mediterranean" held 

in Tunis in 1992. An Egyptian government delegation 

participated in the discussions of the conference on the 

"Priorities of the Euro-Mediterranean Cooperation" held 

in Cyprus in November 1992. h1 the same month, the writer 

represented Egypt in the Arab - Spanish Meeting held in 

Toledo, Spain to discuss the future of Med cooperation. 

Further, in June 1992, an Egyptian delegation participated 

in the mter-Parliamentary Conference on Security and 

Cooperation in the Mediterranean held in Malaga, Spain, 

and recently Egypt hosted the Ministerial Meeting of the 

Core-Group countries of the Mediterranean Forum in 

Alexandria in July 1994. Ten countries attended the meeting, 

namely: Algeria, France, Greece, Italy, Morocco, Portugal, 

Spain, Tunis, Turkey and Egypt'. Egypt also is a eo-founder 

of the Mediterranean Organization for Vocational, Small, 

and mtermediate Enterprises established in April1994. The 

Secretary General of the Organization is an Egyptian 

citizen. At the moment there are eight member states in. 

organization, namely : Egypt, Turkey, Libya, Israel, Jordan, 

Morocco, Palestine, and Tunis. 

5) m 1990, Egypt endorsed the Italian- Spanish proposal. Egypt 

also hosted a preparatory meeting to study the proposal in 

December 1990. Eight countries attended the meeting : 

Egypt, Spain, Italy, France, Portugal, Algeria, Malta, and 

Yugoslavia. m that meeting, France and Portugal criticized 
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the proposal as impractical because it covered a wide area 

(Al-Magdoub, 1994). It seems that Egypt sympathized with 

the French-Portugese views and withdrew its initial 

support. The idea of a Med security cooperation was never 

raised by the Egyptians in their later statements. Egypt did 

not even refer to the Mediterranean as a nuclear free zone 

in its 1991 proposal. 

6) The 5 + 5 Group issued two documents : The Declaration 

of the Nine States on Dialogue and Cooperation in the 

Western Mediterranean in 1990 (Declaration of the Nine 

States, 1992) in 1990 (1992), and the Algeria Ministerial 

Declaration in 1991 (Algeria Ministerial Declaration, 1992). 

The first document referred to Euro-Maghreb Western Med 

cooperation in the area of "setting political and security 

issues of common concern". The second document 

elaborated on this theme. It established a Political 

Committee to overlook discussions on political and security 

matters. Perhaps Tunis and Morocco are the strongest 

Maghreb advocates of this line of thinking (Ben-Yehia, 1993, 

Morocco Group, 1992). 

7) On one occasion, Egypt's Foreign Minister stated that " 

When we talk about Med security, we mean "Mediterranean 

Europe and beyond, the European Union, and the group to 

which Britain belongs is not excluded from the issues of 

Med. security". (AI- Ahram, 23 November 1994). 

(24) 
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8) In a press conference held in. Cairo on 3 January 1995, Israeli 

. Foreign Minister, Shimon Peres, asserted that he had 

received assurances that Egypt supported . Israel 

membership in the Mediterranean Forum (Al-Ahram, 4 

January 1995). 

(25) 
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MeSCo Conference Aluandrill-Mnrcb 29/Aprill 

France's Mediterranean policv:new challenges, old dilemmas 

(rough outline) 

May Chartouni-Dubarry 

It is quite difficult to draw a. clear picture tcci ay of what would be France's Mediterranean 
:1 . . ' 

policy in the coming years. Since the G•;ifW~r which dealt a final blow to what was IabeUed as 

"France·~ I Arab Policy" (Politique arahe de la France), this policy has been left in a state of 
I 
' disarray, lacking cohe.<:ivencss and consistency. The major changes the $0uthern Mediterranean 
I 

region ha5 been undergoing since then, in its eastern and western part as wel~ have added to 

this sense! of confusion. The nineties have seeTJ both the ~1iddle-East (under the Arab-Israeli 

peacc-prdcess impulse) and the Maghreb (tcagica!ly and deeply shaken by the Algerian war) 

moving ~idly beyond French control. Domestic ~onstraints -the 1992-1995 "cohabitation" 
. I 

I 
period followed up by the presidential electiol"- have also played a key-role in preventing 

I 
France frqm fonnulating a strong and re.iuvenzted policy towards the Mediterranean. 

No doubt that the election of a new president tor a seven-year term especially if backed by a 

strong mdjority wiU help France to have a higher profile on the Mediterranean and to promete 

it as an iske of priority on the Europe Union's agenda. It has already started, together with 
I .· 

Spain to thich it will hand over the European presidency on July 1995, to press its EU's 

partners to increase aid and attention to •he countries bordering the southern and eastern 

shores of~e Mediterranean. In so doinp-~ France seeks to "rebalance• the EU's emphasis on 
I 

eastem and central Europe championed by Ge:ma, and the EU's Nordic states. It is pointing 
:1 . . . 

out that the security needs for EU's countries to have a stable and prosperous neighbourhood 
I ·. . 

have now!:become even more pressing o., its ;outhem flank than on its eastern one. 

' •· 
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I 

Oriwo by ~ '~ '~" of"''"'"'· ''"~ i> '""'"'' '"""""' " iojK< fr"h mom""" 
into the EU:s relationship v.ith its southern neighbours. But whether it will succeed remains 

I . 
fraught with uncertainties. Not only because of its Europeans partner5' reluctance to share the 

I 

2 

financial burden this implies but mainly because of France's own deep-seated ambiguities when 

it comes to !defining a policy in accordance with its perceived interests and role in this part of 
' 

the world. the forced French disengagement 'Jrought about by the fallout's of the Gulf War did 
I 

not dramatifatly alter its vision of the region r:or did it resolve the basic dilemmas which still 

arc hindering it.~ Mediterranean approach. Tc t>cttcr understand in what way the new 

Mediterran1an challenges are likely to r:-shapc French policy, let us examine first what were 

the reasons rehind the collapse of the long-held • ,..\Jab policy". 

I 
Initiated in the aftermath of the Algerian independence War by President de Gaulle's strong 

ambition to ~place an outdated colonial policy and to pursue a 'grande politique extc!rieure" 

independent! from the two Blocs, the "A;ab policy" was never to outlive France's military 

invo!vementj in the GulfWar. On the eve of the Gulf ce>nrlict, it could be summarised as 

foUows: as~ of closely-woven even "organic" relations with the Maghreb, historical and 

sentimental ~es with Lebanon, a very ac,ive diolonacy with regard to the Arab-Israeli conflict 
I 

and the p,ership with Iraq. Actually J.nd despite its ambitious label. France's Arab policy has 

never been a' comprehensive and integrated ;:.ne. but rather a collection of bilateral and 
I 
I 

autonomous: policies. Indeed. France's ambitic>ns, interests and influence were far from being 
I 

the same in t
1
he Maghreb and in the Machrek. Even "ithin these sub-regional groupings, the 
I 

intensity and' nature of France's involvement were 'lOt the same. While the ties with Iraq were i . 
built on Rea!politik considerations, making it c·rancc's main Arab ally and client, the enduring 

• special retat;onship" with Lebanon is of an emotional kind. a remnant of past involvement in a 

country whJe France's influence ha.~ steadily shrunk over the past few years. This "single Arab 
! 

policy", desp
1

ite its fragmented underlying approach. has had considerable impact on Arab 
I 

public opinion which started to view France as the sole Western actor with a balanced policy in 

the region. iJ one that is more sympathetic to the claim$ and aspirations of the Arabs. It was 

I 

I 

I 
J 
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precisely this homogeneity and unity in ~opular perceptions across the Arab World that gave 

credit to ~ranee's "difference" (la sp.!c(fidt<' f'an~·aise). All French presidents since de Gaulle · 

including F. Mitterrand have been very •r.rentive to preserve this favourabie image of France as 

a middle sjze power but one EU foreign ministcrswhich is committed to maintaining an 

indc:pcndent foreign policy on the Arab >ccrle. In 1990. France could rightly prided itself on its 

special relationship with the Arab world and for succeeding over the past three decades in 

building up a strong capital of sympathy and credibility there. 

The fact thi11 the Arab policy relied maidy on images and symbols has led some to descn'be it, 
I 

or rather to condemn it as a mere collection o:· myths. For those. the GulfWar did nothing but 
. I 

reveal the shallowness of France's prete~ce to play a pivotal and independent role in the region. 
. I 

It is tn.Ie t~at the Gulf War was a major :l)·ing test for French ambitions in the Middle East 

' insofar a.~ it confronted France for the first time with a dilemma: either to break ranks with its 
I 

' Western allies by refusing to join the multinational force or go at war alongside the US and 
I 

place in jeopardy its Arab friendships. But what brought French Arab policy to an ending was 
i 

' not so muc(t the damaging effect of its r.1iiitary involvement on its overall standing in the Arab 

World as ifwas the unprecedented post Cold-War situation which imposed a whole new 

agenda ofJriorities on French foreign policy. At the time when Iraqi troops invaded Kuwait, 

' Fraoce was;deepfy concerned with the urgency of coping with the newly emerging challenges 

' in Europe (the collapse of communism, the German reunification. democratisation in Eastern 
I . 

' Europe) and with the need to secure for :rsetf a fut';Jre role in the new international order in 
I 

keeping with its status as a leading second-rank power. These are the major extra-regional 
i 

factors which have decisively shaped French decision to sacrifice its "difference• in the 
I . . 

southern Mediterranean for the sake of norther:t geostrategic interests. By doing so, it has lost 
I 

all of the trulee middle-eastern pillars of i~s presence in the region. With regard to its Iraqi ally, 
I 

France proved unable to prevent the outbreak of the conflict and the loss of Iraq was in itself a 
' 

serious setback. In Lebanon. it had to re'inquish what remained of its influence to the benefit of 

Syria which took total control over the country (with the exception of South-Lebanon) as soon 

as October 1990. Finally, concerning the Arab-lsraeli issue, France's hopes for a high profile 

' I 
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role in the! post-war peace-making process I tinted out to be an illusion. At the inaugural · 

conference in Madrid, there was no French representation, only an EC side-seat. In sum, ar the 

end of the Gulf War, "French specificity' in :he Middle-East was devoid of all its !T)eaning. 

With the new environment ofEast-Wcst detente and the t:nitcd States' exclusive responsibility 

for hanclliAg 1\{jddle-castem affairs, Frarce has lost its special position. Its role in the Eastern 

part ofthj Mediterranean has become equal to that of German or Italy which have traditionally 

looked ar lhe Middle East as a region of economic opportunities and never have the means nor 

the desire ~o achieve grand political designs there. _ · 

This major turning-point wa~ publicly acknow!.edged by French officials as soon as March 

1991. In a much-publicised interview, French Foreign minister publicly dismissed French "Arab 

policy", declaring it null and void. Later on, his successor Nain Juppe was to assign more 

IimiteO. jd some would sav realistic, O)J' ectives to what have become France's "Mediterranean I • . 
policy". This shift from an Arab to a Mediterranean policy is not purely rhetorical. It reflects 

the waninJ ofFrench influence in the l\-fiddle East and the sub~equent tilting towards the 

Maghreb Js well as the desire of Paris tc get its European partners more deeply involved in a 

global Mehiterranean project aimed primarily at creating a Euro-Maghreb pannership, as 

mentioned! above. But. here again, French leaders are far fi"om being unambiguous. While they 

are well afare that coping with the pr~·.;ing chaUcnges confronting Maghrebi states today · 

require a European concerted strategy. ~hey >t:II re.gard this region as a traditional zone of 

influence there France·~ almost exclusive presence is long-standing and multifold. In other 

words, iflrance is ready to share the financial and economic burden as weU as some of the 

strategic risks with its European partners in the Mediterranean, it is more than reluctant to 

share whaJ it perceived as a matter of its sole rolitical responsibility. 

The dealing with the Algerian crisis reflects ve0' acutely this French dichotomy. France is more 

affected ~ war in Algeria than any other European State. With the attacks on French interests 

and espccilUy with the Chri~tmas hijacking of :.he Air France airliner by Islamic extrem;sts, the 

Algerian cksis had thrust itself in the heart of ?rcnch domestic politics. Given the painful 



·-

colonial legacy, the issue of relations with Algeria had always been a very sensitive one. Now 

because of deep ties to a country it ruled tor l 32 years and because some 800,000 Algerian 

immigrant~ live in France today, Paris cannot :.pt for a hand off policy and extract itself from 

involveme~t in the country's new war. F ranee seems to have unwillingly become a party to the 
I 

war. Vie"':ed from outside. French policv towards the Algerian crisis looked erratic, lacking a 

clear direc:tion_ It is true that the electoral. campaign is blurring the picture. The more likely 

candidateJto win the elections arc being very cautious not to be very specific about their 
l 

position oil Algeria so as not to make an election issue out of the Algerian crisis. Nonetheless, 

this has nqt prevent Interior ~nister Chrles Pasqua to launch large-scale police operations 

against isllmist support networks in France. in an aim to "terrorise the terrorists"_ The tough 

and highly~ publicised line adopted by Pasqt•a ::; clearly dictated by domestic electoral 
) 

5 

considerations. But at the same time, it shows :hat Algeria is as much an internal political issue 
: 

for France;as it is a foreign policy matter The need to maintain the status quo until France's 
I 

presidenti,l elections (i.e. to keep on providing ma:erial and diplomatic support to the Algerian 

regime so ~s to prevent any major breakdown}, has brought French officials to play .down their 
i 

differences over the Algerian issue. But i1 is clear that Alain Juppe is backing for a more 
I 

balanced French approach to dealing wit.~ A.igeria by calling for political dialogue and 

democratiJ elections as the only way to ~esolve the crisis_ The hijacking had a considerable 
l 

impact on French leaders' reading of the ~risis_ It showed that France is maybe paying a high 

price for b~cking a regime that seems unable of defeating the islamist. There is also a new 
I 

awareness that whatever future French policy is. it still will be regarded by suspicion by both I - . 
sides of the Algerian conflict. At this point. France seems unable to come up with a solution on 

his own. Not onlv had it proved powerless to intluence events there but it had taken the risk of I - . . 
being directly drawn into the Algerian crisis. Many feel iJLqde French decision-making circles 

I . 
that the oniy way to break this deadlock is to ··europcanise" the problem by arguing that a 

' 
further deterioration of the Algerian situatiov would eventually affect Europe's security as a 

whole. Bu~French officials have not succeeded so far in convincing them that Algeria is to 
I 

become a problem for Europe as much as for France. Its European partners showed no 

particular Jnthusia.c;m for providing further a~~isrance to the Algerian government. While the 
' 
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EU has not formulated any specific poli~y on f'Jgeria. it is clear that it has very little confidence 
., 

' in the regime's abilitv to handle the situation. A clear sign of this was the EU foreign ministers' 
\ - " 

endorscme~t of the peace plan drawn by Algcr;an opposition parties in Rome last January. To 
I 

generate sy\npathetic concern from it;; Europcm allies require from France that it ceases 
I 

regarding the Maghreb and more especi?.lly Algeria as its own preserve. 

Nor France: neither Europe have a ready-made Algerian policy .. But whether the EU will 

succeed in defining a common position on this issue \\oil! have a~ a major test a decisive effect 
' 

on the credibility and the viability of the Euro-Mediterranean partnership project. 

~ ~.' : ; ' '; '· -. ' 
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INTRODUCTION ---
Le recentrage des travaux de la pr6sente rencontre sur 

le thame du D~vel6ppoment tnstitutionnel du Forum M6diterran6en 

constitue une d6cision bien avisAe de la part des organisateure. 

Je leur en sais personnellement gr6. 

En effet, il paratt indiquA de consacrer un effort 

commun de r~flexion pour nous assurer que le statut et l'organi

'sation de nos activit6s au sein du Forum sent bien les plus ap
propri~s A la production commune de contributions significatives 
a la r6solution de conflits et au renforcement de la paix et de 
la stabilitA en MAditerranAe. 

Au demeurant, les groupes de travail ont assez bien 

balis6 le terrain sur ce volet comme sur lee autres volets : 

politique, 6conomique et culturel. Que leurs membres en eoient 

Ulicith. 

Tirant avantage des travaux des groupes, j'articulerai 

ma cent ribution comme suit 1 

1 - DAveloppement Institutionnel du Forum Mediterranean, 

2 - Volet politique, 

3 - Volet ~conomique et Social, 

4 - Volet Culture!, 

5 - ~erceptions des menaces pour la paix et la stabilit6 

en MAditerranee. 

1. ~~EVELOPPEMF.~! !NSTITUTIONNEL DU FOROM MEDITERRANEEH 

La demarche engagee initialement, confirmAe dans ses 

principes et affin6e dans ses modalitAs par lea groupes de tra
vail parait appropri6e pour la phase actuelle 1 
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- le Forum gagnerait ~ prl!iserver son caractl!re informel 
pour promouvoir une vraie concert;~tion .et !lviter les d6rives vers 
la n~gociation et la confrontation qu'une officialisation plus 
marquee du statut de ses instances et de la sanction de ses tra
vaux ne manqueralt pas de genlrer : 

- l'organisation des structures et des proc!ldurea de 
travail dolt etre assez souple pour permettre l'adaptation oppor
tune et graduelle avec consolidation au fur et ! mesure des pro
grl!s r!lalis!ls 1 

- le Forum devrai t se man if ester comme une force de pro
position capable d'al!menter pertinemment les processus de d!lci
sion strategique en mati~re de s!\curit!l en M!lditerran!le s;~ne pour 
autant faire redondance avec les autres cadres de concertation ni 
interferer dans lee prou~~SUti ofticielo de d6cision. 

Ce sont !a des principes fondateura 
serait judicieux de ne pas remettre en question 
conforter par des r6flexions et projets communs 
ration continue de la qualit!l du dialogue que 
engag!ls il promouvoir. 

du Forum qu' 11 
mats plutat de 

visant l'am!llio
nous nous sommee 

Pour dialoguer 1l faut un objectif commun, je dirai plu
t6t une profession de foi commune, un langage commun, une parti
cipation ~quilibr~e, une gestion corrects de l'interface entre 
lea difUrents segments du. Forum et une d~marche pragmatique et 
ef ficac:e. 

~~ P~OFOSO!ON OE FOI COM~ 

Au delil de la r6p!ltition des grands principes qu'on 
retrouve dans les Chartes auxquelles adherent deja lee pays de la 
region, il serait indiqu~ de mettre en exergue dana une Charte 
les regles d'ethique dont !''observation constitue une condition 
1 nd ispensable pour la promotion du dialogue m~d i terran6en au se in 
du Forum et par le Forum. 
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Peut etre faudrait-11 prAciser s'il ~'agit d'une Charta 
que le Forum proposerait aux pays de la MAditerran6e ou bien 
d'une Charte du Forum lui-m!me sorte de contrat moral d'adh!sion. 

Les deux option~ n'~tant d'ailleurs pas exclu~ives. 

C'est la seconde option 1 Charte contrat moral d'adh6-
sion du Forum m6d!terranAen qui relave du dAveloppement in~titu

tionnel de celui-ci 1 car elle pourrait faciliter le dAveloppe
ment et la preservation, au sein du Forum, du climat de confian
ce, de convivialitc et de toHirance indispensable au bon deroule
ment de nos activites et que nous ambitionrions de diffuser et de 
faire priSvaloir dans les relations entre nos nations respectives. 

En effet, la persi~tance tenace de mythes qui alimentent 
la xenophobia dans nos pays respectifs sous ses formes directea 
ou pernicieuses, ~ggr~vo au plan sAcuritaire une bipolarit~ At 

une asymctrie d4ja Avidentes aux plans 6conomique et social. 

Cette combina!son d'asymAtries entretient des 
tions de defiance comme celle qui voudrait que les Etat~ 

percep
du Sud 

de la Mcditerran~e, incapable~ de regler leurs affaires internee 
et de s'entendre entre eux, constituent des sources de perturba
t:.on voire de menaces pour les pays du Mord : ce qui ouvrirait un 
droit ou, plus, fera!t obligation morale pour lee pays du Nord 
d'interf6rence voire d'ing6rence. 

En rAaction, des perceptions sont entretenuee dane les 
pays du Sud selon lesquelles les Etats du Nord ne chercheraient 
qu'! exploiter les ressources natur~lles et les dAbouch511 commer
ciaux du Sud et seraient pr3ts, dans un esprit de croisade, A 
exercer toute forme de pr.ession sur tout pats du Sud qui ne se 
plierait pas ! leur hAg6mon1sme. 

L'interaction de ces perceptions de 
en rlia 11 tA 1' une des menaces princ ipa les pour 
b1lit6 en M6diterran6e. 

d6fiance constitue 
la paix et la sta-
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C'est vraiaemblablement de ce constat qu'a dQ na!tre 
1' idee de la crhtion du Forum M~diterran6en. 

Pourquoi ne pas investir dans une r~flexion commune pour 

lllaoorer une Charts qu!. proc1amera1t avec une certain"' ~:~ul,,'lfoil.~ 

notre engagement commun a d~truire ces mythes pour corriger ces 
perceptions par la promotion des etudes, des recherche& et des 
~changes qui mettraient en Avidence la communautA de nos patri
moines respectifs, ta convergence fondamentale de nos int6r3ts 
bien compris et qui feraient accepter nos diff6rences comme des 
richesses et non pas comme des m~nacea ? 

Q~LANGAGE COMMON 

L'objet essential de notre Forum est la s6curit4 en 

Mad iterranee. C' est un concept a . <JAomAtrie variable. Commen~ons 

par r6fl4chir ensemble pour aboutir l! une definition commune ou 
plutot ! dee d6fin1t1ons communes qualifi6es de la s4curit6 en 
M~diterranee dent 11 convient de bien gerer les interdependancee 
tant il est vrai que la paix et la securite en Mediterranee. sent 
indiviaibles. 

Profitons-en pour decharger les concepts que nous aurons 
fr6quemment A utiliser, dea connotations abusive& dent ils ont 
!!te encombres par des manipulations mediatiques ou autrea et 
redonnons-leur un contenu plus ~cientifiquement fond4. 

Cela fac11itera grandement nos tichangee, am611orera la 

qualite de nos travaux et nous fera l'economie de beaucoup de 
malentendus et d'incompr~hension. 

UNE PARTICIPATION EQUILIBRE£ ------- -
Pour imprimer. aux activ!ttis du Forum, une certaine rtigu

larite, il serait souhaitable de promouvoir la cooperation dans 
l'optique de la constitution d'un reseau d'institute d'litudes 

st rateg iques points focaux dan s cheque pays (Networking), 
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En effet le d6veloppement de r~~eaux nationaux autour 
d'instituts pivots, ins6r~s dana un r66eau m~diterranAen conati
tue pour l'avenir la meilleure garantie d'6changes ~quilibr!s, 

durables et de qualitA. Il aidera consid~rablement ! l'amiHiora
tion des processus nationaux et r~gionaux de dAcision stra
t6gique. 

L'6quilibre de la participation se gare ~oalement ! tra
vers la question d'~larg1ssement du Forum. 

Confirmons tout de suite qu'a terme, tous les pays rive
rains de la M~diterran~e devraient, s'ils le veulent, faire par
tie du Forum. 

Dane 1' immediat, il semble qu' il faille !tudier cette 
question avec un certain soin parce que les probll!mes qu' elle 
peut gl5n6rer sont 11 l'liv idence trl!s Apineux. 

Il sera trl!s d!fficile d'arriver a des rl!gles parfaites 
d'admission. ~otons que dl!s lors qu'on accepte le principe de la 
conditionnalitl§ 11 !'admission, on introduit automatiquement celui 
de !'exclusion encore plus traumatisant pour le climat de travail 
du Forum. 

A titre 1llu~tratif on peut constater que 
Ml§diterran~ru tel qu'.il a Ate proposf! conduirdt 
d'autres crit1!res pour s6lectionner left payfl non 
feraient partie ou bien qui estiment qu'ile font 
g6opolitique mAditerran~enne. 

le critlJre de 
il rechercher 

.ri11arain11 qn1 
partie de la 

Le crit~re d'accaptation de la l~galitl§ internationale 
semble proc6der de l'e!tclusion pr611entive ciblee. Or,il se trouve 
que le pays ainsi propos4 ll 1' e)(clusion preventive est membre de 

l'UMA et de la Ligue Arabe. 

11 semble 11 priori difficile pour les autres membres de 
ces deux Institutions d'accepter le principe d'une telle eKclu
sion pr4ventive qui cible un pays dont le littoral ~·Atend sur 
2000 km de cOtes m6d1terran6ennes. 
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Pour un Forum dont la ra i~on d' et re est de contribuer 
in.tor.mellement mais efficacement !I la r~solution des probl~mes de 
s~curit4 en M6diter.ran~e on serait en droit de se demander en 
quoi une telle exclusion r4soudrait-elle lee problames qui se 
posent ? 

Le dernier crit~re avancA, celui de !'engagement dans le 
processus de coop6ration m~diterranAenne semble ouvrir la voie ~ 

des friction& fr§quentes dont on· pourrait faire l'Aconomie en 
adoptant une Charta du type contrat d'adh~sion. 

·Etant donn~ lee nombreuses 
leve, cette question d'Elargissement 

interrogations qu'elle 
du Forum mEriterait 

sou
plus 

auopl" ·'"fl ... r.iuo'o. ~UI." aboul:ir l!. uno formulo oonwen&uellP. qn1 (IP.r

mettrait de traiter en toute s6rennitA lea candidatures pr6sen
t6es. 

Le P'orum, Atant A ses premiers balbutiements, ne semble 
manifestement pas avoir atteint Un stade de maturitE ou d'inst!
tutionna lisat ion qui 1' autoriserai t ~ porter des jugements sur 
les comportements des Etats 1 d'autant plus que l'exp6rience a 
montr§ que ces jugements procedent souvent d'approches 
taires et s6lectives qui ne tiennent pas suffisamment 
l'Avolution des prohlames. 

fragmen
compte de 

Me serait-ce pas de telles ap~roches qui au moment ou on 
met. en .avant la 16galitA internat!onale, tendent a privi16g1er 
l'entr4e au Forum d'un Etat qui refuse d'adh§rer au 'l'rait6 de Non 
Prolif~ration NuclAaire et de soumet.tr~ ses ins~allations aux 
controles de l'Agence Internationals pour l'Energ!e Atomique prE· 
cisement au moment ou la Communautli Internationals se mobilise et. 
deploie des efforts considArables pour r6affirmer la validit6 du 
TNP et pour en consacrer la prorogation. 
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LA~t!ON DE ~:l~RFACE ~~~~YS!~~~!_!QNCTIONNAIRE! 
DECIDEURS 

Lil ga10tion da cat interface r.P.nnoiP 11 nnP r.nnr.l.lliltinn 
du temps de l'analyse avec le temps de la d~cision. 

En effet, pour que les travaux des analystee aient une 
quelconque valeur d'usage pour les d~cideurs 11 faut qu'ile 
soient pertinents et exploltables aux grandes ech~ances de deci
sions strategiques, 

11 est tr~s difficile de r~aliser des sequences d'ana
lyse qui puissent permettre de satisfaire cette preoccupation 
de pertinence et d'opportunite. 

En revanche si le Forum se donne l'objectif d'organiser 
la cooperation entre les Institute Mediterraneens de Strat~gie 

pour editer reguli~rement un "rapport etrategique sur la Hediter
ranee" (M~d iteraneen strategic survelf) 1l pourrai t mieux articu
lar ses differents travaux et projets .de mani~re A contribuer a 
1' actualisation et il 1' enrich issement de ce .rapport strat6gique 
qui serait alors une refl!irence utile pour les planificateure et 
pour les decideurs strat~giques. 

!U!!LQEMARCHE PRAGMATIQl!E MAIS Et!!£~ 

Le foisonnement recent des cadres et des initiatives de 
concertation sur la securit6 en M~diterran6e rend encore plus 
complexe le positionnement du Forum par rapport ! cellee-ci et ll 
ceux-lll. 

La question des relations du Forum mediterran~en avec 
les .cadres existants et les initiatives nouvellee de concertation 
sur la S6curit~ en ~6diterran6e (S + 5, csce, PROJET CSCM, PNAM, 
PAM etc •• , l devrait constituer en soi un theme d' etudes et 
d'6changee de r~flexions. 
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2, VOL!T POLITIQOB 

La proposition relative aux 1 wquestions relatives a la 

d6mocratisation aux droits de 1' homme et aux minorit~Ss. Possibi
litA d'adoption d'un code ~e principesw est intl!ressante sous 

plusieurs angles 1 

- tout d 1 abord 9a ne ·fa 1 t pas de mal de mettre de la 

solennitl! dans la proclamation des principes de d6mocrat1e, des 
droits de l'homme et des minorit6e : 

- 9a pourrait permettre 
des cas d'intervention de pays 

d'autres pays pour identifier 

de passer en revue la chronique 
m~diterran6ene ou autres dane 
les cas oa ces interventions 

l!taient motivl!es r~ellement par la d/!.f.ense de la d6mocratie, des 
droits de l'homme et/ou des minoritl5s et 
tats pour en tirer des le~ons utile& 

d'en analyser les r~sul
permettant d'~viter le 

renouvellement .d' exp6riencee tragiques comma en Bosnie ou en 
Somalia par exemple. 

Cette proposition renvo1e 6galement 1l la question de 1a 

clarification des concepts puisqu' elle invite a ne. pas f.aire 
l'amalgame entre violence et religions ni la confusion entre 
tendances politiques et religion d'une part et terrorisme d'autre 
part. 

ll conviendrait de se poser la question de savoir qui 
est habilitl! ll. trancher sur cee qualifications en dehors de 
l'Etat souverain directement concAYn~ confoon~ment 3 sa Constitu
tion et 5 see lois ? 

Le fait pour certains Etats de s' autoproclamer censeurs 
en la matH!re, les autorise-t-11 ll se transformer en sanctuaires 
et en bases logiatiques pour l'organisation de crimes quells que 
soit !'appellation qu'on donne 1l teurs auteurs? 
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N'y a-t-11 pas 1! un vaste champ de manipulation et de 

pe~ve~sion de ces nobles p~incipes de defanse de la d~mocratie, 

des droit!! de 1 1 homme et des minori t!!s du type deux poids deux 

mesures ? 

Ne f audrai't-11 pas mieux prendre ensemble leil vraies 

dimensions des terrorismes 3 tr~vers une r§flexion commune appro• 

fondie ? 

Lea proclamations solennelles seraient beaucoup plua 

cr6dibles si on essayait d'Avaluer les exigences d'un processus 

de construction d'une d~mocratie veritable 1 un processus qui 

est une p~dagogie · de la democratie. Mais pedagogie n'est pas ! 

confondre avec proselyt!sme. · C 1 est plus exactement un processus 

d'~pprentissage de type learning by doing, Un apprentissage de 

1 1 ethique et de la pratique d~mocJ:atiques par les. dif.ferents 

acteurs tous t~:op longtemps anc~:es dans la cultu~:e de l'all6gean

ce/d6f iance. 

A cet ega~:d il semhle important pour le Forum de lancer 

cl es etudes· et d • organiser des 13changes sur le th~me de "M forme 
Administrative, O~mocratie et S~curit!! en Mediterran!!e•. 

En plus du profit mutuel que peuvent en tirer les parti

cipants, de tel& ~changes pou~:~aient avoir comme retombh po&iti

ve la promotion de la coop~ration <lecentralis!!e qui a l'avantage 

inestimable du contact diroct entre les vecteurs op!!rationnel& du 

processu& de construction democ~atique que sont les acteurs de la 

vie politique locale. 

Par ailleur&, tou& les observateurs ont bien soul1gn6 le 

poids des opinions publiques sur les probl.,mes de s!!curite que ce 

soit par les canaux d 1 expression d6mocratique lorsqu'ils existent 

ou bien que ce soit en dehors de ces canaux. Le cas de la guerre 

du Golfe est suffisamment ~loquent sur ce point. 
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Pourquoi dih lors ne pas lancer un 
d'echanges sur le thame suivant 1 "Partis 
Civile, M~diaa, Construction D6mocrat1que et 
ran !Se". 

projet d'etudes et 
Politiquea, SocieU 

SScurit6 en M6diter-

Ce qui e&t strat~gique pour le 
fin du 20a aiccle l'etait deja pour le 
pr6h !storique. 

MediterranAen 
Mditerran6en 

de 

de 
c:ette 
1' are 

C'est le feu (la guerre du feu), l'eau etle territoire 
(~ol et sous-sol). 

La technologie, c'est-!-dire la relation 
finalite du developpement economique et social et de 

de l'homme 
1' 1ntelli-

gence huma!ne, a ces facteur~ naturels, change 1 elle change m3me 
tr~s vite : mais en tarme de securit~ la problematique reste la 
m3me : comment valor1ser ces ressourcea pour assurer durablement 
le bien 3tre des hommes ? 

Comment faire en sorte que cette valorisation se realise 
par l'echange r;acifique et mutuellement b!!n6fique ? 

Dane ce cadre, je voudrais articular quelques id~es d'5-
tudes et d'6changes : 

le Pau 1 ~olltl~ues ~nc~g!!tiquoo ot S6ourit6 on 
M6di terran!Se, 

- l'Eau : Exploitation et valorisation des ressources 
hydriques et Securite en Mediterranee, 

- la Terre : Securit!! Alimentaire en MISditerranee, 

- ). • Env irqnnement 1 Coop~ rat ion pour la Protection de 
l'Environnement et s~curite en Mediterran6e, 
(11 setait indiqu~ d'6tablir une passerelle avec le Plan Bleu),. 
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- l'Homme : lee Aspects sociaux d~ la Transition vers 
l'~conomie de March~!, la Lib6ral1sat1on du Commerce et la 
S6curit~ en M~diterranAe, 

• P.mploi, Migrations et SAcurit~ en M6diterran!e, 

- Enfin thame int6grateur : les Programmes d'Ajustements 
Structurele, la Coop6rat1on et la SAcurit6 en M6diterran6e. 

4. LE VOLET CUL!Q!B~ 

L~ groupe de travail culture a recu•illi et propoa6 un 
grand nombre de projets dont on ne peut que eouhaiter qu'ils se 
r6alisent effectivement. 

Je suggererai qu'on puisse concentrer lee efforts sur 
les attributs lourds d' identiU culturelle que sont lee langues, 
le sacral et l'histoire. 

11 serait indiqu! de consacrer des 6tudes et des !chan
ges sur les politiques d'amonagements linguistiques et la e6cu
rit6 en M6diterran6e et de r6fllichir sur les voles et moyens de 
promouvolr la coopEration en matiare d'litudes historiquee Mlidi
te r ranliennes. 

Dans cette optique le Forum devrait prendre en charge la 
revendication lAgitime des Etats et des historians dee pays du 
Sud de la HAditerran6e relative ~· la reconstitution de la m6moire 
de leurs peuples, disperslie avec leurs archives. 

Enfin, last but not least il y a un th~me qui revient 
f rliquemment sous des formes souvent sch!!matiquea : c' est eel ui 
des Uites · nationales. 

Ce th~me traverse !'ensemble des volets. du ·champ 
d'action du Forum puisqu'on pourrait linoncer la finalit!! de celui 
ci en disant qu'il s'agit pour noua de r6fl6chir aux voies et 
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moyens pour que !'intelligence et les 
mieux dans les processus de d~cision 

respectif.s et de nos echanges. 

213 2 540139 

qualifications a'inscrent 
strategique de nos pays 

L'experience et les deboires d'Ibn Khaldoun et de 
Voltair.e, par example, avec les pouvoirs mais aussi avec la so
ciete de leurs 6poques respectives, sugg~rent qu'il conviendrait 

de rechercher trcs loin pour reconstituer 1'6volution des rap
ports de l' intellectual au sens large avec le pouvoir et avec la 
soc ietl!:. 

Ne pourrait-on pas mettre a l'6preuve l'hypothese provo
catrice salon laquelle la rupture entre le sous developpement et 
le d&veloppernent passe par une transformation radicale de ces 
rapports ? 

Il me semble que la plus grande menace qui p~se sur 
notre region reside pr6cis6ment dans les perceptions mal fondees 

des menaces que nous representerions les uns pour les autres et 
qui soot trop souvent ampl1fi6es pour la consommation locale. 

Trouver ensemble les voies et moyens de reduction de 
cAt t.P. rnP.nM:P. par un!l mei lleure reconnaistiance mvtvelle est la 

raison d'~tre du Forum. 

En second lieu, quand 1 1 ancien gestionnaire de gazoduc 
que je suis pense au trafic intense de navires de guerre a arma
ment nucl~aire qui passe en M~diterranee au dessus de ces "amar
res intercontinentales" que sont les gazoducs sous marins j'en 
tremble. 

En troisiome lieu, on ne peut pas rester 
fait qu'un pays et un seul en M~diterran€e refuse 
Trait€ de ~on Prolif~ration Nucleaire et meme 

insensible au 
de signer le. 

de soumettre ses 

installations nucl~aires au contr8le de l'Agence Internationale 
pour l'Energie Atomique. 
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En quatri~me lieu, il oat paradoxal de lire dan~ la 
presse que les reseaux de$ differentes forme!:! de terrori!:lmes 

(integrisme, grand banditisme, drogue, armes traditionnelles et 
armes de destruction massive, prostitution, corruption, blanc:hi
ment de l'argent sale) cooporent en toute qui~tude au plan inter

national et en particulier tout autour de la M5diterranee alors 
que les Etats de la Mediterranee semblent eprouver de!:l difficul
tos a cooperer effic:acement dans la lutte contra ces terrorismes 
entremeles qui mettent en p§ril nos soci€tes et en particulier 
notre jeunesse, 

Il y a enfin les conflits locaux qui sont connus et dont 
certains pourraient ra~urgir de fa9on plus t~agique si le6 60lu
tions de legalito internationale tardent a se mettre en oeuvre. 

Pour une region aussi petite, a l'echelle du Monde, la 
liste et l'ampleur des ri!:lques potentiel!:l a de quoi effrayer I 

Les tentation!:l ne manquent assurement 
l'huile sur le feu, 9a et 1~, pour tirer avantage, 

lites conjoncturelles des uns et des autres. 

pas de jeter 
des vulnerabi-

A ces approches tactiques flnalement contra produc:tives, 
aachons faire prevaloir la vision strategique de 1' indivisibilit~ 

de la paix et de la s~curite en Mediterranee. 
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"The Mediterranean: Bridge or Divide?" ,. 
Proposals for non-mllltsry cooperst/Vf messurss 

Introduction 

' 
by 

Professor Ss/vino Busutt/1 

Director-General 

Foundation for lntsrnstlonsl 

Vallfltta, Malts 
lt • • • • • • • 

March, 1995 

* * * * * * * * * 
MeSCO 

Alexandria symposium 

Stud/ss 
' 

We all note a resurgence of interest in the search !tor a viable form of 

dialogue and consultation to facilitate relatioh~hips between _,Jhe 

peoples of the north and south shores of the Medlterranean. In itself, 
' . ! ' 

this Is not a remarkably new phenomenon. Attempts at generating a 
I 

dialogue among Mediterranean countries on issues ! of direct Interest to 
J' 

states In the region have a fairly long and respecta~le history. 

Indeed, today, the Mediterranean seems only to liv~ on past memories, 
I . 

to glorify Its •golden age". There is nostalgia even! as we face modern 

crises demanding correct action. 

The crises exceed those of the past: demogrjaphlc explosion; a 
1 

burgeoning technological divide; a population flow\ from the south to 

the north; religious fundamentalism; dwindling i natural resources; 
1 

devastating pollution; civil war; and the constant ]menace of regional 

conflagrations. These are Issues which must be addressed In order to 
i 

., 
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avert a bleak future for the region. 

' 
The "bridge" !inking peoples and states must contain an important 

'· 

economic-technological dimension. Since the causts of the divide are 
i 

not purely political in nature, but encompa~s · deep economic 
. I 

differences, often arising from the gap in technology between the 
I 

northern and southern shores of the Mediterranean, : it stands to reason, 
i 

tl'lat bfldglng solutions must offer soonomio :and toohnologioal 

advancement. 
' 

i 
!, 

Partnership through environmental cooperatiQn. 
' 

Nowhere is our interdependence in the Mediterraneah more evident than ··,. 

in the field of the environment. A combination of tourism, urbanisation 
) . . 

and ·Industrialisation is contributing at an !alarming rate to 

desertlflcatlon and pollution (some 15,000 kilometers of coastline are 

already beyond environmental repair}. Seaboarq cities are facing 
. I 

demographic explosion (the population around · tne Mediterranean is 
i 

estimated to double by 2025}. Water is in short si.lpply. lt is thought 
I 

that northern cities will consume some 50% morej water by the year ,. 
2025; while those on the southern shores will need ~00% more water to 

cope with their needs . 

I 
The only solution is a multi·disclpllnary approach! to understand and 

I . 
better manage human impact on the envlronmont, with the main 

1 
objective of enhancing earth's natural and life-sustaining resources. 

··;: 

! 

The recognition of this need was gradual, with the ri;'ain area of success 

being protection of the marine environment. The Law of the Sea 
I· 
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Convention started strengthening the political reglpnal cooperation to 

protect the sea. The United Nations Environment; Programme (UNEP) 
> 

pioneered this cooperation with FAO (UN Food & Agriculture . ; . 

Organisation) and the WHO (World Health Organlsation), which then 

evolved Into the Mediterranean Action Plan (MAP)! In 1975. Its main 

objective was the collaborative and integrated planning of the 
I 

development and management of the resources ot the Mediterranean .. 
basin, backed by local initiatives in monitoring and jresearch. 

The Barcelona Convention, the legal Instrument which binds almost all 
r . 

Mediterranean coastal states to take all appropriate measures to 

prevent, abate and control pollution of the Mediterranean Sea from 
I 

discharges of rivers, coastal establishments or outf~lls and other land· 

based sources, Is a unique grouping of all the Medlt~trranean states. 
·f .. 

j 
In many ways, the Barcelona process of the mid-Seventies provides a 

useful model for successful cooperation in a regie~ where states have 
I 

as many concerns which divide them as as they ha.'ve ones which unite 

them. Its subject matter is well identified and clrbumscribed and the 
I 

participation set on clearly-defined geographical gr9,unds. 
"! 

Although some reservations have been expressed, sustainable 
. i• 

development Is now likely to be brought inside the: legal framework of 

the Barcelona Convention either directly or through the Mediterranean 

Action Plan. The process Is already under way} to restructure the 

Convention, perhaps by launching a Mediterrane~n Commission for 

Sustainable Development, to take account of conter.bporary thinking and 
. j ' 

needs. Such a Commission would Identify the n~.eds of the various 
' 

Mediterranean countries in coastal management, sustainable 
. ~ ~ 

agriculture and tourism • just a few of the pote~tial areas for joint 

management. The state of the sea is directly infl~eneed by the land 
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(almost 80% of Mediterranean pollution is cau$ed by land·based 
I 

establishments). However, tensions have surfaced between those 

countries who see an action plan directed at land•based, albeit strictly 
' coastal, development as a threat to sovereignty, and those who accept 
I. 

that the common sea resource may be rendered us.eless to all If littoral 
! 

development Is not planned with the environment In i mind. 
I 

' One area of cooperation already under way, Is In fisheries, particularly 

under the auspices of the F.A.O. General Fisheries Council of the 

Mediterranean. Just this month, fisheries experts at: a F.A.O.·sponsored 

meeting In Malta reached agreement to promofo oompllo.noe with 
-~ . 

international conservation and management mea~ures by fisheries' 

vessels on the "high seas" of the Mediterranean. 
' ' 

Similarly, ICAMAS, the International Centre for A~vanced Studies in 
I 

Mediterranean Agronomy, promotes not only agricultural cooperation 
I 

but also acqua-culture. There is also, to the , extent practicable, 

assistance provided by the EU's EUREKA projects. , However, this has 
I 

been limited to those few Mediterranean countries : able to participate 
I 

so far. The latter Is a model for the creation, on a joint basis, of 
. _1: ,, 

research and development between the North and t~e South and should 

be extended to provide technological cooperation in !a number of areas. 
. "! . 

. t 

lt seems to me that solar desalinatlon could be a ·;good first candidate 

on which to focus this sort of cooperation. Using those resources, the 
' 

sea and the sun, which are plentiful would of coutse contribute In an 

important manner to the solution of one of the m•jor problems in the ., 

Mediterranean, North Africa and the Middle lii:aetj • tho oupply and 
I· 

distribution of water • Itself a major source of ~ptential and actual 
' conflict. 

In general though, cooperation In the manageljrlent of the sea's 
: 

I 
f. 
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resources is so far limited. Sea routes are non-e~lstent In the sense 

that there are no agreed routes In the Mediterrari.ean. Similarly, for 

emergencies at sea, there are to date inadequate resources for civil 

pr ultt~.;liun in lhtt Mttullttrrl:lrt~l:lrr. There 1~:~ no stock of equipment and 
! 

oouthorn oountrloo would hovo to roly on aooiotaAio f~oM liPSJIIae a111i 
I 

Italy and to a lesser extent Spain and Greece. 1 

The countries of the South also need Important and 1urgent assistance to 
1. 

Implement environmentally-sound measures to dlsp4se of waste liquids 
I 

and solids and regulate the transport of toxic waste, which still moves 

Its way from north to south. The South can 41so learn from the 

experiences of the North about how to promote sustainable tourism. 
• 

. ' 
The South must be wary of explosive . economic idevelopment which . 

could endanger its indigenous lifestyles and cultures{ For economic, as 
i 

well as cultural and religious reasons, the South :may find lt difficult 
i 

to adopt patterns of. northern development alien if Its younger 

l!lll~aratlal"la auM te WAI'It te 4a& ti,AI,,, 

Non-governmental organisations are also active I~ this field. Their 

advantage is that they offer flexibility and obj~ctiveness to their 

Issues. Due to their overlapping interests with Jnajor governmental 
; 

institutions, cooperative efforts offer the most fru1tful alliances: for 

example, by broadening the International lin~~ges. Numerous 

collaborative projects are being proposed and birculated within a 
I 

network of NGOs throughout the Mediterranean 1worklng on similar 
I 

objectives .every year. I 

i 
I 

·. ~ . 
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The technologies/ deficit between North snd :south 

The above-mentioned . fields 

experience and needs for the 

of activity represent the common 
' 

coastal states and tare therefore most 
' 

likely to stimulate among them technical cooperatl~.n and exchange of 
' know·how. For regional issues to be seriously addressed, the problem 
' 

of technology calls for priority attention. There ca~not be any durable 

development .In · the· South unless technolo~lcal progress Is 
r

appropriately planned and directed. .. ·, 
'\ .... ~ 

The scope of potential cooperation Is extensiye • from soli to 
' 

acquaculture, from tourism to new forms of energy, activating various 

disniplinAA for vAry ApAr.lfir: projAr.tA. TrAinino Jis also a long-term 
I 

vital component In the Investment of the human resources of the 

Mediterranean. 

! 
The thrust and rhythm of technological progress, first In the US and , 

I 

Japan and now the Asia-Paciflc region, has spurred ~urope to move even 

faster. The growth on the Mediterranean's northern. shore, while 

stagnating in global economic terms since the late ·~ 980s, still shows a 

large disequilibrium with that of countries to the $outh. The figures 

speak for themselves. The Maghreb countries cortduct over two-thirds 

of their trade with the EU. Of that two-thirds, ~ome two-thirds are 

conducted with the three southern EU countries, Fra~ce, Italy and Spain. 
. . j" 

By contrast, the Maghreb only represents a mere )3% of EU external 

trade. In 1970, Arab countries represented 15% of ~C Imports; by 1987 

they accounted for just 1 0%. 

20 years of non-dialogue 

Mediterranean shores . 

'· 

These figures indicat~ the reality of some 

between the sout~ern and northern 
! 

In the meantime, the countries of south~east Asia have managed to 
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make substantial inroads into EU markets. The so.-called Asian tigers 
'· . 

have managed to stem population growth and inc~ase their GDPs at 

phenomenal rates while the countries of the sou~hern Mediterranean 

remained In a relative economic backwater. 

Realistically, there Is little evidence to suggest! that a position of 

technological equality could be achieved between North and South by 
~ .. 

the year 2025. What could be reached Is a mea~ure of technological . 

"balance", whereby the South is not lagging behird the North in Its 

adaptation of technological advancement to dori,lestic and regional 

needs. The South may not, by then, have caught up:,with the North in an 
. ' 

overall state of the art situation, but it may well !:have succeeded In 
. ' 

I 

identifying and developing technological processe• satisfying its own .. 

specific demands in such crucial areas as energy, water production and , . . , 
agriculture. Small steps are being made which could widen to make a 

significant contribution to improving technical kno~;how in the South. 
~ 

One such step is the technological cooperation a)'nong Mediterranean 
I 

universities promoted by the EU's Med Campus network, and UNIMED, the 
i" 

University of the Mediterranean. Recently, a UNIMED initiative was 
1 

launched to establish a Mediterranean Master's programme In 
' environmental management. In addition, UNIMED has recently embarked 

. I 

on the MED- LAB project which alms to support ,and help Implement 
' cultural, economic, sociological and environmental proposals through 

. 1 . 

the more formal MED FORUM process. In addition, t~e EU Is considering 
., 

extending its educational programmes, Socrates an~ Leonardo, and the 

Fourth Framework Programme for Research and D,Gvelopment to some 
j": 

non-member state countries. i 

I 

The first necessity Is technological cooperation, lr particular through 
,. 

the identification of regional needs to which local regional solutions 
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should be found. And here, Mediterranean countrliis are more able to 

know their needs than a pan-European organlsatlori based In, and run 
! 

from, the North. ' : 
' ' 
r. 

The great success of the EUREKA project hinges precisely on the 

circumstances that it calls for joint (North·So~th) partnership In 
·~ .. 

research leading to development of a commercially interesting product 

or process. Such an approach does away with': the master-servant 
·i. 

relationship inherent In conventional technologi transfer with its ,. 
inbuilt streak of continuing reliance on the North ;for further scientific 

' 
and technological innovation. lt fosters, instead, a "joint venture" 

i 

spirit which permeates the whole philosophyi of the process. 
1 

Researchers from both parts of the region ea~ work together in 
I 

laboratories and research institutes which, llnke.:cl to industry, can 

eventually produce the technology required to meet' perceived domestic 

and regional needs. ' 
.i" 
1 

The Malta initiative for the creation of a Me~lterranean Marine 

· Industrial Technology Centre was born out of these considerations. 
' . The important industrial and marine technological developments taking 
i . 

place in marine activities should open new av.enues for all the 

Mediterranean littoral states. Cooperation in harn~sslng the common 

heritage of the Mediterranean Sea should be one of the major goals of 
I . 
' developed and developing countries in generating or acquiring the 

technology for exploration and exploitation of thelt' marine resources. 
1' 

Marine technology Is an area which shows a trem~nqous technological · 

gap between the northern and southern shore of the Mediterranean. The 
·1 

' United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea' provides a specific 
'· i'' 

mandate for the establishment of regional marine scientific and 
i 

technological research centres. 
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There has to be, for the proper execution of such iprojects, an attitude 
I 

of convinced disposition from the North to join hand& in such a venture. 
'I 

Unfortunately, when the idea was mooted to the E,UAEKA management 
. i 

to widen Its mandate to the southern Mediterranean (apart from the 
I 

southern countries already in Its ambit), it received a lukewarm 

response. But, it is only through such an approaQ~, that the North and 

South can progress together in the great adventu~• of a development 

that will be sustainable and durable because of a lcommon endeavour 
I. 

and shared responsibility. Progress Is being maq6,l now through the 

Mediterranean Forum to launch initiatives promoting joint programmes 
i 

in such fields as gas supply, marine Industrial technology and education 

and training (using the EU's many educational and cooperative schemes 
. - I 

' • such as MEO·UABS, MED-CAMPUS and so on • aa 1models). In looking 
'!·: 

to EU forerunners, the Mediterranean Forum must !ensure that lt does 
J 

not re-invent the wheel and duplicate EU schem~s overlapping their 

ideas and resources. 
j· 

But any collaborative approach to managing our shla.red resources must 

avoid slipping Into the colonial rut. For as Jong as the more 

technologically-advanced among us keep considerlns development of 
I 

the South as a function of technology transfer, we shall not serve 
- I 

adequately the causes of the South in its qu~_st for sustainable 
' 

development. 
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The polltlcal·cooperatlve environment 

Increasingly, I am drawn to advocating and aptively encouraging 

institutional advancement, a mechanism, hoWever simple and 
' 

Inexpensive, to bring together the countries of the Mediterranean. The 
' Barcelona Convention, as it stands, and the Mediterranean Action Plan, 
I 

despite two decades of successful operation, have not managed to 

nurture an ever-widening process of cooperation. The disappearance of 
I . 

the Cold War has lifted many of the constraints on !regional cooperation 
.. 

in the Mediterranean as elsewhere. But, the end iPf bloc politics has 

also unleashed forces at national and sub·re~lonal levels which 

constitute a new form of threat to regional peace; and stability. The 

process of regional consultation may be easier to ~nerate, but it is no 

less complex and intractable to deal with. Given the potentially 
i 

volatile nature of the Mediterranean lt is right that states within the 
·! 

sea's basin are actively exploring some Ideas for tegional cooperation. 
I 

A Commission for Sustainable Development would act as an anchor for , 
practical confidence-building measures. 

Malta has also advanced, in different fora, the concept of a Council of 
l 

the Mediterranean which could, as a first step, ponvene a standing 
I 

committee foreign ministers of Mediterranean countries. At the same 
I. 

time, the Mediterranean Forum, held In Alexandria. last year has now 

pointed to the possibility of greater cooperation I~ economic, political 
' and cultural affairs. The principle aim is to generale a more structured 

process of expert consultations on set topics, ·~ut mainly at non· 

governmental levels. l 

From EU neighbours to the North has come the p~pposal to organise a 

Euro·Mediterranean Ministerial Conference in the ;second half of this 

year {27·28 November) in Barcelona under the Sparllsh Presidency. The ,. 
' 
.. 

' 
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conference should hopefully allow an in·depth discussion of future 

relations between the Union and the Medil~rranean countries, 

addressing all relevant political, economic, social and cultural Issues. 

The conference should reach agreement on a seri,s of economic and 

political . guidelines for Euro·Mediterranean cooperation Into the next 
! . ' 

century and will establish a permanent and regular dialogue on all 

subjects of common interest. 

The offer of a Euro·Mediterranean initiative comln~ from the EU side 

must not Inhibit moves by the Mediterranean states themselves to 

organise their own collaboration. 

meeting taking place in Barcelona 

The next Med Forum ministerial 
j· 

In June is a fUrther indication that 
' 

the desire within the Mediterranean states themselves for cooperation , .. 

is still strong. Within this Forum, Mediterranean S'j!.tes need to define 

objectives and courses of action with suff)clent clarity and 
~ . . 

determination to create the necessary long-terl'fl conditions for a 

viable Mediterranean security process to emerge. 

Independently of the unilateral action which indl\4dual Mediterranean 
. } 

slates will take with respect . to the Initiatives ~lthin the European 

ii'IStitutlons, &OI'M form of prelimh,ai'Y coi,S&I,sus mut!lt .:.rl\tlr'y" "'' lhv 

collective level about ·decisions which a Mediterranean regional 
. ··r 

dialogue could take and whether indeed some form ()f extended dialogue 

is to become the mainstay of a. Mediterranean. ~security process or 

simply be a complement to a more restricted jdlalogue limited to 
' littoral states. 

it seems to me that we need an Assembly of ;the Mediterranean, 

eventually with representatives voted by direct s~ffrage, but Initially 

with parliamentarians already elected to their natidnal elective bodies, 
' much in the same way as the Parliamentary Assem~ly of the Council of 

.j' 

i '. 
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Europe. The difficulties in implementing such a prpposal are real and 

there is no point In fudging them. A number of Me~lterranean countries 
I 

do not have parliaments in the accepted "Weste:rn" sense with the 

universal suffrage of a free electorate able to vote whomsoever they 
" 

wish into power through a sovereign assembly. i Democracy in the 

Mediterranean means different things to different ni,en. , .. 
1 
1 

' 
Yet, perhaps we should be bold In tackling these sltuatlons and not be 

frightened by the challenges they pose. Should we pot consider that the 

very desireability of having such an Assembly] might spur states 
1' 

lacking a parliamentary demoncracy to take step$ to introduce one? .. ; 
The governance of the Mediterranean through siJch an institutional 

innovation would offer a potential cohesion of M~diterranean peoples 

and their leaders. 

lt will likely be necessary to circumscribe Initially the content of a 
l( 

Mediterranean dialogue to manageable subjects. ; A whole range of 

issues, rrom those relating to economic and tech~lcal cooperation, to 
I 

those dealing with the environment, the protection Qf human rights, the 
.· j· 

treatment of immigrant workers and of refugees apd the fight against 

drug trafficking and organised crime readily co~e to mind.. This 

Mediterranean dialogue has to be examined with •r·pragmatic approach ,. 
and a great sense of realism. Despite the fact that the Mediterranean 

is the great croesroads of history, religions, 

there have, In the past, been few Issues 

littoral states. 

cultu~&s and civilisations, 
" :. 

of sQJidarity to bind the 
r 

Solidarity would be the main benefit of such an ; Assembly: solidarity 

through political, economic, cultural and sclentiflq cooperation. The 
' 

Assembly could for example mandate directive$ on environmental 
' 

issues, marine and land-based; lt could offer lntfr·university projects 
. (> 

1 
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for the Mediterranean; and it could, through an i~ternationally-funded 

Mediterranean development bank, support collabor~tive projects with 

an Intra-regional dimension, but with an extra-regional export

orientation. The Assembly could have its own hum~n rights bodies • a 

Court - and its own social charter which could ta~e into account the 
. . .. 

cultural and religious diversity of the Medlterranea~. 
i· 

Conclusion 

' '· 
We are facing In the Mediterranean a security pro~lem reflected In the 

' 
North-South divide; a north striving to maintain its: quality of life, and 

·! 
a south facing unemployment, social unrest, popl.llatlon explosion, lack 

of strong democratic traditions and extremist' lnstrumentallslng 
'. 

religion for emotive political strategies. And the problems of the 

South il.re exj)vi'lil.bl~ tu th.o Not"th. 
., .,. 
' '. 
[·, 
1 

Ultimately, it seems to me that the real solutio~ in the immediate 

future lie In technological advancement, an area'. where cooperation 
. i" 

between governments and universities, as well aa Industry and local 
I 

and regional government on both shores especl~lly In the field of 
1. 

research and development, can bring real solutions. ! For the South, this 

may not be an easy matter because few Southe~n countries have a 

tradition of this type of cooperation. · But In a ~ituatlon where the 

ration of GNP donated to research funds is now In lhe range of 35/40:1 ,. 
between North and South, the need for technologjqal advancement Is ... 

•.: 
essential In order to motor the economic growth. 

I' .. 
As regards security and cooperation, any confiden~e-building measures 

should not be one-way from North to South. Solutions must not be . ~ .. 

projected so as to convey an "imposition• of values. The question of 
·;· 
! ,. 
l 
{ 
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.?afues lies . at th~ heart of any nation and Is deeply rooted In the ethnic, 
I 

religious and cultural traditions, differences which; it has been said, 

contribute to Instability and Insecurity In the ·Mediterranean. , . 

Confidence must be generally inspired, among all peoples, for it to 

succeed. Cooperation should involve non·governn!lental organisations. 

After all, it is not only governments, perhaps /not even primarily 

governments, which introduce, promote and instil :confidence building 
I 

measures. Confidence Is a human resource and ~herefore cannot be 
I 

imposed by governments. The ancient cities of th; Mediterranean can 
• 

hAin hrirlOA thA flivida and cooperate onQe more ~§ t~ev ~i~ in the Aolden 

e;o. ot trt\~0. LJYt, ~ffQno at looal and rof!lonal lovlill<:m._y bv um.lvrmiuwd 

if the nation state is lagging behind In Its comm~tment to a genuine ,, 
cooperative dialogue. 

' 

' ·'f. 
· But, through a common dialogue, we have a substlite for the past, the 

. !· 

prosperity of the future. For this region has a potential which given 
~; ., 

the right political will can ensure Its stablllty, can further 

cooperation, can envisage for the region a role for.!peace which can be 
' determining, not only in the region Itself, but also !In its global efforts. 
; 

The offer of cooperation between the North and So~th shores must be 
l 

more than tromp l'oell, a false promise offered by ia richer north as a 
I' 

contemporary way to exploit and dominate the sout~. There has to be 
I· 

a dialogue if the two Mediterranean& are to enjoy Jagaln the prosperity 

and harmony which produced the ancient civilisatio~s. 
!' 
i 

Europe needs to embrace for Its own survivali a value-orientated 
I 

society that regards the raising of the quality of U~e In the South, not 
r 

simply and exclusively as an Insurance policy !.against the ills of 

Immigration or against the potential threat to s9clopolltical regional 

stability arising from the widening income gi\ps,i' but as an Mt of 
••ol. 

·"i 
i 

----------------------------~~ .. 
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solidarity based on distributive justice. 

I 

IUs only in this way that the North aod South can 
1
progress together in .,. 

furthering mutually-beneficial development that will be both 
! 

sustainable and durable because lt is born of a shared responsibility . 
' 

The Mediterranean Forum, born in Alexandria last year, has now raised 

the possibility of greater cooperation in econbmlc, political and 
~ ... 

cultural affairs. Indeed, its most recent meeting 1;n Rome this month 
' 

(March, 1995), was another step towards making forynal dialogue among 
I 

the amalgam of Mediterranean states more of a rea!fty. 
I' 

Forms of non-military cooperation in the Mediterr-anean and North 
I' 

Africa have tradlonally been classical and· conve~tional, that Is, they 

are based on somebody in the North contributln.~ something to the 

South. The time has come for the post-colonial era tp end and an era of 

partnership and symbiosis to begin through equal dialogue on non

military confidence-building measures. I maintain that the 

environment, our shared resource, 

providing a route towards securing 

enduring pan-Medlterranean peace. 

·Ends-

has the greatest potential In 
l: 

the confidence needed for an 
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